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Peace, Unity Dual Theme of Papal Trip;
Paul Hails Meeting With Athenagoras
An Adiocair Newt Summary
Pope Paul VI stressed twin
themes of world peace and
Christian unity this week In
his precedent-shattering pil-
grimage to the Holy Land.
Engulfed by cheering mobs
in Jerusalem, moved to tears
as he celebrated Mass at the
site of Christ's Resurrection,
embraced by the towering
Patriarch of Constantinople in
a momentous meeting, the
Holy Father spent a hectic and
grueling three days.
Thr interest in his messages
of peace and unity and his own
thoughts on his return to Rome
"we return with a heart full
of intense emotion" testified
to the journey's success. Its
effects, the Pope prohesied,
will he felt for generations to
come.
TIIE PONTIFF spoke of
peace not only to the heads
of state who greeted him
King Hussein of Jordan and
President Zalman Shazar of
Israel —but to leaders
throughout the world. From
Jerusalem, he dispatched tele-
grams to 220 heads of states
and International organiza-
tions expressing his desire for
peace and his Intentions to
pray for peace in the Holy
Land.
He emphasized the peaceful
nature of the journey as he
spoke to both Israelis and
Jordanians, using the word in
the local languages
"Shalom, shalom" (peace,
peace) in Israel and "Salaam
Aleiklm” (peace be with you)
In Jordan
The dual plea for peace and
unity was expressed through-
wit the trip, including an
Epiphany appeal made at
Bethlehem. After celebrating
Mass in the Grotto of the Na-
tivity, the Pope said in his
sermon:
"THIS IS THE historic hour
In which the Church must liv*
her profound and visible unity
. . The Church's external
apologetic and missionary
force depends upon this inter-
nal unity. . .Wo speak thus to
Catholics who are already
within the safety of the fold
of Christ. But we cannot re-
frain from making a similar
invitation to our Christian
brothers who are not in per-
fect communion with us. . .To-
day the will of Christ is press-
ing upon us and obliging us to
do all that we can. with love
and wisdom, to bring to all
Christians the supreme bless-
ing and honor of a united
Church."
The Pontiff spoke of peace
in a departure from his pre-
pared text. He said:
"At the moment of leaving
Bethlehem, this place of purity
and serenity where there was
born almost 20 centuries ago
the One to Whom we pray as
Prince of Peace, we feel the
imperious need to renew to
the heads of states and to all
those who bear the responsibil-
ity of peoples our pressing ap-
peal for peace in the world.
"May governments hear this
cry of our heart, may they
generously pursue their efforts
to assure humanity the peace
to which it aspires so ardently.
"May they, in communion
with the Almighty in their in-
most conscience as men of
clear intelligence, have a more
ardent wish and renewed spirit
of concord and generosity in
order to spare the world at
any cost the anxieties and hor-
rors of anew world war,
whose consequences would be
incalculable ..."
FEW INCIDENTS marred
the religious nature of the pil-
grimage. Most alarming was
the throng which crushed the
papal party as it entered Jer-
usalem, forcing cancellation of
a brief speech at that point.
The surging crowd virtually
carried the Pope along the Via
Dolorosa, preventing him from
praying —as he had intended
at each Station of the Cross.
The Holy Father twice met
with Ecumenical Patriarch
Athcnagoras I of Constan-
tinople, with both men clearly
moved by the dramatic import-
ance of the moment. The meet-
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WHERE CHRISTIANITY BEGAN - At thetraditional scene of Christ's burial and Resurrec-
tion - the Basilica of the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem - Pope Paul VI offers Mass, oneof the first ads of his historic pilgrimage to the Holy land. Jon. 4-6. Tears wer e visible
in the Pontiff's eyes as he prayed there.
Drive Begins March 1
$5 Million Goal
For Relief Fund
WASHINGTON (NC) - The
IRth annual Bishops' Relief
fund Appeal, chief financial
support of Catholic Relirf
Services-NCWC. overseas aid
agency of U S. Catholics, will
be conducted March 18.
Archbishop Patrick A.
O'Boyle of Washington, chair-
man of the NCYVC adminis-
trative board, scheduled the
1964 appeal in a letter to the
U S. Bijhops. Goal of the ap
peal has been set at $5 mil-
lion.
"IT IS MOST gratifying and
encouraging to note," said
Archbishop O'Boyle, ' that be
cause of the basic support
provided by the Bishops' Re-
lief Fund. Catholic Relief
Services-NCWC, our foreign
relief agency, was able to
maintain last year a program
that had a value of 5176 mil-
lion.
"The food, clothing and
medicines that we were thus
able to ship actually touched
the lives of over 26 million of
the poor and needy in more
than 79 countries."
As part of .the appeal, stu-
dents in Catholic schools and
colleges will participate in a
special Lenten campaign of
prayer, self-denial and alms-
giving commencing Feh 12,
Ash Wednesday. The nation's
Catholic school students in re-
cent years have raised an-
nually a million dollars for
the fund.
CRS-NCWC last year was
called upon to speed emer-
gency aid to victims of floods,
earthquakes, famine and other
catastrophes in various parts
of the world. The supplies
which were dispatched to the
victims of the earthquake in
Skoplje. Yugoslavia, last sum-
mer, and to victims of hurri-
cane "Flora" in the Carib-
bean area, were characteris-
tic of the type of emergency
disaster assistance rendered
by the agency.
President
Remembered
PATERSON A 70-year*
grocer here is having two
Masses said for the late
President Kennedy.
Ralph Campobcllo col-
lected the funds for the
Masses from patrons of his
store who dropped small
change into a glass jug he
placed on his counter
for the purpose
One Mass was offered at
Our Lady of Pompeii
Church Jan. 4 by the pas-
tor. Rev. Sylvus Mnncini
The scrond will be offered
at St. Michael's Church at
10 a.m. Jan. 12 by Msgr.
Carlo Cianei, pastor there.
Assistant Director
Fr. Pollard Named
To Hospital Post
NEWARK Bey. Raymond
J- Pollard, assistant pastor of
St. Francis Church. Ridgefield
I’ark. has been appointed as-
sistant director of Catholic
hospitals for the Archdiocese
of Newark, it was announced
this week by Archbishop
Boland.
F athcr Pollard succeeds
Rev. Ilarrold J. Murray, who
was recently appointed direc-
tor of the Bureau of Health
and Hospitals of the National
Catholic Welfare Conference.
Father Murray has already as-
sumed his new duties on a
part-time basis but will work
with Father Pollard for a
month or so.
A GRADUATE of St. Pat-
rick’s High School. Elizabeth,
Father Pollard attended Seton
Hall University and took his
theological studies at Immacu-
late Conception Seminary,
Darlington. Me was ordained
June 3. 1830. at St. Patrick s
Pro-Cathedral and was assign-
ed to St. John's Church. Jer-
sey City, remaining there un-
til his assignment at St. Fran-
cis In 1838.
In February, 1963. he was
appointed Bergen County mod-
erator of the Archdiocesan
Physicians Guild and Council
of Catholic Nurses.
His new appointment was ef-
fective Jan. 4. He will work
under Msgr. Thomas J. Con-
roy, pastor of Sacred Heart,
Vailsburg, and director of
Catholic hospitals, and will re-
side at Cure d'Ars House, East
Orange.
FATHER POLLARD
Johnson
May Meet
Pontiff
JERUSALEM, Jordan (NC)
President Johnson has re-
quested Pope Paul VI to pray
for the success of U S efforts
for world peace. The Chief Ex-
ecutive also expressed hope
that he could meet with the
Pontiff.
Pope Paul responded warm-
ly to both requests, but there
was no indication of where
the desired meeting would
take place.
THE DISCLOSURES were
made here by R. Sargent
Shriver, director of the US.
Peace Corps, who delivered
the President’s letter to the
Pope while he was visiting the
Holy Land in his history-mak-
ing pilgrimage.
Shriver told newsmen that
the Pope seemed touched,
particularly when he read the
portion of the letter in which
the President, a Protestant,
asked the head of the Catholic
Church to pray for U S. pear*
efforts and also for the work
of the President.
Shriver said the Pope looked
up from the letter, said he
willingly would offer the pray-
ers for the requested inten-
tions and that he was ap-
preciative that the President
had thought to make the two
requests.
THE BODY OF the Prrsl
dent's letter had been typed,
but the Chief Executive added
a postscript in his own hand-
writting in which he expressed
the hope for a meeting with
the Pontiff, Shriver revealed.
There was no mention of a
date or place.
The Pope said he would be
"happy to place himself at
the convenience of the Presi-
dent when the opportunity
arises," Shriver said.
He added that in his opinion
this did not mean necessarily
that the Pope would leave
Vatican City for such a me«t-
inK.
Pope Paul also asked that
his condolences be extended tn
the mother and the widow of
President Kennedy, Shriver
said.
The Pontiff also asked that
his admiration be conveyed to
both women "whose brave ex-
amples after the tragedy were
an inspiration to the world and
a worthy example to millions."
Shriver said.
Shriver came here to deliver
the letter whift making a tour
of Jordan, Turkey, Nepal and
Israel in connection with the
Peace Corps.
Shriver also said he brought
with him the cross which had
lain on the casket of President
Kennedy. He said he asked the
Pope to bless the cross, which
belongs to Shriver. The Peace
Corps director also said the
Pope gave him several gold,
silver and bronze coins, struck
at the Vatican, for President
Johnson snd for Shriver him-
self.
Paterson Priests Bound for Peru
Two Will Receive Mission Crosses
PATERSON The annual
Holy Name Vesper service at
St. John'* Cathedral Jan. 21
will also be the occasion for
the departure ceremony for
two priests of the Paterson
Diocese who are assigned to
the new mission in lea, Peru.
Rev. George A. Dudak. for-
merly of St. George's, Pater-
son. and Rev. James F. Jan-
nucci, formerly of St. An
thony's. Hawthorne, will re-
ceive their mission eros»es
from Bishop Navagh during a
ceremony which will begin at
3:30 p.m.
MEMBERS OF the Holy
Name Society are asked to
receive Communion with their
sons at Mass that morning.
The boys will be presented to
Bishop Navagh at service.
Bishop Navagh Will preside
at Benediction, which will be
offered by Msgr. Walter 11.
HUI, rector of the cathedral.
The deacona of honor to the
Biahop wUI be Msgr. Philip J.
Coyne, pastor of St. Nicholas,
Pasaaic, and Msgr. Joseph M.
O'Sullivan, arcbdiocetan direc-
tor of the Holy Name Society.
Deacon and subdeacon wUI be
Rev James J. Doyle, pastor
of St. Theresa's, Paterson, and
Rev. John Divixta, 5.D.8.,
pastor of St. Anthony’s, Pat-
erson.
ICA IS TIIE third mission
sponsored by the diocese In
South America. In 19tt, Bish-
op James A. McNulty an-
nounced that the diocese would
staff a parish in Caranavl,
Bolivia, and also finaneiiily
suppg'A » parish tn LaPa* In
t -b»kry, 1903, the Bishop
went to Bolivia to formally
erect the two parishes
Bishop Navagh had pre-
viously sent two pnests from
his former Diocese of Ogdens-
burg. N Y., to Peru in IM3
and they are now serving
there in the seaport of Motleo
do.
ICA IS ALSO a coastal town
about three hours drive from
Lima. It has a population of
5.000 and a small church, but
no priests assigned to it. The
Sisters of St. Joseph of Cares)
dolel from St. Louis, Mo. op-
erate a grade school there.
Father Dudak and Esther
Jsnnucci have each volun-
teered for five-year lours of
duty sod will receive two
years ol seniority tor each
year in the fission Financial
support wiUpie given by the
Diocese of Paterson
FATHER DUDAK is from
Hibernia and attended Barley
High School. Morns town. Si
Chart#* Preparatory Semin-
ary Baltimore, Seton Hail Un-
iversity and Immaculate Con
cepiion Seminary. He was or-
daioed May M. MM. by Blah
op McNulty.
Following ordination, be
si Our Lady of Mercy.
Whlppaay. and SI. George's
Father Jenaucci is a native
w
A,aboy «“•<*•*
Wood bridge High School, tie
began studies (or the priest
hood at Divine Word Sens
inary, Bordealowa, and twos
Pleiad them at I mmaculat.
Conception Seminary He was
oidatnad by Bishop McNulty
on May M. IM*. I**l hat
served at St Anthers arnco.
Layman’s Role as Bridge
Is Cited by Holy Father
By MSGR. JAMES I. TUCEK
VATICAN CITY' (NC) - The
Catholic layman must be *
bridge between the profane and
spiritual world. Pope Paul VI
said in an address to an Italian
group of university graduates
The Pope spoke during a
Mass celebrated in St. Peter's
Basilica Jan 3
HE ADDRESSED the grad
uates as men who are prepar-
ing themselves for active pro-
fessional life, who in the fu-
ture will combine the practice
and profession of their Faith
with the exerrtsc of their pro-
fessions.
Pop* Paul then' added:
"The fact, so simple to stale
and yet so complex to define,
that men like you should call
themselves and be Catholics
Is of very great interest to
us."
He went on "You know that
our doctrine recognizes for
thr faithful layman participa-
tion in the spiritual priest,
hood of man and therefore his
capacity—indeed his responst
billty—for the exercise of the
apostotate which arises at
the mission proper to the pres
rnt hour
"We speak of the ronsecra-
Lon of the world and the spe-
cial prerogatives which are
attributed to the layman In
the sphere ol secular life—a
sphere ripe (or the possible
spreading of the light an!
grace of Christ—precisely be
cause he can act on the sec*
lar world from within .. .
while the priest, who is to a
Urge extent separated Irom
secular life, cannot art on It
except in an external way.
through his words and through
his ministry ...
"OUR CATHOLIC laymen
have this (unction of being a
bridge It is a function which
has become extraordinarily
important and tn a way in-
dispensable And this u not to
insure the Church's intrrfrr
cute as a dominating factor
in the field of temporal reali-
ties and in the framework of
worldly affair*, but to make
sure that the world will not
be left without the message
of Christian salvation "
The Pope spoke of the lay-
man's dual citizenship, insist-
ing that the two citizenships
are not to be considered in-
compatible
He said, instead, -that the
'dualism ' which insists that
the profane and the spiritual
are two incompatible worlds
"can be accentuated to such
a point that it can make of
the cccirsiai community a
closed cenacle on the one
hand, remote from the society
wtsere it nevertheless finds It-
self. and paralyzed in its doc-
trinal as well as in Its teach-
ing. charitable and social ef
fietency. -»hik- rerwiertng Use
secular world, on the other
hand, insensitive to religious
problems, the greatest prob-
lems of Ufe. and therefore ex-
p»**d to the recurrent dan-
ger of behrvtng Itself to be
self suflicirnt. with all the sor-
rowful consequences which
this illusion finally entails
THF FAITHFX'I. layman
cannot forget that he is a man
of this world, precisely to re-
main a participating member
to the communion of the Mys-
tical Body, nor ran the man
of this world neglect every
memory and every pledge of
the Christian conscience in
order tn be free to devote
himself wholly to the demands
of his secular profession "
The Pope said therefore
that the function of the lay-
man is found tn a twofold ter
lirnnay: the Oirtstlan within
•octety. and the secular with-
in the Catholic life.
He added "The ecumenic a.
roused speaks us you and with
yo«. the Catholic laymen, be-
cause of the need which the
Church has for you, but even
more for the vocation to the
tutnest of a Christian Ufe
which the Church see* in your
SOSllf
-
Name Fr. Hebert
Pastor in Clifton
PATERSON - Bishop Nav-
agh announced a list of vlcr-
gy appointments for the Pat-
erson Diocese this week, in-
cluding that of Rev Roger A.
Hebert as pastor of St- Clare's
Church. Clifton.
Fsthcr Hebert, who has been
serving as assistant at St.
Stephen's. Passaic, since IKM.
will succeed Rev Joseph H
Dempsey, who died last year.
THE BISHOP also anoounc-
ed two eurtal appointments.
Msgr Joseph i, Gallo, pas-
tor of St Joseph's. Newton,
was named assistant vtear lor
religious, and Rev. William J.
King. S T D., pastor ol St. Jo-
seph’s, Uocoin Park, was
named tensor tibrorum
Included in a list of five
special appointments were the
assignments of Rev. George
A. Dudak and Rev. James F.
Jannucct to the Paterson mis-
sion In Ic*. Peru Rev Joseph
L Ferrito was named chap-
lain of 8t Mary's Hospital.
Passaic; Rev Ronald Amao
dolarr was oamed director of
the Paterson-Hawthorne CYO
district and Rev Richard G
Rrnto. associate director of
the Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine, was assigned to ret*,
dence at 81. Clare *. tTtftoa
FATHER HEBERT t* a os-
Uv# of Holyoke. Mass, and
took hi* theological studies at
St Mary * Seminary. Balti-
more He was ordained at 81.
Michael s Cathedral. Spring-
field. Mas*. tn IN* He came
to Paterson tn July, IMS. and
served four year* at Sacred
Heart. Dover, and one year at
St Joseph's. Newton, before
being assigned to St Stephen *.
All of the appoint meats are
effective Jan »*. with the ex-
cepiion of Father Kings,
effective Ust Dec )D
See Toble, Page 2
In West Essex
Negroes to Visit
White Families
SOUTH ORANGE Some 23 white couples from three
West Essex parishes will open their homes to 50 visiting Negro
couples for a social visit on Jxn. 12. During the visit they are
to discuss racial problems
The white couples arc from Our Lady of the Lake, Verona;
Immaculate Conception. Montclair, and St. Catherine of Siena,
Cedar Grove. They wtU be visited by Negro couples from Holy
Spirit. Orange; St Peter Claver, Montclair, and Queen of
Angels. Newark.
UNDER TIIE FLAN, two Negro couples will visit at each
home At least one other white couple will join the hosts in
the social and discussion. In addition, host couples are being
encouraged lo Invite other white couples from their neighbor-
hood
The program is a reversal ol a successful November vis-
itation of Negro homes by whites. White participants there
were unanimous in expressing willingness to be hosts in return
visits.
The visits, the first of their kind in the East, are being
sponsored by Seton Hall University's department of sociology
headed by Rev Edwin V. Sullivan. The coordinators are Mr. and
Mr* Thomas Shields of South Orange.
WSOU-FM. Seton llall radio station, will broadcast a dis-
rustion about the borne visiting program Jan. 9 at 8:05 p.m.
White and Negro participants in the program will be dis-
cussants. Father Sullivan wtU be the moderator.
FOR EPIPHANY - Gifts of medals and candy ore presented by Bishop Navagh and Msgr.
Vincent J. Puma, secretory of the Spanish Apostdate of the Diocese of Paterson, to child-
ren attending the Epiphany theater party 0 t the Garden Theater, Paterson, Jan. 4. In
the rear are tee, StanislausB. C hang, administrator of Our lady of Providence Mission,
and sules Koenig, theater manager.
(Continued on Page 2)
ing was the first between a
Pope anil a Patriarch of Con-
stantinople the first among
equals of the Patriarchs of the
Orthodox Church in more
than 500 years.
The Pope anti the Patriarch
rejoiced that the meetings had
taken place and expressed
hope they will become the pre-
lude of greater efforts toward
unity.
Tin: HISTORIC TRIP began
Jan. •». as the Pontiff left
Home's Fiumicino Airport.
Italian President Antonio Segni
and Premier Altlo Moro wished
him well as he boarded an
Alitalia DC 8 Jetliner after an
hour-long drive during which
he was cheered by thousands
of Homans.
The reception was equally
warm when he landed in Am-
man. Jordan, seven hours later
completing the first papal
journey by air The Pope and
his party was greeted by King
Hussein and other Jordanian
officials.
In a brief talk, the Pontiff
emphasized the spirituil
nature of his trip and his de-
•ires for peace. Thousands of
Jordanian citizens cheered his
arrival and greeted him on his
drive to Jerusalem. M miles
away.
AT JKKISAI CM S Damas-
cus (~itc. thrones lir Ik.-
through security tines and kept
Pope Paul pinned inside his
car for 15 minutes. During the
wild scene as the Pontiff left
the car to inch toward the
gate, choirs sang hymns
of welcome which were
drowned out by the screaming
of the crowd, the shouts of Uic
police and the shattering of
glass from broken windows
Veteran newsmen said the
crush —and that which fol-
lowed on the Via Dolorosa
was the worst they could re-
member.
At one point, the Pope
slipped into the tiny chapel at
the site of (iolgotha and re-
mained there for Z$ minute*
while police struggled to clear
a way for him. When
be reached the Church
of the Holy Sepulcher,
tic stumbled several time*
from the shove* of the crowd.
Throughout the ordeal, the
Pontiff maintained a calm
bearing, although his drawn
and tense expression betrayed
his exhaustion.
After celebrating Mass at
the site of Christ's tomb. Use
Pontiff led the congregation in
prayer. Speaking in French,
he said: "Now let us awaken
our minds and with clear un-
derstanding under the illum-
inating presence of Christ, let
us reach out to Cod in the
spirit of prayer."
The Pope then went to the
Apostolic Delegation, received
Creek Orthodox Patriarch
llonedltos of Jerusalem «ml
Armenian Patriarch Yeglshe
Derderian of Jerusalem, and
went up the nearby Mount of
Olives. There be preyed in
the Garden of Gcthscmsne and
led a prayer service in the
Church of all Nations.
POPE PAUL CALLED the
following day "an unfor
gettable day in my life." In a
dawn-to-darkne** journey, he
visited the Holy Places of Is-
rael accompanied by enthust-
•Stic but orderly crowds.
Responding to • greeting
from President Shtrar, the
Holy Father said: "We pray
above all else for the favor
of man's reconciliation with
God and for profound concord
among all men and peoples "
After celebrating Mass In
the Church of the Annuncia-
tion in Nazareth, Pope Paul
•aid in a sermon:
"May an appreciation of this
stupendous and indispensable
moment of spiritual opportu-
nity return to ua. deafened aa
we are by so much tumult, by
so much noise, by so many
voices of our chaotic and
frenzied modern life. The sil-
ence of Nasareth teaches us
the need and the value of pre-
paration, of study, of medita-
tion. of a perfmal and inter-
ior lift of prayer which la seen
by God alone in secret."
DURING THE day the Pope
also visited the Sea of Galilee,
Capernaum, the Mount of Be-
atitudes, Ml. Tabor, site of the
Transfiguration, and— having
returned to Jerusalem the
Cenacle where the last Sup-
per was held
Before returning to the Jor-
danian sector of Jerusalem,
the Pontiff strongly condemned
"unjust accusations" against
the late Pope Pius XII in re-
gard to the Nan's anti Jewish
campaign "Pope Pius did all
he could during World War II
for all those who were in need,
without distinction." the Holy
Father said "... And yet.
you know suspicions and even
accusations have been leveled
against the memory of this
great Pontiff "
The Pope was referring to
the controversial play "The
lieputy" by Rolf Hochhuth.
which accuses Pius XH of not
speaking out against Nazi
atrocities
LATER ii:AT NIGHT the
historic first meeting between
Patriarch and Pope took place
The 77-year-old Athenagoras—-
his height of sis feet, four
inches made more imposing
by » flowtng white beard
called at the Apostolic Delo-
gatmn to >ri- ihr Pontiff who
returned from hi* 14-hour Is
rar| tour moment* before.
They embraced and twice
exchanged the traditional kits
of peace The Pope's first
words in I.aim were:
"May Jesus Christ be
praised'" Tile Patriarch re-
sponded with a similar saluta-
tion in Greek Then they
walked arm-in-arm lo a small
audience room. remaining
alone for 20 minutes.
latter the Patriarch said he
regarded the event as one of
exceptional importance. He
voiced the hope tiiat the good
intentions recently shown on
both sides "shall become the
prelude of a mutual com-
munion. the dawn of a lumin-
ous and blessed day, in which
future generations, commun-
ing in the same chalice of the
most precious Blood and of the
Body of the laird, will glorify
the only Lord and Savior in
charity, peace and unity."
THE NEXT MORNING, fol
lowing celebration of the Epi-
phany Mass in Bethlehem.
Pipe Paul returned the Pa-
triarch's visit, traveling to the
residence of Patriarch Bene-
diktos, where Patriarch AMtcn
agoras was staying. The
warmth of the encounter 12
hours earlier was repeated.
The Pope, in a formal add-
ress in Latin, expressed his
"great and profound" grati-
tude for the Patriarch's com-
ing to Jerusalem to meet him
in this "truly historic" meet-
ing He said that the wit) “to
work to surmount disunity, to
break down barriers," Is be-
coming ever more widespread
among all Christians. And tn
closing, be said that "It it
not a 'goodbye' that we say
to you, but, if you allow us,
an ’au revok' based upon the
hope of other fruitful meet-
ings 'in the Name of the
Lord' *
PORK RAUL was again
greeted by King Hussein as
he returned to Amman Air-
port for the flight to Rome.
"We shall ever hear the con-
sohng memories of Ihlt hum-
ble visit to the Holy Places
and of the warm welcome ex-
tended to us by the inhabitants
of the sacred land." the Holy
Rather said "May Cod re-
ward them, may He wipe away
their tears and grant them
peace, proaperlty and true hap-
piness
“
The King assured the Pope
that he would work for peace
“with all my heart and
strength and I shall also work
for justice, because there can
be no true peace without jus-
tice to all men." The monarch
also pledged himself to protect
and safeguard the Holy Places
and to ensure free access to
them by all worthy pilgrims
who visit them.
ROME TURNED out to give
Pope Paul a triumphant wel-
come home Monday night at
Ciampino Airfield Crowds
lined the Pope s route to the
Vatican and gathered in St
Peter's Square.
Replying to a greeting from
President Segni, the Pontiif
said "We return with a heart
full of intense emotion . . .
He said it was the purpose
of the journey that it should
“assume the significance of a
special fervent meeting with
Christ, to proclaim loudly be
fore the world the sublime re-
ality and universality of the
Redemption.
"We can say," the Holy
Father added, "that we have
fulfilled our pledge "
Council Action Includes
Renewal of Sacraments
By REV. FREDERICK McMANUS
NCWC News Service
(The author of the following article, the third of a series
on the sweeping liturgical reform provided lor by the ecumeni-
cal council, serves as one of the council's official advisers on
liturgical wallers. He is a professor of canon law at the Catho-
lic University of America.)
The revolutionary constitu-
tion on public worship enacted
by Vatican Council II not only
concentrates on reforms af-
fecting the Mass, the prin-
cipal liturgy, but also pro-
vides for renewal of all the
sacraments.
, Chapter three of the con-
stitution is called "The Other
Sacraments and the Sacra-
mentals." It deals with the
2 sacraments other than the
■ Eucharist (to which chapter
• two is devoted) and with the
- sacramcntals or "lesser sacra-
“ ments." It begins with a
.fundamental explanation:
1 “The purpose of the sacra-
» ments Is to sanctify men, to
e build up the body of Christ,
t »nd. finally, to give worship
' to God."
J THE LEAST instructed
* Catholic sees in the sacra-
l ments sources of God's favor
for himself. The Bishops of
the council bring to the fore
two other notions: that all the
sacraments have a social, cor-
porate, and public nature:
that the sacraments re-
quire dedication, commitment,
faith, and devotion from those
who take part In them.
The idea of the sacraments
as channels of God's grace is
not harmed or lessened by the
council's teaching. It is im-
portant to insist also on the
venerable phrase, "sacra-
ments arc signs which "the
faithful should easily under-
stand."
Anyone familiar with the
complex service of Baptism
will readily see how much re-
vision and simplification is
needed. In this and other
cases what should be the
most clearly expressed words
(the "form" of the sacra-
ment), with the greatest signi-
ficance and meaning to the
people, have been said up un-
til now in a language not un-
derstood by the participants
Thus the Pope and the
other Fathers of the council
decree a reform and a revi-
sion, beginning with the Intro-
duction of the mother tongues
to tho extent decided upon
by the bodies of Bishops in
each country or region.
THE FIRST matter taken up
by the council, after the use
of tho vernacular languages,
is the preparation of local or
regional rituals for the cele-
bration of sacraments and
sacramcntals. The principle
at stake Is an important one:
to correct the error that the
Church’s unity requires uni-
formity of practice, or. stated
positively, to show the spe-
cial excellence in diversity.
Prayers and rites arc thus
intended by the Bishops to re-
flect the genius, customs, or
religious traditions of differ-
ent nations and peoples.
In chapter three of the con-
stitution on the liturgy there
arc eight articles or para-
graphs on Christian Initiation.
They begin with the plan to
revive the catechumenate, the
period of formation and pre
paration before the Baptism
of an aduß. Nowadays this
period is often considered
merely as a time of instruc-
tion. for acquiring Informa-
tion.
The council wishes it to
recover the character of a
period of spiritual formation,
conversion of soul, prayer by
the whole community for tho
candidate.
AIJ, THE RITES related to
Baptism, the first of the sac-
raments, are to be reex-
amined. More important than
these revisions It the atlempt
to unite the three sacraments
of Christian initiation: Bap-
tism, Confirmation, the Euch-
arist.
Confirmation is rarely
thought of as completing Bap-
tism and leading to the cele-
bration of the Eucharist. The
Bishops now propose that this
meaning should be brought
out by the renewal of baptism-
al promises just before the
rite of Confirmation and by
celebrating Confirmation it-
self, where possible, during
Mass.
All sacraments are depend-
ent on the Eucharist and flow
from it. Now the council
wishes to allow for, and en-
courage, the celebration o.
Baptism, Confirmation, Matri-
mony, religious profession,
etc., as a part of Mass.
IN THE CASE of the mar-
riage service, the council's di-
rective is clear: It will take
place during Mass after the
reading of the Epistle and
Gospel and the preaching of
preaching of the sermon; it
will be followed by appropriate
prayers of tho people and by
the remainder of Mass, in
which the bride and groom
take part.
The constitution directs that
even when marriage is cele-
brated apart from Mass, the
Epistle and Gospel of the nup-
tial Mass should be read be-
forehand and the nuptial bless-
ing given This blessing will
be revised to include mention
of the groom as well as the
bride, so that the equal fidelity
will be expressed and will tic
taught.
MANY THINGS have con-
spired against a proper under-
standing of the sacrament of
healing the expression "last
ntes." the official name "ex-
treme Unction." the prac-
tice (of many centuries) of ad-
ministering anointing after
Viaticum
The council has tried to
change all this, by the better
name for the sacrament: "the
Anointing of the Sick,” by
making clear that the Euchar-
ist itself. Communion as Via-
ticum, is the "last" sacrament.
Anointing “is not a sacrament
for those only who are at the
point of death. Hence, as soon
as any one of the faithful be
gins to be in danger of death
from sickness or old age. the
filling time for him to receive
this sacrament has certainly
already arrived "
FINALLY, THE revision of
the sacramcntals, blessings,
processions, etc., should be
mentioned. This must, in the
words of the council, "lake
into account the primary prin-
ciple of enabling the faithful
to participate intelligently, ac-
tively. and easily; the circum-
stances of our own time
must also be considered."
Of special Interest is the de-
cision of the council to provide
sacramcntals which msy be
administered by lay people,
for example, the blessing of
children or of the home by a
father or mother; blessings to
be given by catechists in the
absence of a priest; spectfic
blessings which may be pre-
pared for lay religious super-
iors or for those in charge of
schools.
The changes In the sacra-
mental rites which the coun-
cil has decreed are Impor-
tant The council's teaching of
doctrine is more important;
The liturgy of * a era ments and
sacramental! gives the faith-
ful access to the power of
Christ's Easter passage from
death to life, "access to the
stream to divine grace which
flows from the paschal mys-
tery of the passion, death, and
resurrection of Christ."
FIRST FRIDAY CLUB - Archb.shop Boland addressed the First Friday Club of Newark of
' 5 n
Q
ri
3 mee,m9 m Dow n*own Club. He it greeted above by president Hugh Con-nell. Also present are Joseph M. Byrne III. vice president, and Rev. Philip T. McCabe.
■ moderator.
Archbishop’s
Appointments
SUNDAY. JAN IX
12 noon Solemn Pontifical
Mass, 75t0 anniversary of tho
foundation of SL Rose of Lima
pariah, Newark.
2:J* p.». Adult Confirma-
tion. Sacred Heart Cathedral,
Newark.
SATURDAY. JAN. II
3:3* p.m. Blessing of Our
Lady of Perpctaal Help Center
for Spanish-speaking peoples,
Newark.
Has Leukemia
Sick Youngster
Confirmed at Home
WEST NEW YORK - Four-
year-old John Golden of SOU
Hudson Ave. here, a leukemia
patient, was confirmed Jan. 4
by Auxiliary Bishop Joseph A.
Costello.
The youngster had been pro-
pared for the ceremony
by Rev. Charles A. Reinbold
of St. Joseph'! Church. It Is
permissible to confirm chil-
dren younger than the usual
age under such special cir-
cumstances, Bishop Costello
explained.
JOHN WAS discovered to
have leukemia last Dec. 4 and
has spent much time store then
at hospitals to Jersey City and
New York. He was allowed to
. come home Cor the holiday tea-
'ion.
According to Father Rein-
bold, who spoke to the boy
about the ceremony a few day*
before, John was nervous at
first when the Bishop came but
was able to make the Sign of
the Cross after it was finished.
Bishop Costello, who recently
returned from the Vatican
Council, presented the boy with
a medal blessed by Pope Paul
VI and with two rosaries
blessed by the Pope, which the
Bishop asked John to present
to his parents.
Civic officials were also pre-
sent for the ceremony. On Jan.
1. tho West New York Board
of Commissioners bad passed
a resolution asking all citizen*
to give whatever financial as-
sistance was possible to the
family to meet tho cost of hos-
pital expenses incurred by the
disease.
DIOCESE OF PATERSON
24 DE GRASSE STR[?]T
PATERSON 1. NEW [?]
Clergy
Appointments
w
CU RIAL
Magr. Joseph J. Gallo, associate vicar for religious
R
BM3)
fllU * m 3 een4of Wwum. (as of Dec. »,
PASTOR
Rev. Roger A. Hebert from assistant pastor, St Stephen sPassaic, to pastor. SL Clam's, Clifton
1 *
SPECIAL
*f!' («trssdy appointed Associate Director
chri “ un «• *
Rsv. Joseph L. Pernio from assistant pastor. St. Vincent's
i Madtoon. to chaplain, RL Mary's Hospital, *
Rev. George A. Dudtk from assistant pastor. St. George sPaterson, to the Patarson Mission in Ica Peni
‘ '
Ray. James P. Jammed from assistant pastor. St. Anthony's
Hawthorne to the Paterson Mission in lea, Peru.
;Rav. Ronald Anundolare, Patersoo-Hawthoree CYO director.
| AJKHITANT PAfiTUKM
Rev. John P, Core from assistant pastor, bt. Clare s, Clifton
to assistant pastor, It Anthony',, Hawthorne.
Rev. Julian Varettnoi from assistant pastor, St. Mary's, Dover
to assistant pastor, ft. George'., Paterson.
* ‘
Ray. Vincent A. Conti from asaistadt pastor, ft. James, Totowa
, Borough, to aiaiMaM pastor, ft. Vincent's. Madison.
-
“• Scmm. TANARUS«„.to.
; Rev. Jude Bradley, UJ>U . to ft. Mary's, Dover, as asststaut
- pastor *
yitll atpoUypuis effective fern. 16, essceft where wstr+w
‘Kennedy Hall’
In Midland Park
MIDLAND PARK - Rev.
Francie J. Ballinger, pastor of
Nativity Church here, will ded-
icate the parish school's gym-
nasium and aU-purpoee room
as John F. Kennedy Hail at
ceremonies Jan. 12
The program wiU begin at
3 p.m. in the church with the
annual blessing of the fa mill ee
of the parish.
The participants will then
move to the gymnasium where
a plaque will be unveiled to
the lobby of the school.
Mayor Garrett W. Hagedora
wiU speak at the ceremonies.
Rev. Fr*nc‘s,M Fibgerald, an.
aieisunt pastor, will be mas-
ter of ceremonies. Rev. John
J. Molvey, soother assistant,
will celebrate Benediction.
Evening Masses
Daily in N.Y.
NEW YORK (RNB) - Daily
evening Masses are now au-
thorised throughout the New
York Archdiocese.
Frances Cardinal Spellman,
has authorised all parishes to
celebrate a dally evening
Mass, including Sunday, at any
hour between 4 and I p.m.
Unity Pamphlets
LONDON (NC) - The Cath-
oLc Truth Society her diatrl-
buted bail • million leaflet*
on the Ch*lr ot Unity Octave,
an eight-day period oI prayer
lor the converaion of lapsed
Catholic* and those outtlde thrf
Church,
At Cathedral
Four in Family
To Be Confirmed
NEWARK Four members
of one Bayonne family will be
among the 197 converts to be
confirmed by Archbishop Bo-
land in a ceremony at Sacred
Heart Cathedral Jan. 12 at
2:30 p.m.
Mrs. Sonia Jessen and three
of her children. Charles, Ca-
rol and Ava, were brought in-
to the Church through Rev.
William J. Smith, S.J., direc-
tor of the Institute of Indus-
trial Relations at St. Peter’s,
Jersey City, and Rev. Martin
p'Arcy of Star of the Sea par-
ish, Bayonne.
Father Smith made the first
contact with the family and
instructed Mrs. Jessen and
Charles, 20. Father D’Arcy in-
structed Carol, 16, and Ava,
15. Another son is a student
at Star of the Sea School and
has already been confirmed.
THERE WILL be more than
300 adults taking part in tho
ceremony, more than 100 of
them born Catholics who did
not receive the Sacrament.
Another class will be confirm-
ed by the Archbishop later
tins year.
Prior to the ceremony. Rev.
Joseph B. Ryan of the cathe-
dral staff will give a guided
tour of the cathedral, explain-
ing its architecture and vari-
ous points of interest.
Rev. Edmund B. Murphy of
St. Aloysius Church, Jersey
City, will preach the sermon
on tiie topic "The Holy Father
and the Church of Christ."
Archbishop Boland will cele-
brate Solemn Benediction to
close \he ceremony.
In Germany
Sterilization
Trial Furor
HANNOVER, Germany (RNS)
Press controversies on the
issue of sterilization, have been
revived in West Germany by
the trial of a Hannover doctor
who has sterilized more than
1.000 women in over 15 years
at their request and wilh the
consent of their husbands.
Or. Axel Dohm, former chief
surgeon at a hospital near
here, was sentenced to six
months imprisonment. Of ex-
cellent professional and social
reputation. Dr. Dohrn perform-
ed sterilization operations only
on women who had had chil-
dren. He will appeal.
UNDER GERMAN law.
sterilization is punishable if it
is performed against the will
of tho individual concerned or
If liic operation is violating
"good morals."
Most Catholic papers ex-
pressed satisfaction over the
verdict A large portion of the
West German press, however,
declared the trial proved once
again the need to purge the
German penal code from prin-
ciples of "Catholic moral the
ology" which "must not he
made binding on all citizens "
Similar sentiments have fre-
quently been voiced recently
in connection with Ihe problem
of legalizing abortion in cases
of rape.
Strike Averted
In Cemeteries
NEW YORK (NC>—A striko
of some 1.700 union workers
at 39 Catholic, Jewish and
non-sectarian cemeteries in
tlic New York metropolitan
area was averted when a last
ditch agreement was reached
here.
A thrcc-ycar contract was
negotiated with increases in
wages and fringe benefits, but
without a shorter work week
sought by the union.
Earlier, union official Stan-
ley Matuszcivski had accused
officials ol Catholic cemeteries
in the New York Archdiocese
ami Brooklyn Diocese of fail-
ui-c to negotiate. The charge
was denied by Msgr. Henry
J Cauley, director of Now
York Archdiocese cemeteries,
and Msgr Edward J. Mill-
lancy, director of Brooklyn
Diocese cemeteries
Hospital Dedicated
MONROE, Mich. (NC) -
Archbishop John F. Dearden
of Detroit dedicated the new
$4 3 million Mercy Hospital
here.
Notes on Pope’s Pilgrimage
\s P(tp r Paul’s plane p.nvcl
oxer various countries on lus
trip to the Holy Land, the
Pontiif sent messages of
greeting to their rulers.
Among those receiving mes-
sages were King Paul of
Greece. Orthodox Archbishop
Makarius. President of Cyp-
rus. President Fuad Chchab
ol Lebanon ami President Mo-
hammed Amincl Hafci of Sy-
ria.
•
Prior to his departure for
Jerusalem to meet Pope Paul,
Orthodox Patriarch Athena-
goras 1 said the meeting
would "be a great day for
Christianity and all human-
ity."
"I am going to meet ami
embrace the Pope In a broth-
erly way. We will leave dis-
cussions to theologians." he
said.
•
Thirty officials of the Ho-
man Curia and the papal
household accompanied the
Pope on hi* flight. They in-
cluded Eugene Cardinal Tis-
scram, dean of the College of
Cardinals; Amleto Cardinal
Cicognani. Secretary of State;
Gustavo Cardinal Testa, sec-
retary uf the Sacred Congre-
gation for the Oriental Church,
and Msgr Jan Willebrands of
the Secretariat for Promoting
Christian Unity.
Also accompany him were
five laymen hi* phyaician,
chauffeur, photographer, a
lawyer from the Secretariat
ol Slate and the editor of
L'Osaervatore Romano.
•
To commemorate his visit
to Jordan, the government
there issued a million com-
memorative stamps bearing
the images of the Pope and
King Hussein and the dale of
the visit. Two special medals
were struck by the Francis-
can* who have custody ol the
Holy I-a ml shrines, one was
struck by the government of
Israel, and one by the Vati-
can.
•
Greek Orthodox Metropoli-
tai. Isidores of Nazareth ac-
cepted an invitation of Mel-
kite Rite Catholic Rishop
George* Hakim of Acre to
participate in a triduum of
prayer Jan. 1-3 in preparation
for the Pope** pilgrimage.
•
Vatican Radio broadcast
five special new* bulletins in
six languages daily during the
trip.
•
King Hussein uf Jordan
personally supervised all the
preparations made in that
country for the Pope'* visit.
He also told a press confer-
ence that the visit would im-
prove Christian Moslem rela
lions but would not help to
eno the Arab-Israeli confliet.
"1 do not consider the
Pope's pilgrimage has any po-
litical implication in- declar-
eil
At the press conference, lie
spoke critically of Israel's
plans to divert water from the
River Jordan. Later lie was
criticized by Israel Foreign
Minister Golds Mcir for in-
ieeling a political note into
the Holy Father’* pilgrimage.
-She said the river project
would in no way infringe the
rights ot neighboring coun-
tries.
•
The flowers decorating the
altars of the basilicas at Gcth-
semane and Mount Tabor
during the pilgrimage period
were the gift of the people of
the Italian village of Monle-
marciano on the Adriatic
coast.
Their purpose was lo
honor a priest from the area
who once had been custodian
of the Franciscan Custody of
the Holy Land,
•
Pope Paul took with him
vestments, chalices and sym-
bolic gold object* at gifts for
each of the three churches he
visited in the Holy Land Pa-
tients of Rome hospitals gave
him a figurative olive branch
o* gold lo be left at the
Church of the Holy Sepulcher.
•
Jordanian officials were de-
termined to eliminate mer-
chants' attempt* to get ad-
vertising out of the Pope *
visit. They ordered quick re-
moval of a 30-foot welcome
banner strung across a nar-
row Bethlehem street by a
currency exchange man nam-
ed Ibrahim Handel.
The banner blazoned red
ami blue letter* inoffensively
proclaiming; "Viva U Papa."
But underneath it bore the ad-
line: "Handel-—Money Chang-
er."
•
From Jerusalem, Pope Paul
sent the following telegram to
the top Half officers of the
World Council of Churches.
Lutheran World Federation and
the World Altianee of Re-
formed Churches
From the land santLitcJ by
the life, death and resurrec-
tion of the Savior, recalling
the Christian and fraternal col-
laboration of your observers
at the Second Vatican Council
and assuring you of our pray-
ers, we send you our best
wishes for peace and prosper-
ity."
•
Though it was midnight in
Jerusalem and the Pope was
exhausted from his journey
and the attendant receptions,
Pope Paul took time to re-
ceive a five-year-old paralytic
child, Samir Najjar, who lives
near the Third Station of the
Cross on Vis Dolorosa.
The Pope was tender wilh
the boy and went down on his
knees for several minutes to
talk to him. He walked to th*
door with the child and his
parents and at their request
posed for a photograph with
the boy in hi* arms.
•
One of the first people to
welcome Ihe Pontiff to Israel
at Mcgtddo was Mctr Mcndcs,
a former resident of Rome who
with hi* father was enabled to
escape Mussolini's harsh anti-
Semitic law* with the Pope's
aid when he was still an of-
ficial of the papal Secretailat
of State. Mcndcs is now deputy
director of the Israeli Ministry
of Religious Affairs.
•
A Greek Orthodox prelate
may face a reprimand for ac-
companying Patriarch Atbtn-
agoras on his trip to meet tho
Pope during the pilgrimage.
Metropolitan Kallinkos ot
Verria in northern Greece de-
fied a directive from Archbish-
op Chrysoitomos of Athens and
All-Greece forbidding clergy-
men from attending the Patri-
arch. Archbishop Chrysoi-
tomos opposed the Patriarch's
meeting with the Pope al-
though the Patriarch had
asked that two prelates of (he
Greek Orthodox Church ac-
company him
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Peace
, Unity ...
we don’t baby-sit
BUT...
'
We DO take expert care of all your OTHER
valuables. For kid glove care and
dependability, in both moving
and storage, call
EL 4-7800
NEngel Brothers, Inc.
'
m name to trusi since 1885
Tilt* Journey Pope Poul *fni ’ in O, y ocknowledge* the cheer* of
“
. the crowd in'Rome a* he board* chartered airliner
for hi* flight to the Holy Land. He i* the fir*t Pope ever to fly, the first
in 150 year* to leave Italy, and the first »ince St. Peter to visit the place*
where Jesus lived Hi* human life. He called the trip a pilgrimage of
peace and hope.
The Holy Places The waters
of the Jor-
dan River where Jesus was baptized by
St. John receive Pope Paul's blessing.
The Holy Father also walked the Via
Dolorosa, kissed the Rock of the Agony
in Gethsemane, and prayed in the
Grotto of the Nativity.
TheEmbrace A great moment in Christian history occurs as
Pope Poul and Eastern Orthodox Patriarch
Athenagoras meet and exchange the Kiss of Peace. It was the first of
two meetings during the Holy Father's pilgrimage, and the first encounter
between a Roman Pontiff and on Eastern Orthodox Ecumenical Patriarch
since the schism occurred in the 15th century.
Long Conflict Led to Schism
By REV. JOHN G. NOLAN
NEW YORK (RNS) - Tlie
meetings between Tope Paul
VI and the Ecumenical Pa-
triarch Athcnagoras I of Con-
stantinople have been des-
cribed as "merely personal"
meetings in which "religious
matters of mutual interest"
were discussed.
The meetings were not the
"religious summit" meetings
suggested by the Patriarch,
but the fact that the Pope and
the Patriarch talked together
is in itself historically signifi-
cant. The last time a Pope
and Patriarch met face-to-face
was more than 500 years ago.
when Pope Eugene IV met
with Patriarch Joseph II at
the Council of Florence in
1439.
THE POPE AND the Pat
riarch arc the leaders today
of (hr largest single groups in
Christendom. Roman Catholics
number more than 550 mil-
lion; Eastern Orthodox Chris-
tians total cluse to 140 million.
Both Pope and Patriarch
have expressed a desire for
closer relations between the
Christian Churches. In work-
ing towards Christian unity,
however, the Pope and the
Patriarch face difficulties
which are rooted In centuries
of conflict, a conflict much
wider than religion or
theology. To many observers,
its crux lies deeply hidden in
a difference in mental make-
up; Easterners and Western-
ers have distinct ways of look-
ing at the same tiling.
This lack of mutual under-
standln? Irt part
from the lack o( a common
language.
IN ADDITION, the memory
of past events helped to pro-
mote the cleavage. Latin
Christians were massacred by
Greek Christians in Constan-
tinople in 1183; Latin soldiers
sacked Constantinople in 1204.
killing thousands of innocent
inhabitants.
Much earlier, in 330, the Ro-
man Emperor Constantine had
moved his rapitol from Rome
to Constantinople. Constantin-
ople became Rome’s rival,
the "New Rome."
The words "New Rome"
created constant difficulties.
Eventually, trouble arose over
the doctrine Catholics recog-
nize as "the primacy of Pe-
ter" that the Bishop of
Rome, because he is the suc-
cessor of St. Peter, has su-
picnic jur indicium In teach.
rule, and sanctify the univer-
sal Church.
Orthodox and Catholic his-
torians agree Hint this rivalry
between Constantinople and
Rome, although only one of
the theological points at issue,
was a major ecclesiastical fac-
tor in the split between Chris-
tian East and West
THE ACTUAL split came in
1054.
Twice since then the
split has been repaired —but
only temporarily.
In 1274. at the Council of
Lyons, representatives from
Constantinople officially re-
united the Church in the East
with Rome.
Subsequently at the Council
of Florence in 1439—tlie odr-
her union having ruptured in
the meantime Eastern and
Western Church representa-
tive* briefly accepted a unity
decree.
Grotto Entrance Low
—To Bar Horses
BETHLEHEM, Jordan (NO
The ahrine at the place of
Christ's birth, where Pope
Paul offered Mass during his
historic Holy Land trip, is
memorable not only for what
it represents but for the way
it is approached.
Pilgrims must bend low to
enter the Basilica of the Na-
tivity; the doorway has been
blocked up to leave only a
four-foot opening. The tiny en-
trance was a precaution from
former days when the Turks
made a staole out of the
basilica. It prevented horses
and their riders from going in-
to the church.
ACTUALLY THE basilica
suflered less than oilier build-
ings in the Holy Land from
the strife there over the cen-
turies It is said to be the
only structure of importance
to come from the early cen-
turies substantially unchanged.
It* furnishings and embellish-
ments, however, have not en-
dured.
Staircases near the high at-
tat of the basilica lead to the
grotto. The high altar Is under
tl.c Jurisdiction of the Greek
Orthodox The manger area in
the grotto below is id the care
*ht the Franciscans, who have
a triary and the Church of St.
Catherine adjoining the
basilica.
The grotto is cut of soft
limestone. At one end is a
niche with traces of the mosaic
that represented the birth of
Christ. The floor is covered
with white marble, into which
is fitted a vermilion star and
an accompanying legend that
identifies it as the precise spot
on which Mary gave birth to
her Son.
Hanging over the star are
15 lamps that burn day and
night. They testify not only to
th-i sacrcdness of the place,
but to the unfortunate divisions
among Christians, for four of
them belong to Franciscans,
hve to the Armenian Orthodox
and six to the Greek Ortho-
dox.
About four steps from the
birthplace I* the oratory of the
manger, represented by an
excavation in the rock
Pilgrimage Inspires
Anglican Unity Move
LONDON (NC) - Anglican
Archbishop Michael Ramsey of
Canterbury on the eve of
Pope Paul'a pilgrimage an-
nounced the establiahment of
an Anglican commission on
Roman Catholic relations.
A spokesman explained the
aim was to provide a general
basis for unity endeavor.
"AT A TIME when (he Pope
and the Ecumenical Patriarch
are meeting in Jerusalem '
the Archbishop said, "Angli-
cans everywhere will give
thanks for the first official con-
tact between Rome and Con-
stantinople since the Council
of Florence in the 15th cen-
tury and will intensify their
prayers for unity of ail Chris-
tian people. . .
“The Anglican churches con-
tinue to help forward in every
way they can the friendship of
Eastern and Western Christen-
dom.
"The Church of England
while adhering io its doctrine
as a church reformed as well
as catholic ha* already taken
the initiative in informal
friendly discussions of theologi-
cal questions with Roman
Catholics, both in this country
and on the continent."
It is in order to continue
these Initiatives especially
in view of any opportunities
the Vatican Council may bring
that Archbishop Kamaev
baa decided .to establish the
new commission
Members of the commission
have not yet been appointed
but the chairman is the Rev.
Dr. John Kelly, principal of
St. Edmund Hall at Oxford
University.
The commission will be at-
tached to the Church of Eng-
I«lm*'i council on fureign rela-
tions. of which Bishop Faulk-
ner Alison of Winchester u
chairman.
New Church Stands
At Traditional Site
Of the Annunciation
NAZARETH, Israel (NC) -
The tiny grotto of the Annun-
ciation where Pope Paul VI of-
fered Mass is now crowned by
its fourth and largest church.
The structure, now nearing
completion, was begun a* a
special project to the Blessed
Virgin during the 1954 Marian
Year.
The multimillion dollar
church rises 165 feet above the
white rock platform ot a Gali-
lean hill.
Manv i*nn»iructiini Kill*
cainc from the U.S., includ-
ing $5,000 from Francis Cardi-
nal Spellman of New York.
THE CIU'RCH consists of
two stories, one of which is
built underground The under-
ground church houses the arch-
eological remains found during
the demolition of the church
built by the Crusaders in tlie
12th century.
The lower section of the
church also houses the small
chapel or grotto where Pope
Paul offered Mass.
It was part of an ear-
lier Byzantine church, built in
the fourth century, and con-
tains a pillar marking the site
where the Angel Gabriel is be-
lieved to have stood when he
announced to Mary that she
was chosen to become the
M oilier of God.
The present structure re-
places a church hastily built
by the Franciscans In 1730.
They received permission from
the ruling Turks to rebuild (he
more magnificent church
which was constructed by the
Crusader* in the 12th century,
but which suffered ruin and
pillage in the following cen-
turies.
THE CHURCH OF the Cru
saders was begun soon alter
their capture of Jerusalem in
1100.
They actually rebuilt a
basilica which dated back to
inn
In its renovated state the
church became the cathedral
of Galilee until the defeat of
the Crusaders and their de-
parture in 1291.
The spot of the Annunciation
has been venerated by Chris-
tians throughout the centuries.
It* great event is marked with
special reverence as Catholic*
pray the Creed at Maas and
bow their heads or kneel when
they say "and He was made
Man.
The site also marks the ori-
gin of the "(tail Mary." Il was
here that the Angel Gabriel
approached Mary wilh these
words:
"Hail, full of grace, the
Lord is with thee. Blessed are
thou among women."
Mary's final reply to the
angel is commemorated in the
Angelus;
"Behold the handmaid of the
Lord; be it done to me accord-
ing to thy word."
Basilica of Holy Sepulcher
Long a Center of Dissension
JERUSALEM. Jordan (NC)
The prayerful, peaceful
manner in which Pope Paul
VI offered Mass Jan. 4 at the
site of Christ's Resurrection,
Uiu Basilica of the Holy Sepul-
cher in Old Jerusalem, was
like an act of atonement for
the centuriea of strife disrupt-
ing the sacredncss of the
shrine.
Tlie basilica has never
been completely resurrected,
although there has been a
greater unity of effort u> re-
cent year* among the principal
religious communities sharing
the basilica: Catholics, repre-
sented by the Franciscan Cua-
Uxiy of Die Holy Land, Greek
Orthodox and Armenians. The
basilica la also shared by the
Copts and Syrians, but un-
animous consent of only the
first three communities is re-
quired for any changes affect-
ing it.
THE BASILICA was built by
Constantine the Great and con-
secrated in the year 336.
When ftrat seen by the Cru-
asdert in the eleventh century,
It had undertone 700 years cd
disaster and reconstruction.
There had been desecration*
by the Romans, Persians.
Arabs, Saracens, Tartars,
and Turks.
Moat of the present basilica
date# only from 1810, when the
church was rebuilt by the
Greek Orthodox after a devas-
tating fire.
The basilica disintegrated
steadily and was in precarious
condition following a severe
oarthquake in 1927. British
military engineers installed
steel girders and makeshift
braces to prevent |t from col-
lapsing
In 1928 a mortar bomb
struck tlie main dome of the
church, directly over tlie Tomb
of Christ, piercing the church's
outer wall but causing only
minor damage to the interior.
The tomb itactf U a space only
seven feet long by five feet
wide. Three people at meet
can stand inaide.
In 1949, a fire destroyed part
of the basilica dome. Two
montha later heavy rains dam-
aged tlie interior of the
basilica, left unprotected fol-
lowing the fire.
BESIDES THE natural dis-
asters affecting tlie basilica,
there have been “incidents"
between the communities shar-
ing il.
In 1951, Greek Orthodox of-
ficials attempted to stop
French pUgriinis from taking
picturea w front ot Hie
basilica, and in 1952, monks
of the Armenian and Greek
riles tried to bar a Catholic
procession from entering Hie
church.
In 1955 a commission ot
Catholic architects and en-
gineers recommended a sweep-
ing renovation of Hie basilica.
Tbi initial phase of restoring
Hie basilica waa agreed to in
HW by representatives of tbs
Catholic, Greek Orthodox and
Armenian communities. The
agreement provided (or the
erection of scaffolding in the
basihea'i south transept,
which contains Hie Stone of
Unction, traditionally believed
to be tlie place where the body
of Christ was prepared (or
burial.
Repair work was not ttaried
until 1961 and la expected to
lake several years to com-
plete.
The Cenacle: Sacred Memories
Flood Historic 'Upper Room'
JERUSALEM. Israel (NC)
A flood of sacred memories
swept through the mind of
Pope Paul VI as he entered
the "upper room" or Cenacle
during his visit here.
This is traditionally regard-
ed as marking the spot where
Christ instituted the Eucharist
with the worda: "This is my
Body . . . This is my Blood."
The Cenacle also served as
the site where Christ enunciat-
ed two great principles of His
new way of life; peace and
charily.
IT WAS IN THE Cenacle
that Oiri«f fold h!« Apoittr*
as they were gathered around
the table at the Last Supper:
“Peace I leave you. My
peace I give you. Not a* Hie
world gives do 1 give to you.”
After His ResurrecUon,
Christ again entered the same
room through locked doors
and Ilia first words to the
frightened Disciples were:
"Peace be with you."
In setting forth His doctrine
of charity, Christ told His
Disciples in the Cenacle at Hie
Lost Supper;
"Tbis is my commandment,
that you love one another as
1 have loved you. . .
"By Hus will all men know
Uiat you are my Disciples. if
you have love for one
another."
THE CENACLE was also the
setting for Christ's prayer for
unity which has become the
motto of the ecumenical move-
ment.
Christ's prayer in the Cen-
acle waa; "That all may be
one, even at Thou, Father, in
no and 1 In Thee; That they
also may be one in us."
But the Pootiff’s sacred
memories in the Cenacle must
have been tinged with sorrow
a* he recalled the history of
Hie holy shrine, which has not
been io Christian hands for
more than five centuries.
THE CENACLE waa used
as a general gathering place
for Christiana In the first days
after Christ'* Ascension. It
was here that Hie Holy Ghost
descended on Hie Apostles on
Pentecost. It came to be
used as a church and waa
spared destruction when Ro-
man Emperor Titus pracUcal-
ly leveled Jerusalem in the
years of 69 70 A D.
At the time of St. Cyril of
Jerusalem (347) it was known
as the "upper church of the
Apostles." Under Archbishop
John II of Jerusalem (.786-417)
a splendid basilica, "the Holy
Sion," was erected on the site
of Hie primitive Cenacle. This
was destroyer! by the Per-
sians in 614. It was partially
restored between 631 and 634.
and destroyed again by the
Saracens in 966
After Uieir arrival in 1099.
the Crusaders rebuilt the edi-
fice and named it "St. Mary
of Mount Sion" in memory of
Uic adjacent sanctuary dedi-
cated to the "Dormltion" or
Falling Asleep of Our Lady.
THE FRANCISCANS ob-
tained charge of the shrtnc in
1342 with the permission of the
sultan ot Jerusalem. However
Uie reigning sultan expelled
the Franciscans in 1551, and
the Moslems split up the
church in various ways, mak-
ing a mosque out of the “up-
per* room." During the 1948
Palestine war the Cenacle waa
wrested from the Moslems and
fell into Israeli hands.
During the last century and
a half that the Moslems bckl
Hie shrine. Catholics visited
the Cenacle twice a year: on
Holy Thursday and Pentecost.
However, during the last 30
years they were prevented
from kneeling, later from
singing hymns, or praying.
Mass was offered on rare oc-
casions.
Today the Cenacle Is In tha
charge of the Israeli ministry
for religious affairs.
Greek Church
Opposed Talks
ATHENS (NC) - The Or-
thodox Church of Greece re-
mained adamantly opposed to
any rapprochement between
Orthodox and Roman Cath-
olics, and an all-night prayer
vigil was held hero to "pre-
serve Orthodoxy from the con-
sequences of the dangerous ap-
proach that Patriarch
AUienagorat (of Constan-
tinople) is making toward the
Pope."
The vigil was sponsored by
U<e Pan-Hellenic Orthodox Un-
ion, a religious society, in ac-
cord with the thinking of Arch-
bishop Chrysostomos of
Athens. the Primate of
Greece's state Church.
It wat understood here that
Archbishop Chrysostomos ear-
lier forbade two Archbishop*
under hi* jurudtctioa to ac-
company Patriarch Athen-
agora* on hi* Journey to meet
Pope Paul in Jerusalem.
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Full Texts of the Holy Father’s Messages and Talks
31 Following art the text, of Pope Paul Vi's messages and talks
on the occasion of bis pilgrimage to the Holy Land Jan. 4-6.
On His Departure
The text of the Pope’s ad-
dress to Italian President
Antonio Segni on the Pope’s
departure Jan. 4.
Mr. President, your pres-
ence at this airport, your
words at this moment, arc a
great honor and singular com-
fort to us.
We hear in the voice of
their head
state the
-faithful echo-
”W the senti-
ments of all
the Italian
people, and
’We cannot
'jlbstain from
-expressing to
"you our sat-
isfaction and
Uncere gratitude.
We feel therefore obligated,
before undertaking our pil-
grimage to the Holy Land, to
■address our words of respect
to Your Excellency, of greet-
ing and good wishes to so
"many ecclesiastical, civil and
military personalities who are
’here present, and to all men
of good will who look to us
at this particularly significant
•hour.
IT HAS BEEN said justly
‘.that the successor of the first
.pt the Apostles returns after
"20 centuries of history to those
J>laces whence Peter departed
as the bearer of the Christian
“message. And, in fact, ours is
.intended to be a return to the
of Christianity where
the grain of mustard seed of
tte evangelical parable sent
.forth its roots, extending it-
self like a leafy tree which by
‘how covers with its shade all
the world: a visit of prayer
'to the places made holy by the
“Life, Passion and Resurrection
df Our Lord.
It is a pilgrimage of prayer
and of penance, for a more in-
'timate and brighter participa-
tion in the mysteries of the
Ttedemption. and to proclaim
always more clearly to men
b's we announced in our first
message, To the City and the
•World, “that only in the Cos-
pel of Jesus is the awaited and
desired salvation: for there is
po other Name under Heaven
liven to men by which we
must be saved.” (Acts 1V,12)
I IN THESE DAYS, when the
Sacred liturgy recalls the
frince of Peace, we will beg
•f Him to give to the work)
(his precious gift, and to con-
solidate it always more firmly
tmoog men. in families, andmong peoples.
• We will present to Christ
pis Universal Church in its
fesolutioo of loyalty to the
fommandmont of love and of
anion, which He left to her
fs His last command.
• We will bring to the Holy
Sepulcher and to the Grotto
{( the Nativity the desires of
individuals, of families, of na-
tions: above all. the aspira-
tions. tho anxieties, the suf-
ferings of the sick, the poor,
the disinherited, the afflicted,
of refugees, of those who suf-
fer, those who weep, those
-Who hunger and thirst for jus-
?Vce.
i At this moment, in which
|we entrust ourselves to the
iwide ways of the sky, our
jthoughts go out to all peoples,
■ sending a greeting of prosper-
ity and well-being.
, In particular, we will re-
imcmber the people of the
jOnent, to whom we draw
■nearer or who will be present
| through the whole circle of our
nvoyage.
! WE INCLUDE them all in
jour prayer and in our greeting.
and we also express our grati-
tude for all the courtesies
which have been extended on
this occasion by the diplomatic
representatives of the various
nations, and in a particular
way by the Italian authorities.
May the apostolic benedic-
tion, with which we begin our
pilgrimage, be a pledge and
expression of our constant af-
fection.
On His Arrival
■Text of the Pope’s talk to
King Hussein of Jordan on
bis arrival at Amman Jan. 4.
Majesty:
We are most appreciative of
your kindness in coming to
welcome us personally on our
arrival in your kingdom. Our
visit is a spiritual one, a hum-
ble pilgrimage to sacred
places made holy by the birth,
life, Passion and death of
Jesus Christ and by His glor-
ious Resurrection and Ascen-
sion.
At each of these venerable
shrines we shall pray for that
peace which Jesus left to His
disciples, that peace which the
world cannot give but which
comes from fulfillment of His
commandment to love one an-
other as He loves us.
YOUR MAJESTY, we know,
ardently desires peace and
prosperity for your peo-
ple and for all nations of
tho world, and we, Peter's suc-
cessor, remember his refer-
ence to Psalms in his first
epistle: "He who would love
life, and sec good days. . ~ let
him turn away from evil and
do good, let him seek after
peace and pursue it" (1, Peter.
11. 10, 11).)
St. Peter also wrote: "Honor
all men; love the brotherhood;
fear God; honor the king" (1,
Peter, 11, 17).
May God grant our prayer
and that of all men of good
will that, living together in
harmony and accord, they
may help one another in love
and justice and attain to uni-
versal peace in the true
brotherhood.
In JertiHalrni
Text of the discourse the
Pope intended to give on bis
entry into Jerusalem at the
Damascus Gate Jan. 4. He was
tenable to deliver the talk be-
cause of the pressure of the
crowds.
Mr. Governor, Mr. Mayor,
people of Jerusalem and all
of you who came from far
and near to be with us at this
moment: We greet you, and
we offer you an expression of
our joy and of the happy feel-
ing filling our heart as we en-
ter this holy eity.
Today sees fulfilled for us
the aim of the desires of so
many men during the period
of patriarchs and prophets,
and of so many pilgrims who
for 20 centuries have come
here to visit Christ’s tomb.
Today we can exclaim with
the Holy Writer: "And now
we have set foot within your
gates, 0 Jerusalem," and say
also in his words and In all
truth: "This is the day the
Lord has made, let us be glad
and rejoice in it."
FROM TIIK depths of our
heart we thank Almighty God
for having led us to this place
and to this -.our, and we invite
you all to unite yourselves to
this thanksgiving.
Our thankfulness must be ex-
pressed first of all to the au-
thorities, for the ardent wel-
come we have received here.
Then to the inhabitants of
Jerusalem we express our es-
teem for their religious spirit,
for their noble traditions of
courtesy and hospitality to-
ward pilgrims visiting the holy
places. We invite them to raise
up to heaven their hands and
hearts with us, to invoke upon
their holy city an abundance
of divine blessings.
TO OUR Catholic sons and
daughters, snd to all those wh
glory in the name of Chris-
tians, we say: Enter with us
into the spirit of this pilgrim-
age; come with us to follow
in the footsteps of Christ, to
climb with Him to Mount
Calvary, to venerate His eter-
nally glorious tomb, from
which He rose filled with life
after vanguishing death and
redeeming the world. Come
with us to offer Him His
Church in the various places
where He shed His blood for
her.
Let us all together implore
the most desired grace of un-
ion among all the disciplines
of the Gospel. And to all we
say: By your wishes and your
prayers, invoke with us upon
this land, unique In the world,
which God has visited. His
graces of coocord and of
peace. Let us here, all to-
gether, implore the grace of
true profound brotherhood be-
tween all men and among all
peoples.
JERUSALEM! As we enter
within your walls it is again
the Inspired Writer who sup-
plies his words to our Ups:
"May those who love
you
prosper! May peace be within
your walls, prosperity in your
buildings; I will say. . peace
bo within you!.
. .
I will pray
for your good
"
This invocation. 3.000 years
010. we gladly pronounce again
here and on this day. May God
deign to hearken to it * n d
shower upon this holy city and
all those who pray herein with
us his most copious benedic-
tions
To Patriarch
Bcnrilicto*
Text of Pope’s discourse to
His Beatitude Bened ictos
dreek Orthodox Patriarch of
Jerusalem, Jan. 4.
We are happy, on the occa-
sion of our pilgrimage to the
Holy Land, to be able to meet
Your Beatitude —and w C are
well aware of the profound
significance of this meeting in
Jerusalem.
We desire first of all to
thank you lor the welcome
given u* by your clergy snd
faithful people We are most
appreciative of the feature of
chanty and courtesy shown us.
IT LS WITH joy that we have
learned that an atmosphere of
frank collaboration now exists
between your community, the
Catholic community and the
Armenian community, in re-
gard to the work of restoration
of the Church of the Holy
Sepulcher
Tor this la the very place
where God wished to “’recon-
cile to Himself all thioga , . .
through Christ .
. . making
peace through the blood of
His Cross" where Christ
gloriously risen, became the
principle of our life, the pledge
of our resurrection, the sole
Head in Whom all things must
be capitulated tCf. Eph. 1, 10).
It la highly symbolic that
despite the burden of history
snu of numerous difficulties,
Christians, though unhappily
separated, are working to-
gether to restore this temple,
which they had first erected
when la full unity, and which
their dlvtaians have abandoned
to dilapidation
IT IK OUR dear net wish that
there should ever more fully
reign among til charity, true
charity, unfeigned charity,
that charily which distin-
guished the dlsciplee of Christ
in the ancient Church, "see
bow they love one another."
We realise the pert taken
personally by Your Beatitude
in ihla change of climate, we
know the eft art. being made
on all aides to eliminate pointa
of friction; we expreea in this
respect our deep joy and our
entire gratitude. May the God
of Peace shower His grace
abundantly upon Your Beall-
tude, upon your clergy and
upoo all the people
To Patriarch
Yrguinhr
Text of discourse to Hit
Beatitude Yeg us,be Derderiaa,
Armamiau Orthodox Patrsaech
of Jerusalem, Jam. 4.
We are particularly grateful
for the kind welcome you have
givco us during our pUgrim-
age to this city, hallowed by
the great mystertee of the re-
demption which our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ worked In
it.
Our meeting has a particular
significance because of the
friendly ties which have de-
veloped between us and the
Armenian Church through the
delegated observers who par-
ticipated in the work of the
Second Vatican Council.
THE SPIRIT OP tree Chris-
tian charity and comprehen-
sion which they manifested
made us all the more certain
of the fraternal welcome we
would receive here from you
snd from your faithful. Our ex-
pectAljpns have been more
than amply fulfilled.
There is a tpirit which more
and more influences Christian
hearts. It is the desire to carry
out what the Apostle to. tho
Nations counseled us to forget
what is past and push on to
what lies ahead, with our eyes
fixed upon Jesus, the Author
and Finisher of our faith.
This spirit has already been
manifested in a concrete way
in this holy city, in the efforts
being made by all Christians
to work in common accord for
the reverent care and fitting
veneration of that hallowed
place where Our Lord, trium-
phant on the Cross and victori-
our over the grave, effected
th» great mission of recon-
ciliation which He had re-
ceived from His Father. We
salute these expressions of
Christian charity which al-
ready exist, and we express
the earnest desire that they
may multiply and expand into
every area of our common
Christian endeavor.
We have come as a prayer-
ful pilgrim to this holy city.
In the prayers which we offer
to God our Father and to our
Savior Jesus Christ, HU Divine
Son, we remember you and the
flock of which you are the
pastor. May divine graces and
favors descend in abundance
upon all of you.
Unity Prayer
Text of Pope's prayer for
Christian unity at the Basilica
of the Holy Stpulchtr Jan. 4.
O Lord Jesus, our Redeem-
er. awaken in us the desire
and the confidence in Your
forgiveness, strengthen the re-
solve of our conversion and of
our fidelity, grant us to feel
the certainty and to taste the
sweetness of Your mercy.
O Lord Jesus, our Redeem-
er and Teacher, give us the
strength to forgive others in
order that we may truly be
forgiven by You
O Lord Jesus, our Redeem-
er and Shepherd, instil! in us
the capacity to |ov f as You
would wish that, following
Your example and with the
help of Your grace, we may
love You and all our brethren
in You.
O I-ord Jesus, our Redeem-
er snd Peace. Who has made
known to ti» Your supreme
desire that all msy be one.
grant the fulfillment of that
same desire which we have
made our own prayer that all
ol us msy be one
O laird Jesus, our Redeem-
er and our Mediator, inter-
cede before the Heavenly Fa-
ther in behalf of our prayers,
which we address to Him in
the Holy Spirit
BRETHREN and children,
let us pray. Omnipotent snd
eternal God. Who has reveal-
ed Your glory to aU men in
Christ, preserve the works of
Your mercy, to that the
Church spread over the whole
world may persevere with
strong faith in the confession
of Your name.
O omnipotent and eternal
God, consolation of the sorrow-
Who wills not the death but at-
may the prayers of aU who
suffer tribulations reach You.
in order that all may experi-
ence Your mercy in ihctr ne-
cessities
Omnipotent snd eternal God.
who wills not the death but al-
ways the life of sinners, pro-
pitiously grant our prayers
and free them from the pur-
suit of error, joining them to
Your holy Church, to the
praise snd glory of Your
name
lo tlu* Binho|»
Text of address at the
Church of St. .4««e, Jerusalem,
to Latin and taslera Hste peel,
atet Jam. 4.
Nearly three quarters of a
century ago there was held tn
Jerusalem a Eucharistic con-
gress that was sn important
event for the churches of the
Orient tn communion with the
See of Rome That the situs
lion has changed since that
time U eloquently demonstrat-
ed by your presence here,
venerable brothers ofthe Ori-
ental churches
Our joy In meeting you Is
great. We have come here as
> pilgrim, as you know. u> order
to follow in the footsteps of
Christ tn that "holy and glo-
rious Sion, the mother of all
the churches," to use the ex-
pression of the ancient Jens-
salem liturgy of St. James.
The placet of the life. Passion
and ReturrecUoo of Our Lord
•re In fact those of the
churches* birth.
NO ONE CAN forget that
when God decided to choose
for Himself . f.iherUnd!i
family and a language In this
world, it was from the Orient
that he took them. And it was
to the Orient that lie first
sent his Apostles: “it was first
of aU in Palestine that the
A pasties established faith in
Jesus Christ sod set up
churches. Then they went
forth into the whole world to
announce that same leaching
and identical Faith" iTertui
Uan).
Bach nation received the
good seed of their preaching
according to its proper men-
tality and culture Each local
church grew with its own per-
sonality and customs, its own
way of celebrating the divine
mysteries, all of which did
not. however, harm the unity
of faith or the communion of
all in charity and in respect
of the order established bv
Christ:
In this is the origin of our
diversity in unity, our catho-
licity. that property which was
always essential to the Church
of Christ, and of which the
Holy Spirit gives us a new
experience at our present time
and in the council.
IF UNITY IS only catholic,
if it only respects the legiti-
mate diversity of each one,
so also diversity is not catho-
lic unless insofar as it respects
unity, serves charity, and con-
tributes to the edification of
"the holy people of God.”
In our joy at meeting you
assembled here, in this your
land of the Orient, we cannot
but feel profoundly and keen-
ly the need of bearing witness
to unity, that great sign given
by Christ for the faith of the
world: “That they may be
one. so that the world may
believe."
Among ourselves, Catholic,
therefore let us above all show
forth the unity which is ours,
as much as possible, by a
selfless collaboration entirely
at the service of the Church
and solely concerned with the
good of the faithful. Let us
manifest as clearly as we can
that unity which, though in-
complete and wounded, al-
ready exists with our other
Christian brethren, your broth-
ers in both blood and tradi-
tion.
AS HE HAVE said on an
other occasion: Have they not
indeed the same baptism, the
same fundamental laws, the
same priesthood celebrating
the unique sacrifice of the one
and only lo»rd of the Church?
In fine, let us not forget that
our neighbor, he whom we
must love as ourselves, is not
exclusively and only our Chris-
tian neighbor
May the laird grant to us all
that we may live in charity,
and that charity may reign in
this land where the love and
goodness of God were shown
forth by the highest proof of
love: "To lay down one's life
for one’s friends.”
To Israel President
Text nf Pope’s response In
feelings from Israel Presi-
dent Zalman Shasar Jan. 5.
The deferential and cordial
welcome that Your Excel-
lency has expressed to us, by
coming in person to meet us.
touches us deeply. We dc
sire lo assure you of our
gratitude for this, as for all
the kind attentions offered us
by the authorities during our
journey. •
Wc would have our very
first words give expression to
the emotions we feel at seeing
with our own eyes, and tread-
ing with our feet, this land
where once lived the pa
trtarcha. our fathers in the
faith, this land where down
through the -enturies there re-
sounded the voice of the pro-
phets speaking in the name of
the God of- Abraham, lsaar
and Jacob, this land finally
and especially, that the pres-
ence of Jesus Christ blessed
and hallowed forever for all
Christians and. one might say.
for the entire human race.
YOUR EXCELLENCY
knows, and God is our witness,
that we are not inspired dur-
ing this visit by any other mo-
tive than purely apirituai
ones. We come as a pilgrim,
w e come to venerate the holy
places, we come to pray.
From this land, unique 1q
aU the world for the great-
nesa of the events enacted in
It. our humble supplication is
raised toward God for alt
men. believing and unbeliev-
ing. and we happily include
■he tons of the People of the
Covenant, whose part in the
religious history of mankind
can never be forgotten.
A pilgrim of peace, we pray
before aU else for the favor
of man's reconciliation with
God and that of tree, pro-
found concord among all men
and aU peoples May God hear
our prayer since He has for
ua, as the prophet proclaims,
“thoughts of peace and not of
affliction "
May lie deign to bestow
upoo today’s tormented world
this incomparable gift, which
echoes through every page of
sacred Scripture, and In which
we are happy to summarise
our greeting, our prayers and
our wishes Shalom Shalom.
At Nazareth
Text of the Pupa’s address at
Sataeeth Jam. 5.
At Nasareth our very first
thoughts must he turned to-
wards Mary most holy, to of-
fer her the tribute of our
devotion and to nourish that
devotion with reflections Uut
*UI make It genuine, pro-
found, and unique, just as the
plan of God intends it to be.
W* offer our homage to her
who la full of grace, the im-
maculate, evcr-virglnal Moth-
er of Christ, the Mother,
therefore, of God. and our
mother, whose body and soul
were taken up into heaven,
our most blessed queen, the
model of the Church, and the
source of our hope.
BEFORE ALL ELSE w e of-
fer her our humble, filial
promise ever to venerate her
with that special devotion
which recognises the wonders
which God has accomplished
in her, with that singular hom-
age which calls forth the ho-
liest, the purest, the most af-
fectionate, the most personal,
and the most confident move-
ments of our heart.
Such devotion should raise
her high above the world as
an example of human per-
fection in whom the world
may securely place its trust.
THEN WE present our
prsyei* for what is closest
to our hearts, because we
wish to honor both her good-
ness and the prayer of her
love and intercession.
We pray that she may pre-
serve In our hearts a sincere
devotion to her. We beg her
to give us the understanding,
the desire, the confidence, and
the strength that stem from
the purity that should direct
soul and body, feeling and
word, art and love, the purity
that the world of today can
neither shock nor violate, the
purity to which Christ has
linked one of His promises,
one of His beatitudes, that of
penetrating even into the vi-
sion of God Himself.
We ask therefore the favor
that she, the Mother of God.
the mother of the home of
Nazareth, will allow us to join
her humble but courageous
spouse, St. Joseph, m the inti-
macy which both of them
share with Christ, her human
and divine Son. Jesus.
NAZARETH is the school of
initiation into the understand-
ing of the life of Jesus. It u
the school of the Gospet.
Here one teams to observe,
to listen, to meditate, to pene-
trate into the profound and
mysterious meaning of that
simple, humble, lovely appari-
tion of God among men. Here
one learn* almost impercep-
tibly to imitate Him. Here
one Icams the way by which
we can enter into the under-
standing of Christ Here one
understands the need of ob-
serving the setting of His
dealings with us: the |darr».
the lime, the customs, the
language, the religious atmos-
phere all of which Jesus
used to reveal Himself to the
world.
Everything speaks to us.
Everything has a mesnlng.
Everything possesses a two-
fold message.
The first is exterior, that
which the senses and per-
ceptiveness of the spectators
can derive from the Gospel
scene.
It is the Impression gained
by those who look merely at
the externals, who study and
examine only the philological
and historical trappings of tho
holy books, the part that In
biblical terminology is called
"the leiter." Previous, to be
sure, and necessary, hut
opaque lo one who stops at
them, and capable even of en-
gendering Illusions and intel-
lectual pride to one who does
not observe the external ele-
ments in the Gospel with a
clear view, a humble spirit, a
good intention, and sincere
prayer
THERE IK A second ele-
ment. distinct from "the let-
ter.” which communicates the
interior message, that is. the
revelation of divine truth, of
supernatural reality, which
the Gospel not only contains
but also manifests, though,
lo be sure, only to the person
who puts himself under the
influence of Its light, sn in-
fluence which Is due partly to
uprightness of spirit, that is,
of mind and of heart.
Such uprightness Is a sub
Jecttve and human condition
which depends on the personal
initiative of each person.
At the tame time the influ-
ence of the might of the
Gospel flows from the mys-
terious. free, and unmerited
outpouring ot grace which, in
keeping with the myatery of
mercy which governs the
destiny of mankind, is never
lacking. Indeed, at the proper
time and in the appropriate
manner it never falls any mao
of goodwill. This second ele-
ment. distinct from ’the let-
ter" of the Gospel, is called
“the apirit."
IT IK HERE, in this school,
that one comes tn grasp how
necessary it is to be spiritu-
ally disciplined, if one wishes
lo follow the teachings of the
Gospel and to become a fol-
lower of Christ. Oh. bow we
would like to become children
•gain aod to return to learn
our lessons in Utis humble,
and yet sublime school of
Nasareth
How we would like to re-
peat, so cloee to Mary, our
introduction lo the genuine
knowledge of the meaning of
life and lo the higher wUdom
of divine truth.
But our steps are hurried,
and we must leave here the
desire for this never-ending
education in the understand-
ing of the Gospel. But we
cannot depart without re-
calling briefly and flcetingly
some fragments of the lesson
of Nasareth.
THE LESSON OF silence:
May an appreciation of this
stupendous and indispensable
moment of spiritual opportun-
ity return to us, deafened as
we arc by so much tumult, by
sn much noise, by so many
voices of our chaotic and
frenxied modern life.
The silence of Nazareth
teaches us recollection, reflec-
tion and eagerness to heed
the good inspirations and
words of true teachers, it
teaches us the need and the
value of preparation, of study,
of meditation, of a personal
and interior life, of prayer
which is seen by God alone
in secret.
THE LESSON of domestic
life: May Nazareth teach us
the meaning of family life, its
harmony of life, its simplicity
.and austere beauty, its sacred
and inviolable character. May
it teach us how sweet and ir-
replaceable is its pedagogy,
how fundamental and incom-
parable its sociology.
The lesson of work: 'Naza-
reth. house of the "Son of the
Carpenter,” how we would
like to understand and to
praise here the austere and
redeeming law of human la-
bor, to restore here the con-
sciousness of the dignity of
labor, to recall here how work
cannot be an end in itself,
and how free and elevated it
becomes, beyond its economic
value, tn proportion to the
values which motivate it, to
salute here all the workers
of the world and point out to
them their great Co-Worker,
their Divine Brother, the
champion of all their rights,
Christ the Lord.
AND SO OUR thoughts leave
Nazareth and range those
mountains of Galilee which
once provided a natural
school for the words of the
Divine Teacher. Time fails
us. sufficient virtue fails us,
to reaffirm at this moment
the divine and priceless mes-
sage. But wc cannot omit to
cast a glance at the neigh-
boring Mount of the Beati-
tude*. Ihe synthesis and sum-
mit of evangelical preaching,
and listen to the echo of that
discourse which, engraved, as
it were, in this mysterious
atmosphere, now seems to be
audible to us.
It is the voice of Christ
promulgating the New Testa-
ment. the new law which
both absorbs and surpasses
the old, and raises human
endeavor to the very peak
of perfection. The great mo-
tive of man's labor is a
sense of duty which involves
the exercise of his freedom.
In the Old Tests ment it was
fear, and at all times includ-
ing our own it is instinct and
self-interest.
But for Christ . , .
the motive is love. He was
taught to obey through love,
It is love that moved Him to
set us free. According to the
teaching of Si. Augustine,
"God gave easier precepts to
those who still had to be bound
by fear, and through His Son
He gave more difficult ones
lo those whom he had deigned
to free by love."
CHRIST IN lIIK Gospel has
spelled out for the world the
supreme motive and the nobl-
tat driving force for action
snd hence for liberty and
progress: love. No ore car.
surpasr It. Nor can any one
subdue or supplant It. The only
sound law of life Is Ills Gos-
pel. The human person reach-
es his highest level in Christ's
teaching. Human society finds
therein its most congenial and
powerful unifying force.
Wc believe, O Lord, in Thy
word, we will try to follow
and live it.
Now we hear its echo re-
verberating in the souls of
the men of our century. It
seems to tell us: Blessed are
we, if in poverty of spirit we
learn to free ourselvea from
false confidence in material
things and to place our chief
desires in spiritual and relig-
ious goods, treating the poor
with respect and love as
brothers and living Images of
Christ.
BLEKBED ARE we, if hav-
ing acquired the meekness of
the strong, we learn how to re-
nounce the perverse power of
bate and vengeance. Then we
shall have the wisdom of pre-
ferring to the fear of armed
force, the generosity of for-
givenes, the alliance be-
tween freedom and work, and
conquest through goodness
and peace.
Blessed are we, If we do
not make egoism the guiding
criterion of our life, nor
pleasure its purpose, but learn
rather to discover In sobriety
our strength, in pain a source
of redemption, in sacrifice
the very aumjnit of great-
ness.
Blessed are we, if we prefer
to be oppressed rather than
be the oppressors and con-
stantly hunger for the prog-
ress of justice.
Blessed are we, if for ihe
kingdom of God in time and
beyond time wc learn to
pardon and to struggle on,
to work and to serve, to suf-
fer and to love.
Wc shall never be deceived.
THUS TODAY we seem to
hear again His voice. Then it
was stronger, sweeter, and
more awe-inspiring, it was
divine.
But even now. trying to
recapture some resonance of
the Master's words, we seem
to be won over as His dis-
ciples and to be genuinely
filled with new wisdom and
fresh courage.
To Patriarch
Athenngnras
Text of Pope's address to
Patriarch Atbenagoras, spirit-
ual Header of the Orthodox
Churches, Jau. 6.
Great is our emotion and
profound our joy in this truly
historic hour. when, after
centuries of silence and ex-
pectation. the Catholic Church
and the Patriarchate of Con-
stantinople meet once again
in the person of their highest
representatives.
Great and profound also is
our gratitude to you who have
kindly left temporarily your
patriarchal Sec in order to
come here to meet us. It is,
however, first of all toward
God. the Lord of the Church,
that the words of our humble
thanksgiving ascend.
AN ANCIENT Christian
tradition lqvingly sees as the
center of the world that place
upon which the glorious Cross
of the Savior was erected
and whither, "being raised up
from the earth" He draws "all
things unto Himself." (cf John
13, 32).
It was fitting then— and
Providence has permitted it
that it should be in this
place, this forever blessed and
sacred place, that, as pilgrims
from Rome and from Con-
stantinople, we should be able
to meet and be united in a
common prayer.
You have desired this meet-
ing ever since the time of our
unforgettable predecessor
John XXIII. your e»ieetn ami
alicction lor whom you did
nol conceal, and to whom,
with striking intuition, you
applied the words of the
evangelist: "There was a man
sent from God, whose nairn-
was John." (John I, 6).
He too yearned for this
meeting, as you .well know,
but his early death prevented
him from realizing the desire
ol his heart. The words of
Christ: "That they may be
one." (Ut unum sint), repeated
frequently by the dying Pope,
leave no doubt as to one of
his most cherishixl Intentions,
those for which he offered
God his tong agony and valu-
able life.
DOUBTLESS, on the one
side snd on the other, the
roads which lead to union may
be tong and strewn with diffi-
culties. But these two paths
converge toward one another
and eventually reach the
souices of the Gospet. Is It
not, then, a happy augury
that today’s meeting takes
place in that land where
Christ founded His Church
and shed His blood for her?
It is in any case an eloquent
manifestation of the great
good wilt which, thanks be to
God, animates ever more all
Christians truly worthy of
that name: The will, that is,
tn work to surmount disunity,
to break down barriers—the
will to engage resolutely upon
ihe path which leads to rec-
onciliation.
Divergence of a doctrinal,
liturgical a,id disciplinary
nature will have to be ex-
amined, at the proper time
and place, in a spirit of fidel-
ity to truth and of under-
standing In charity.
WHAT CAN AND must now
commence to develop is that
fraternal charity, which is In-
genious in finding out new
ways of showing itself, which,
taking ibi lessons from the
past, is ready to pardon, more
ready to believe good than
evil, careful above all to con-
form itself to the Divine Mas-
ter and to allow itself to be
drawn and transformed by
Him.
Of such charity the symbol
and example should be the
kiss of peace which Our Lord
has permitted us to exchange
in tliia Holy Land, and the
prayer which Jesus Christ
taught ua and which we shall
shortly recite together.
We cannot express how
touched we are by this your
gesture nor are we alone In
this: Tho Church of Rome and
the ecumenical council will
learn with deep joy of this
historic event.
’
As for us, we raise toward
God a grateful prayer and wa
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beg Itim to help us follow
along this path, and to bestow
upon you and upon us, who
have undertaken it with faith
and confidence, that blessing
which will insure happy re-
sults. With these feelings, it
is not a "good-by” that we
say to you, but, if you allow
us, an "au revoir," based upon
the hope of other fruitful
meetings "in the name of Our
Lord, in Nomine Domini.”
At Hrtlilehem
Text of Pope's speech in
Bethlehem following Mass in
the grotto of the Church of
the Nativity Jan. 6.
At Bethlehem we have three
simple words to say: the first
to Christ, the second to the
Church, tlie third to the world.
On this Feast of the Epiph-
any, when our thoughts are
concentrated on the tremen-
dous, two fold message of the
day the manifestation of
God and the calling of the
Gentiles we make to Christ,
in trepidation and yet with
wholehearted joy, the humble
profession of our faith and
hope and love.
WE SOLEMNLY repeat Pe-
ter’s confession as our own:
"Thou are the Christ, the Son
o* the living God" (ML 16.
16). With Peter again we say
to Christ: "Lord, to whom
shall we go, thou hast the
words of eternal life." We
make our own Peter's sincere
words of sorrow: "Lord, thou
knowest all things, thou know-
est that we love thee.”
To Christ we bear, as once
the Magi did in this place,
symbolic gifts in acknowledge-
ment of His being the Word of
God made Flesh, the Son of
the Blessed Virgin Mary, our
Brother, the first-born of men,
the Messiah, the Christ, the
One, the indispensable Media-
tor between God and Man, the
Priest, the Master, the King.
"He Who was and is and is to
come.”
This confession is that of the
Church of Rome, the Church
which was Peter's and which
war founded on him as rock.
For this reason. Lord, it is
Your Church and lives still
in virtue of its unbroken con-
nection with Your fountain-
head. Be with Your Church,
defend it, purify It, give it
strength' and life, O Christ.
THIS SAME confession is
an expression of the praise
of Your entire Church, willed
by You to be one. holy, cath-
olic and apostolic. All the
pastors, priests and religious,
all the faithful and catechu-
mens of this Your Church
make with us this profession
of faith, hope and love.
All of us accept Your humi-
lity and pi aise Your greatness,
all of us give heed to Your
words and look for Your final
coming. We are one in thank-
ing you. Lord, for bringing us
salvation, for making us sons
of God and Your own brothers,
and for having poured out on
us the gifts of the Holy Spirit.
Wc all of us promise You that
we will live as Christians,
striving ever to be faithful to
Your grace and to our moral
rebirth. All of us will seek to
spread throughout the world
Your message of salvation and
love.
THEN. HERE before Your
crib. Lord, we speak our sec-
ond word to the Church, of
which You have been pleased
to choose our lowly self to be
universal pastor.
H is quite simply this: May
the Church of Christ be with
us and join Itself to us in the
offering we have made in its
name as well as our own. In
this com muni-xi is to be found
her effectiveness, her dignity
and her harmony with those
marks by which the true
Church is distinguished.
This is the historic hour in
which the Church must live
her profound and visible uni-
ty. It is the hour in which
wc must correspond with the
wish of Jesus Christ "that they
may be perfactly one, so that
the world may know. Father,
that it is Thou who hast sent
me
” The Church’s external
apologetic and missionary
force depends upon this inter-
nal unity.
Wc must pursue our ecu-
menical council to its conclu-
sion. We must give to the
Church’s life new attitudes of
mind, new aims, new stand-
ards of conduct so as to en-
dow it with every form of spir-
itual beauty: in thought, word
and prayer, in methods of ed-
ucation. art and law. This
calls for a concerted effort in
which every section of the
Church must play its part.
May each one give ear to the
invitation which Christ is mak-
ing to him through our voice.
WE SPEAK THUS to Catho-
lics who are already within
the safety of the fold of ChrisL
Buf we cannot refrain from
making a similar invitation to
our Christian brothers who are
not in perfect communion with
us. It is now clear lo every-
one that the problem of unity
cannot be put on one side. To-
day the will of Christ is press-
ing upon us and obliging us to
do all that we can. with love
and wisdom, to bring to ail
Christians the supreme bless-
ing and honor of a united
church.
Even on this very special oc-
casion we must say that such
a result is not to be obtained
a’, the expense of the truths
of Faith We cannot be false
to Christ's heritage It is not
ours, but Hit: wc arc no
more than stewards, teachers
and interpreters. Yet we de-
clare once again that we are
ready to coasider every rea-
sonable possibility by whkb
mutual understanding, respect
and charily any be fostered
so as to smooth the way to a
future —and, please God. not
too distant meeting with
our Christian brothers still
separated from us. The door
of the fold is open We wait,
all of us. with sincere hearts.
Our desire is strong and
patient There la room for all.
Ou affection goes in advance
at tne step to be taken; it can
be taken with honor and mu-
tual jay We shall not cafl for
gestures which are not the
fru« at free conviction, the ef-
fect at the spirit at the lord
Mbu breathes when and where
He wills We shall wail for
the happy hour to com*. For
the present, we ask of our
separated brothers only that
which we set before ourselves
as our objective, namely that
every step towards reunion
and interchange of views
should be inspired by love of
Christ and the Church.
We shall take pains to keep
alive the dewire far under-
standing and union sod we
shall put our trust in preyer
which, even though it is not
yrt united prayer, rises up
nm th*less simultaneously
firm oumtvee and from
Christians separated from us
like two parallel columns which
meet on high to form an arch
in the Ged at unity.
Meanwhile, we salute with
great reverence aad affection
the ilhtstrtoua end venerated
heads of other churches here
present, we thank them pro-
foundly fur taking part In our
pilgrimage, we honor them for
the measure of the authentic
treasure of Christian tradiUan
which they possess, we ex-
press to them our desue for
understanding la the faith,
charity and ditetpboe of the
°ne Church of Christ tod we
send to all the pastors,
priests, religious aad faithful
of their churches our good
wishes for peace and well be-
ing. and upon all we invoke
thr light and grace of the
Holy Spirit.
AND NOW, in tnis holy
place and on this special oc-
casion, we should like to ad-
dress a word to the world. Wc
mean by the "world” all those
who look on Christianity from
the outside, as if they were,
or believed themselves lo be
strangers to it.
Wc should like to present
ourselves once again to this
world in wh.ch wc live. We
arc the representatives and
promoters of the Christian re-
ligion. We are certain that the
cause wc promote comes from
God we are the disciples,
the apostles, the missionaries
of Jesus. Son of God and Son
of Mary, the Messiah, the
Christ. We continue His mis-
sion, heralds of His message
and minister of His religion
which we know to have ail the
divine guarantee of truth.
_ Our sole interest is to pro-
claim this Faith of ours. We
ask for nothing, except the
freedom to profess it and to
offer to anyone who will free-
ly accept it this religion, which
is the relationship between
God and men, instituted by
Christ, our Lord.
THERE IS another consider-
ation which wc should like to
propose to the world’s serious
attention. It is the immediate
purpose of our mission and it
is this: Our desire is to work
for the good of the world, in
Its interests and for iu salva-
tion. We believe that the salva-
tion we offer is necessary for
It.
This affirmation implies
many others It implies that
**c look upon U»e world with
immense sympathy. If the
world thinks itself to be a
sti anger from Christianity.
Christianity does not consider
itseU a stranger from the
work), no matter what attitude
the world adopts towards it.
Lei the world know that the
representative and promoter
of the Christian religion es-
teems and loves it with a
great and inexhaustible love
It is the love which our Faith
plants in the bean of th*
Church, whose only purpose is
to serve as a channel for thr
vsst and wonderful love at
God tor men
TIILS ME \NS that the mis-
sion of Christianity is one of
friendship in the midst of man-
kind. a mission of understand
tog. encouragement, advance-
ment riersH-m and we m
it again, of salvation. Wc know
that men today are proud at
being able to do things for
thrmselvM and that they do in
fact make new and wonderful
things, but these are things
which do not make them good
or happy and do not solve th*
mass at basic, persistent hu-
man problems
We know that man is strug-
gling against himscU w*
know that tormenting doubts
assail him. W* know that in
hia heart there to obscurity
and suffering We have a mes-
sage which w* believe coo
latna the answer, and we an-
nounce it with all the morn
confidence m that It is a bu
man message, the word of a
man to men
CHRIST. WHOM we bring
to mankind, u the "Son at
Man" That was how He and»
scribed Himself He to the
firstborn, the prototype of new
manhood. He u our perfect
brother. companion and
friend, lie la Use One alooc of
Whom M could truly be said
that ”lte knew what was in
Man" ll« was sent by God.
It to true, yet not to condemn
Use world but lo save it.
He is msnkind’s Good Shep-
herd There u ao good human
quality that lie has not re-
spected. elevated aad m-
deemed There to no human
suffering that He has not un-
derstood. shared aad ennobled
There to no human need,
moral defect excepted, that
He has not assumed and ea-
pertenred M Ilia own Penan
*»d proposed to the hearts and
minds of other men a* a tub-
»e*t ter tbetr car* and lava
AOtl, tf*jeraj || Ihe coCkliUuci
of their own saivaUuo
Even tar evil, which lU.
mankind's physician, knew
aad dejounced with inwioer-
•bte vigor. 11. showed aftaju
pdy. to the extent Of shower-
HW upon men by means at IBs
•race Ihe ineffable waters at
redemption bfe
UL than. the world know
how Christ, Wh« sUU lives to-
*** to lbs Church, shows
Himself to Uto world (mm this
spot, from this mb which wastha point of Ilia arrival upon
tha earth. And. u> coasts
quaace, let the world, in which
our bfe to sot. receive today
to toe asms of Jesus Christ
our respectful aad affectionate
grinding
WE REND OL E good wishes
•specialty to those who profs**
monotheism end who wor-
ship. as we do, the
one true God. the supreme sad
hvtog God. tha God of Abra-
ham. the God ab High
On thu v«ry spot, tea* years
ago to urns, yet remembered
in Bible snd Missal, Mclchisc-
dech, the mysterious person-
age, of whom Scripture gives
us neither genealogy nor his-
tory, but whose royal priest-
hood Christ makes His own,
venerated that same God as
"the most high God, creator
of heaven and earth.”
We Christians, taught by Rev-
elation, know that God sub-
sists in the three divine per-
sons. Father, Son and Holy
Spirit, but w e ever confess a
single divine nature and one
only living and true God. To
all those who adore one God
wc extend our wishes also for
peace in justice.
And our greeting reaches out
to all the peoples to which our
Catholic missions carry the
Gospel and, along with the
Gospel, an invitation to its
universality and the leaven
of its civilizing influence.
BIT Ol’R GREETING can.
today, have no limits: It over-
comes all barriers and would
include all men of good will,
even those who do not at pres-
ent look kindly upon the re-
ligion of Christ, who seek to
prevent Its diffusion and who
arc hostile lo its followers:
even to those who persecute
U»c Catholic way of life and
w ho deny God and Christ wc
direct our words and our dis-
passionate question? Why?
Why?
U is with these thoughts in
our heart and in the prayer
of Bethlehem. Christ’s earthly
birthplace, that we beg for the
whole of mankind the abund-
ance of divine favors.
Appeal for Peace
Text of pope Paul', appeal
for peace at cornel*man of bit
talk in Bethlehem Jan. (%.
At the moment of leaving
Bethlehem, this place at pur-
ity and serenity where there
was born almost 20 centuries
ago the One to Whom wc pray
as Prince of Peace, we feel
an imperious need to renew to
the heads of state and lo all
those who bear responsibility
of peoples our pressing appeal
for peace In the world.
May the governments hear
this cry of our heart; may
they generoststy pursue their
efforts to assure humanity
peace to which it aspires so
ardently May they in com-
munion with the Almighty in
their inmost conscience as
men of clear intelligence have
a more ardent wish and re-
newed spirit of concord and
generosity m order to avoid
toe the world at any cost
anxieties and horrors of anew
world war. whose con-
sequences would be incalcula-
ble
May they collaborate still
more efflcarioualy to instill
peace In truth. Justice, liberty
and fraternal love.
This Is a wish w« have not
erased to offer God in insis-
tent prayer throughout this pit-
trimage AU loyal undertak-
ing* which work toward realis-
ing it will find our support at
vra bless them ertth a full
heart.
W# are profoundly happy
that the meeting which we
have had la these blessed days
with tha Ecumenical Patriarch
of Constaattaopto hat taken
ptoc* la Ihe must amiable
manner and showed itself to
be full of Uto best of hope
We thank God with all our
heart and pray that He Who
began to us a good work com
ptete It” for peace and union
wtO bring it to a happy con-
clusion
Drpartu rr for Rome
Tear of pop*', specs A at the
arrporl at Am mam. JoeJam, am
Ail Jepaen.ee foe Rome Jam. 6.
The time has come for us
to take leave of this blessed
land after oor unforgettable
pilgrimage. We cannot depart
without expressing anew and
publicly our profound grati-
tude to Your Majesty and to
the civil authorities who have
none so much to facilitate our
travels and made them fruit-
ful.
Forever in our heart we
shall bear the consoling mem-
ories of this humble visit to
the holy places and of the wel-
come extended to us by the
inhabitants of this sacred land.
May God reward them,
may He wipe away their
tears, and grant them peace,
prosperity and true happiness.
IN THE WORDS which the
Apostle Paul used to the Chris-
tians of Ephesus in bidding
them farewell, wc also "com-
mend you to God and to the
word of His grace, who is able
to build up and to give the
inheritance among all the
sanctified.”
And, as he wrote to the
same Ephesians, wc exhort
you; “Let all bitterness and
wrath and indignation and
clamor and reviling be re-
moved from you along with
all malice. On the contrary,
be kind to one another and
merciful, forgiving onp an-
other, as God in Christ had
generously forgiven you."
And, repeating the apostolic
salutation. "Peace be to this
land and to all those who dwell
herein,” we call down upon
you all tlie richest graces
from on high, imparting to
you and your loved ones our
particular fatherly apostolic
blessing.
To King Ilush'rin
Text of Pope's message to
Jordan's King Hussein sent
from plane on homeward
flight Jan. 6.
We repeat our heartfelt
thanks to Your Majesty for
your cordial personal welcome
and for the many kindnesses
shown us during our pilgrim-
age to the Holy Land, while
wc invoke upon your person,
upon the royal family, and
upon all the beloved people
of the Kingdom of Jordan the
richest graces and favors of
Almighty God.
To Israel President
Text of Pope's message from
plane to Israeli President Zal-
man Shasar Jan. 6.
At the moment when our
pilgrimage in tlie Holy Land,
rich tor us with moving and
unforgettable remembrances,
is completed, we wish to re-
new to Your Excellency the
expression of our gratitude.
We have appreciated the facil-
ities which we have been giv-
en for our visit to the holy
places and wc have been
touched by the welcome wc
have received on the part of
the various authorities.
Arrival in Rome
Text of Pope's address on
arrival at airport in Rome
Jam. 6.
We return with a heart full
of intense emotions, carrying
forever engraved In our mem-
ory the radiant and moving
images of the holy places,
which speak with bare elo-
quence of the life of Jesus
Christ, of lbs sufferings, of
His love.
We desired our journey to
Palestine to take on the mean-
ing of a particular, fervent,
ardent meeting with Christ, a
proclamation—clear to all Ihe
world—of the sublime reality
and universality of the re-
demption which the Divine
Savior continues to work by
means of His Church.
ANI) NOW, again setting
foot on the soil of Italy, where
once Peter landed with his
noble and regenerating mis-
sion, we can say that we have
kept faith with our pledge.
The liturgy of today’s Feast
of the Epiphany speaks of a
great splendor which from
Jerusalem shines upon the
world and conquers its dark-
ness: “Arise, be enlightened,
O Jerusalem: For thy light
is come, and the glory of the
Lord is risen upon thee. For
behold, darkness shall cover
the death, and a mist the peo-
ple: But the Lord shall arise
upon thee, and His glory shall
be seen upon thee. And the
Gentiles shall walk in thy
light, and kings in the bright-
ness of thy rising."
In this divine light, wc have
accomplished our journey of
prayer and penance. And we
have prayed that it may shine
more brightly upon the world,
whose atfttictics and uncer-
tainties, whose fearful convul-
sions arise from his having re-
jected and suffocated this
light.
Only in Blessed Jesus, we
repeat, is salvation. In His
message of truth, goodness,
(and) love is the answer to
all the unknowns which pre-
sent themselves. In His will,
freely accepted, is the peace
of the world. This we have
invoked, kneeling on the bare
rock of the Sepulcher, at Cal-
vary, at Gcthsemane, in the
Cenacle and at Nazareth. And
at the Grotto of the Nativity of
Bethlehem wc have begged
for all men of good will the
gift of a true and lasting
peace.
MAY THE LORD fulfill our
wishes and fructify the jour-
ney of His humble vicar with
fruits of holiness, justice,
truth: "to giVe to His people
knowledge of salvation
... to
guide our feet into the way of
peace."
Our thoughts now turn with
benevolent remembrance to
the authorities of those places
who made our journey so easy
and convenient, expending ev-
ery effort to render our brief
stay in the Holy Land more
pleasant; to the flourishing
Catholic communities we have
met and encouraged there, of
the Latin, Melkite, Maronitc
and Armenian patriarchates;
to the sons of St. Francis, so
well deserving by thfe pres-
ence through the centuries in
the land of Jesus; and to all
our brothers in Christ, partic-
ularly beloved and dear, whose
presence in the holy places
sharpens for us the desire of
the hoped for reunion.
WE THANK also the Ital-
ian authorities who, as they
offered their greeting at the
departure, now make us leel
more iuteusi-iy the joy of re-
turn by bringing us the affec-
tion of our beloved sons of
Italy and of Rome.
It gives us pleasure also to
express our lively satisfaction
to the directors, to the pilots,
to the personnel of the airline
company which has done so
much for the perfect success
of our flight.
Asa sign of the sentiments
of our heart at this moment,
we embrace with paternal be-
nevolence all the peoples we
have met and those who fol-
lowed us in thought and pray-
er, while, in pledge of every
desirable heavenly grace,
from our heart, we impart
once again to the entire hu-
man family our apostolic be-
nediction.
Talk to Crowd
Text of Pope’s remarks to
croud which greeted him in
St. Peter’s Square ou his re-
turn home Jan. 6.
Thank you, thank you chil-
dren, for this welcome which
in itself, constitutes a mem-
orable and incomparable
event.
I desire that my personal
thanks reach all the citizens
of Rome, the authorities and
all those who were engaged
in traffic control services to-
day.
My desire would have been
not to disturb anyone and to
return, tranquilly, but your
intelligence and your goodness,
on the contrary, prepared this
extraordinary manifestation.
I BRING YOU the greetings
of Bethlehem, where this
morning I celebrated Mass. I
bring you the peace of God,
I bring you that which you
already have in your hearts—-
you understood that between
Christ, St. Peter and Rome
there is a direct thread and
this thread vibrated with all
the saintly emotions and it
makes itself the bearer of all
my benedictions.
You understood that my
journey was not only a singu-
lar and spiritual event. It be-
came an event which has a
value, a great historic im-
portance and a link which
binds us to a secular tradi-
tion. It is probably the be-
ginning of new events which
may be great and beneficial
to the Church and humanity.
I say only this to you to-
night: this morning I had the
great fortune to embrace, aft-
er centuries, the Ecumenical
Patriarch of Constantinople
and to exchange with him
words of peace and fraternity
and the desire of union, har-
mony and
- love in Christ in
tlie service of humanity.
We hope this beginning will
bear fruit and the seeds ripen.
In the meantime we all pray
because these moments and
these events are certainly
great and noted down in the
intentions of God.
Communique
Text of a communique is-
steed in Rome Jan. 6 by the
Vatican after the meeting be-
tween Pope Paul and Patriarch
Atbcnagoras in Jerusalem.
At the end of their meet-
ing in Jerusalem, the Holy
Father Paul VI and the Ecu-
menical Patriarch Athenagor-
as, in agreement with his
Holy Synod, have together
acknowledged the great sig-
nificance of -this event and
have given thanks to Almigh-
ty God, Father, Son and Holy
Spirit, Who has guided their
steps to the Holy Land where
our common Redeemer, Christ
our Lord, lived, taught, died,
rose again and ascended into
Heaven, whence He sent down
the Holy.Spirit upon the infant
church.
This meeting cannot be con-
sidered otherwise than as a
fraternal gesture, inspired by
the charity of Christ, Who left
to His disciples the supreme
commandment of loving one
another, of forgiving offenses
until 70 times 7 and of
being united amongst them-
selves.
The two pilgrims, with thefr
eyes fixed on Christ, the Ex-
emplar and Author, with th,o
Father, of unity and peaca,
pray God that this meeting
may be the sign and preludp
oi things to come for the glory
of God and the illuminatiop
of His faithful people.
After so many centuries of.
silence, they have now come
together in the desire of put-
ting the Lord's will into ef-
fect and of proclaiming the
age-old truth of His Gospal
entrusted to the Church.
These common sentiments
arc manifested to all the
members of their respective
hierarchies and to all the faith-
ful so that they too may par-
ticipate in them and offer to
God renewed prayers that the
truth of the one and only
Church of Christ and His gos-
pel. light and salvation of the
world, may shine with ever
greater brightness In the sighj
of all Christians. .
Other Talks by Pope
Indicates Council
Is Nearing End
VATICAN CITY <RNS)
Pope Paul VI. in a New Year’s
address, said bit pilgrimage to
the Holy Land and the third
session of the Secood Vatican
Council were two events in tM4
that “will have an impact for
many years to rome **
The Pontiff spoke to a crowd
of 23,000 that gathered in 61.
Peter's Square to receive his
New Year blessing.
In bis reference to the nest
session of Vatican 11, scheduled
to open in September, the Pope
strongly hinted that this might
see the council finally termin-
ated.
Ho did so by remarking that
the council was to be “con-
ducted to a good end.” during
the year.
•
Tours Gardens
VATICAN CITY <NC) -
Pope Paul VI took time out
in the Christmas season for a
spm in the Vatican gardens in
a liny ear owned by bu secre-
tary, At the wheel of the rut
••Ido” was (us secretary. Ilev
Pesquale Match*
The two went first to pay s
.surprise visit on an oid frond
of Pop« Paul's, Bishop Luigi
Ctvsrdi. at th# Vatican school
for attar boys Dec 26 This
visit turned ail to be 100 much
of a surprise; Bishop Ctvardi
was not at house The Pope
then decided to tow the gar
dens a ihw Plat.
•
On Catholic Press
VATICAN CITY <NC) -
Pope Paul mid 300 pilgrims
who came In Home under the
auspices of a French Catholic
oewepaper In "leva your Cath-
olic press, spread H abroad,
dedicate to it ywur time, your
thoughts. ||yr resource*, and
WM *»**
tied by Ls Crete du Nard,
* Ute Peru
dedy. U Crou
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College Crises
* In terms of financial support, col-
,,leges and universities fall into two class-
ic*5 ' namely, those which receive strong
■support from taxes levied on the public
and those which do not receive such sup-
port. Catholic colleges, and universities,
of course, are ail in the latter category.
ITVERY CITIZEN" is aware of this
distinction but very few realize how vast
.are the sums of money now being spent
• for public higher education. This money.38 raised by increasing the tax burdens on
,'jll our people. What is more important,
-•very few realize the threat presented to
private colleges by an ever-expanding
system of tax-supported higher education.
as they do, upon tuition and
private support exclusively, our private
•iCOlleges are finding it more and more dif-
•flcult to compete with colleges receiving
■•huge sums of public money.
The result is a condition of present
trisis for private colleges and universi-
ties, a condition that has been described
-as desperate. Statistics prove that the
-survival of many private colleges is in
peril. No college can endure without
"Students. The costs of college education
determine the higher institutions to
>hich most students go. Tax-supported
colleges can keep tuition costs low, ex-
tremely low, because of the funds they
receive annually from tax monies. Asa
result In New Jersey, for example, thou-
sands of Catholic students are literally
forced into state colleges because they
cannot meet the higher costs of educa-
tion under Catholic auspices.
E\ ERY CITIZEN should be aware
of this situation, but public servants
should be all the more conscious of it.
The goal of good government should be
the strengtheningof all higher education,
private as well as public. This is the
American tradition; this is the American
dream. The tradition and the dream are
threatened when good men see nothing
and do nothing.
On Dec. 16 President Johnson signed
into law the Higher Education Facilities
Act of 1963. The President described it
as “the most significant education bill
passed by the Congress in the history of
the Republic.*’ This federal aid will be
apportioned to the states for distribution
to public and private colleges. How much
will go to private colleges In New Jersey?
Is it too much to hope that the bulk of
it will go to ease the crisis of the private
colleges?
Graces for Decency
On Sunday. Dec. 15. Catholics all
over America stood In the presence of
"Our Blessed Lord and rededicatcd them-
selves to His teachings and command-
ments on holy purity by renewing their
pledge as members of the Legion of
Decency. They were not promising any-
thing new, they were not promising to
obey an "11th” commandment. They
were simply standing up to be counted,
as publicly affirming or reaffirming the
principles and precepts of decency on
which Christian civilization is founded.
THIS SOLEMN re-affirmation took
place In every parish. Also, those in
Newark were privileged to take part In
a solemn holy hour in Sacred Heart
Cathedral, dedicated to purity and decen-
cy in the use of modern media of com-
munications.
AH holy hours are holy by nature.
Not all holy hours are Interesting and ab-
sorbing: This one was because of the ob-
vious pre-planning, superb on-the-spot
direction and supervision and the resul-
tant intelligent participation by the vast
throng present. The solemn reading of
the Scriptures by three laymen, the hom-
ilies by a distinguished priest, and the
timely and inspiring address of the Arch-
bishop left all present with a feeling of
accomplishment —of having done some-
thing positive in the cause of decency.
THE SOLEMN pledge renewal
and the holy hour were special graces
from God. Grace urges, "nudges" if you
will, but it does not coerce. It is up to
each of us to cooperate with these graces
in the 12 months ahead, to draw upon
them, as from a rich bank account.
Tho next movie we sec. the reputa-
tion of the next theater we attend, the
next magazine we read, the policy of the
next vendor we patronize, will determine
how sincere each of us was on Dec. 15 in
standing up in the presence of Our Lord
and telling Him what we intend to do for
Him in the market place this vear.
Christian Family Life
There was a home which messengers
from heaven visited and re-visited. The
Son of God lived there. Simple and low-
ly, it was situated in an obscure village
called Nazareth. On Sunday the Church
will celfebrate the Feast of the Holy Fam-
ily. and pray that all families mav prac-
tice its virtues.
The Infant Jesus was fortunate in
being greeted at birth with tho kindly
smile of family love. After exile in Egypt
He found security under His father s roof
in Nazareth, When He grew older, He
chose to work with Joseph as a carpenter.
The loving mother and good wife eased
and comforted them in their wurintu.
THE HOLY FAMILY exemplified in
the highest degree those praueworthv
qualities of ordinary home life which
spring from mutual charity, holiness of
character and filial devotion. Pope !.eo
XIII wrote: "Certainly fathers of famil-
ies have in Joseph a shining norm for
fatherly care and foresight. Mothers have
In the Most Holy Virgin an outstanding
exampleof love, modesty, submission and
trust. And children have in Jesus, who
was subject to His parents, a divinely,
given model of obedience which they
ahould admire, study and Imitate.”
The primary virtue in the Holy Fam-
ily was obedience. Jesus was obedient
to Mary and Joseph, and they were obedi-
ent to God. Members of families must
learn and practice obedience. When God
humbles Himself, shall we exalt our-
selves? When God subjects Himself to
men, shall we set ourselves above Hint
by doing our own will?
THE EDITORS of the Reader's Di-
gest, shocked by the assassination of
President Kennedy and the lawlessness
of many Americans, recently wrote that
“it is time for parents to assert their
authority once more.” We urge all Cath-
olic parents to use their God-given au-
thority to direct their children, even
those of adult age, in the way of right-
eousness. Do not fear their opposition or
the criticism of weak-willed parents who
permit their children liberties that lead
to ruin.
Lot obedience be based on love as
it was in the Holy Family. Follow the
practical advice of St. Paul: “Bear with
one another and forgive one another. If
anyone has a grievance against another;
even as the Lord has forgiven you, so
also do you forgive. But above all things
have charity.”
Apostles Go Forth
On First Mission
By FRANK J. SHERD
Our Lend hid bad the
Twelve nine months in His
company when Uc seat them
on their Or it mission without
Him.
WHAT IHD any at them
teach? They must have been
thronged about by people
wanting to know Who and
What their Master was, stlU
mart what lie meant to do
Thay could not hava said
very much la answer. Not only
did they ant at yet know that
the Carpenter waa God, thay
were not oven certain that Ho
wai Iho Mentis. It would be
some months before that
quMtion would be settled for
them, and avee then Our Lord
commanded that they ahould
tall no man that Ha waa tho
Christ go that we may as-
aume that this waa not part of
their moorage.
Their message war about
the Kingdom and ita near ap-
proach. Hut even hare we are
fait wondering, They had
heard the Sermon on the
Mount, they had heard the
per able > of the firat day aod
received instruction about
thrill gtvrn to themselves
•lose. how‘much did they
really understand of the King-
dom? -A
KVKN AFTER Our Lord
had said that He would build
His Church upon Peter, we
find the Apoetlea arguing
among themselves on the road
to Caphamaum at to which
of them ahould be greatest in
the Kingdom. Months after
that - actually at the Last
Supper the argument waa
•UU ragtag. In between.
Jamae and John try to pre-
empt the highest place# for
themsejv**. Nona of this tug
lastt any very profound grasp
on Uw nature of the Kingdom.
Liter Stall, barely minute*
before Our Lord's Ascension,
they are asking “Will you at
tkia lima restore the Kingdom
to Israel?'’
Me are left wondering
whether they would have been
very good at answering ques-
tions even about ike Kingdom.
They did not know when it
would come, or how, or
what It would look like. But
at least they knew the change
pi heart that entry Into the
Kingdom would require.
THEY HAD BREN told to
preach, and this would prob-
ably be mainly at 'he services
in the synagogue* where there
would be no heckling to bother
them. With the service over,
they would work their mir-
acles. Questioners would get
no chance. Their subtleties
would be lost in the clamor of
tick man made well, dead
men brought hack to life.
The problem does not teem
to have troubled the Apostles.
Later Our Lord teat out not
only U but TJ of Hit followers
•n a similar mission. And
when they returned all their
talk was of devils they bad
cast out, w.lh never a word of
questions they could not an-
swer.
For Vocations
Members of the Apoato-
lata for Vocations can gain
a plenary indulgence under
Ihe ordinary conditions on:
Jan. U, Commemoration
of the Baptism of Our Lord
And once a week for re-
filing daily, with piety, any
prayer for vocations ap-
proved by the ecclesiastical
authority.
A partial indulgence of
300 daya ran ba gained for
each act of charity or piety
performed for the Intention
of (ottering vocation! to Uw
priesthood. „
The Pilgrim
Moral Obligations
Of Foreign Aid
By REV. ANDREW M. GREELEY
Few Americana noted the
marvelous Irony In congress-
aional action over foreign aid
In the day* before Christmas.
.
No one thought It strange
that Congress could take a
meat axe to our program of
help to underdeveloped coun-
tries during a season sup-
posedly devoted to brotherly
love, or that congressmen
were displaying something less
than the Christmas spirit when
they proclaimed that the weak-
ening of the Alliance for Pro-
gress waa a “great victory for
the Americas taxpayer”.
IT IS NOT surprising that
the irony waa overlooked. For
It to be noticed, foreign aid
would have to be seen as a
moral issue aod very few
people In the press or In Con-
gress seem to have the slight-
est awareness that there la
any question of morality In
foreign aid.
But there can be no doubt
that the U.S. has a moral obli-
gation to help other countries.
When 8% of the world's people
control half its wealth, theca
it no question of their obliga-
tion to help others. If Cath-
olic* were under any illusions
about this they would do well
to read the two groat eocycli-
cals of Pope John.
Foreign aid it not something
optional, not something we
can expand or contract at
whim. It it a serious moral ob-
ligation; and it la difficult to
tee how any one can argus
that Coogrcaa hat met this ob-
ligation.
THE ARGUMENTS against
foreign aid are incredibly
weak. It is said that the people
do not want it; yet the public
opinion polls show that liie
average American la more
kindly disposed toward foreign
•Id than are hit congressman.
It ta argued that the program
ha* been poorly administered.
Perhaps it haa, though there
la no evidence that it haa been
more poorly administered than
any other complicated govern-
ment or private program.
It la contended that
the American economy cannot
afford though ' giveaways,”
«vcn though the amount
budgeted for foreign aid la con-
siderably leas than 1% of the
national Income and lets even
than we pay in the way of
farm price supports It la
pointed out that the recipient
countries are often not grate-
ful for American help, but in-
gratitude hardly axcuaea ana
from moral obligations.
It la maintained that other
Weetern countries are not con-
tributing their (air share of
help to the new nations; surely
thl* la true but their failures
do not excuse our failure.
THE TRUTH is that foreign
aid bee no constituency and
no lobby. There are few ap.
propnations measure* which
come before Congress that can
be cut tn pieces without an-
gering someone who votes or
offending some congressmen
whose support may be needed
on another day.
If a congressman wants to
kiok like he is supporting
"economy," foreign aid is
about the only real chance he
haa.
No one can object to a con-
gressman trying to protect the
welfare of his constituents. But
surely it is not too much to
expect of a member of the
American Congress in the
1960s that he realize that he
must be concerned for the wel-
fare of the whole community
of nations; and that if he is
not, the people in his own dis-
trict may eventually suffer
much more than if a shipyard
is closed down or a fighter
plane contract is canceled.
American politicians are ca-
pable of demonstrating ex-
traordinary responsibility. But
it it unlikely that the present
Congrea* it going to win any
prize* for far-sighted vision.
January Intentions
The Holy Father's gen-
eral intention for January
la:
That all Christian* may
continue to pray and work
for reunion.
The mission Intention sug-
gested to the Apottlethip of
Prayer by Ihe Pope la:
That the Gospel may be
freely preached in Buddhist
countries.
The Press Box
Toward Full
Equality
By JOSEPH R. THOMAS
Managing Editor
Much at he may long for It
and demand it and have a
right to it, the Negro is not
going to achieva full equality
today now. He la not going
lo achieve It today bocauae
full equality implies not just
equal opportunity in employ-
ment, housing and education
but social acceptance as well.
Equal opportunity really ia
little more than full integra-
tion in community U/e. an in-
tegration which the Negro ia
forcing with his valiant fight.
But aoeial acceptance cannot
be won with alrect demonatra-
lions and court orders. It can
only be won with heroic pa-
tience, love and understand-
ing. It ia the one thing which
the white man must freely
give for the Negro to gain
truly full equality. And he
can't be forced into giving it.
BUT LIKE everything else,
the process of social accept-
ance can be hurried along
mutt be hurried along if we
are to be true to our Christian
belief*. This Is one of the
aims of the home visitation
program Selon Hall Universl-
ty and several suburban West
Essex parishes -are experi-
menting with, hoping for ita
expansion throughout the area.
The program waa Inaugur-
ated in November with white
couples from Montclair, Vero-
na and Cedar Grove visiting
Negro families in Montclair,
the Orange* and Newark It
was a pioneering venture here
In the East and from all ac-
counts exceeded the hopes of
ita sponsors.
THERE WERE two primary
purpose* for the visit*:
(I) To pliable whites and
Negroea to meet socially (and
isn't it a tad thing that they
do not in an area where the
two races are ia daily indivi-
dual contact, where their fates
are intertwined?).
<3> To enable each to under-
stand the view* of the other
on such touchy topics ea Job
discrimination, intermarriage,
militant demonstrations, prop-
erty values vetaus housing in-
tegration. etc. The one rule
tor the visits waa that racial
problem* be the sole topic of
conversation.
Participating white* who an-
swered a questionnaire (In
which their opinions were giv-
en anonymously) indicated
that either they had a favor-
able opinion of Negro life to
begin with or their opinion
had changed for the better as
a result of the vUll Without
fall they indicated their will-
ingness to open their own
homes to social visits by Ne-
groca.
HECAU.SK OF the laltar un-
animous response tha second
phase of the program will
taka place this Sunday when
Ntgro couples visit white
homes. This time the program
could be even more effective
because the whites hava been
encouraged to invite some of
their own neighbors as well.
Two other fecla are also
worth noting:
(1) There la ■ reservoir of
good will toward Negroes
among white*, a* witnessed by
their response to requests to
act as host*. More whites vol-
unteered than could be accom-
modated.
(I) Once the flrat social con-
tact la made, the second ia
eaay. Many of the whites who
flrat visited Negroes Invited
tha famlllea they met to their
home* for dinner on their own
initiative before the return
program was announced.
THE program particular-
ly command* itself because H
enables the housewife to he-
come involved, to recognise
aod overcome what ftars she
may have regarding the pro*,
imity of Negro familiei.
In comparison with her hua-
band, she haa too Httla oppor-
tunity to meet and talk with
Negroea. She it is who wor-
rit* moat about the neigh-
borhood her children mutt
grow up In. She It ia who moot
often wilt decide whether the
home ia to be told tf Negroes
mov* into Um area. She It la
who bold* the key to aoeial ac-
ceptance for tha Negro.
And aha it is who ia miued
by just about all other pro-
grams with the exception of
Ifiis one.
The Question Box
What Sin Involved
In Seeing 'C' Filins?
Rrv. Leo Farley, S.T.D., and Rev. Robert Hunt, S.T.D., of
Immaculate Conception Seminary, Darlington. Ramsey, NJ.,
are editors of The Question Box. Questions may he addressed
to them there for answers in this column, or lo Question Box
Editor, The Advocate, 31 Clinton St., Newark 2, NJ,
Q. What sin docs a person
commit In going to see a con-
demned movie after taking the
I-egion of Decency pledge?
A. The same sin that he may
well be committing even if he
had not taken the Legion of
Decency pledge! The pledge
merely brings into focus those
moral obligations which are al-
ready present in virtue of the
natural law itself: for ex-
ample, the obligation of giving
wide berth to those pictures
which are an occasion of sin
for him, and the further obli-
gation of not frequenting
morally objectionable films
lest his presence there be a
source of scandal for others.
And while we are at it, let’s
clarify this notion of scandal.
In popular usage, "to scandal-
ize" is made synonymous with
"to shock" or "to horrify.” In
the technical terminology of
moral theology, however, it
has a much broader meaning.
To scandalize" is "to perform
any action which is cither evil
or has the appearance of evil
and which offers an occasion
of sin to another in the sense
that It weakens his resistance
to sin or makes it more at-
tractive to him.”
More often than not, a per-
son is scandalized without be-
ing "shocked” or "horrified.”
He sees or hears of his neigh-
bor going to see a condemned
film, or padding an expense
account, or unnecessarily shop-
ping on Sunday, and concludes,
“Well, if he and other Cath-
olics are doing It. it can’t be
so bad after all!” Here is the
ugliness of scandal.
Instead of receiving encour-
agement from his neighbor to
"fight tho good fight” of the
Christian life, he ia made to
feel alone in the never ending
struggle with the force* of evil.
Little wonder that he ia
tempted to throw up his
hands in discouragement and
follow the crowd.
Further, over and above
avoiding occasion* of sin and
scandal, one must always
avoid to the best of his ability
cooperating in immorality. The
price of admission to a mor-
ally objectionable film is a
vote for more of the same. It
ia a question of "dollars for
dirt," the dirt which ia smear-
ing innocent youth, and chok-
ing off the breath of God'a
life within them. Need we say
more?
Q. Am I at a Catholic per-
mitted to attend a wedding in
a Protestant Church between
a Catholic woman and a di-
vorced Protestant man?
A. Asa general rule, Cath-
olics must absent thcmaelvcs
from any formalities, function*
or festivities which surround
the contracting of an invalid
union. In the case presented,
the Catholic woman, both by
entering an invalid union and
by participating in the Prut-
eitant religious service clearly
and publicly manifests her
disregard for and contempt of
the laws of God and His
Church. Attendance at such a
service by Catholics, even
relatives and close friends, can
only serve to minimize in her
mind and In the minds of
others the sinfulness of her
action.
We are well aware that for
the unfortunate Catholic
family, especially the parent,
this it truly a -hard saying "
Neither are we Insensitive to
their sufferings, nor to the fact
that remaining away from the
wedding of a son, daughter,
sister or brother, only com-
pound* the suffering.
They have a painful de-
cision to make, one In which
the mind mutt rule the heart.
But with the grace of God they
can make the right decision,
namely to stay away from the
services and thus publicly
manifest disapproval of what
is taking place. We strongly
recommend that our ques-
tioner in this case take the
whole matter up with the par-
ish priest.
Q- Which Is more correct,
"Holy Spirit” or "Holy
Ghost"?
A. Both translate the Latin
"Sanctus Spiritus.” the proper
designation of the Third Per-
son of the Blessed Trinity. Al-
though "Ghost" is the tradi-
tional English form, many
people feel that it is archaic
and has an entirely different
significance in our day than
when originally introduced.
Hence, it seems that more and
more prayerbooks are using
"Spirit” these days. Both,
however, are still acceptable.
Q. Doe* any place In the
nible tell us that Adam and
Eve were white when God
created them? Does the Cath-
olic Church hold that they were
white?
A. The answer to both ques-
tions is no. The Bible doea
not contain any divine revela-
tion at all on the color of our
first parents, nor docs the
Catholic Church have any
teaching on the matter.
The Bible docs, however, tell
us and the Catholic Faith docs
insist that all men of all colors
take their origin from one first
couple, and therefore that all
men are in a true tense
"brothers” In both their origin
and their Redemption by
Christ our Lord. For, Jesus of
Nazareth, our Savior, is the
Second Person of the Blessed
Trinity Who assumed that hu-
man nature which is common
to us all. no matter what the
color of our skin!
Q. Is it ever possible for first
cousin* to marry and still be
within the Church?
A. First cousins ere forbid-
den to marry because of the
marriage impediment of close
blood relationship. This im-
pediment extends to and in-
cludes the third degree of re-
lationship as far at cousins are
concerned. As the law of the
Church computes the matter,
first cousins are related in the
second degree.
However, If there are rea-
sons serious enough in the
judgment of the Bishop, a dis-
pensation from this marriage
impediment may be granted,
and the cousins may proceed
to a marriage which otherwise
would be forbidden.
Thus, It Is possible tor first
cousins to marry and remain
within the Church: if a dis-
pensation is granted and all
other requisites for a Catholic
wedding are fulfilled.
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'Opening to the Left'
Materializes in Italy
Ry GARY MacEOIN
ROME It took five weeks
of complicated negotiations be-
tween the Christian Demo-
crats and three smaller par-
ties (mainly socialistic) to
reach agreement on a coali-
tion government for Italy. The
government is under Christian
Democratic leadership but
with several important cabinet
posts entrusted to Socialists.
Thus was formalized the
"opening to the left" discussed
for several years and blamed
by some on the late Pope
John. 1 believe that on this
issue history will vindicate
him as a visionary who saw
how things had to be and a
realist who faced them the
way they were.
THIS FORMATION of a
shaky coalition solves few of
Italy’s problems. It docs give
democracy a little more time
cither to win the allegiance of
the people or be overthrown
by a dictatorship of right or
left. Since the creation of the
republic after the war, the
Christian Democrats have
represented the ideological
center, with conservatives and
neo-fascists to the right, So-
cialists and Communists to the
left.
Although the strongest
party, the Christian Demo-
crats were never sufficiently
homogeneous in their own pos-
ition nor numerous enough to
govern without backing from
moderates on both flanks.
Each successive election has
weakened their position and
strengthened the left, especi-
ally the Communists. And thus
the moment has now arrived
for the Socialists, holding the
balance of power, to assert
their claim to active participa-
tion in government.
A coalition with the Com-
munists was out of the ques-
tion. The Socialists include a
right wing which would not
join such a coalition, besides,
the party leaders recall how all
such rides on Communist tigers
have ended. And finally, the
temper of Italy is not such to-
day as to accept Communist
participation in government.
SO THE SOCIALISTS had
no choice but to put some of
their aims in cold storage, in-
cluding their desire to with-
draw from the North Atlantic
Alliance. The proclaimed pro-
giam of the coalition is not
substantially different from
the previous government's.
Tlie immediate short-term
objective is to restore a bal-
ance between supply and de-
mand. thereby halting the rap
id increase in the cost of liv-
ing. For the long-term, it pro-
poses a series of five-year
plans to aid depressed areas,
modernize agriculture, reform
taxation and curb fnonopolis-
tic practices.
The program is an excellent
one, but the real job of the new
government is a much bigger
one. For with the entry of the
Socialists into the govern-
ment. democracy in Italy has
brought its last reserves into
action. All that lies beyond is
the Communist Party, an ele-
ment not capable of assimila-
tion.
THE BIG QUESTION now is
whether the Socialists can hold
their strength, or whether a
substantial number of their
supporters will stay in opposi-
tion to swell the Commun-
ist vote.
Two possibilties exist. One is
that the leftward movement of
government, represented hy
the coalition, will recapture
the popular sentiment which
the more moderate Christian
Democrats were gradually-
losing. The other is that, on
the contrary, it will simply
speed the leftward drift
The Communists will, of
course, do all they can to en-
courage the latter alternative.
They will argue thaHhe most
leftish government possible
within the existing republican
forms is still a government of
the right.
The challenge to the Catho-
lics and Socialists (the en-
emies of yesterday) is to
prove them wrong It can be
done. The Christian Demo-
crats are far removed in their
social thinking from the feu.la
lists and plutocrats, and many
Socialists arc equally disillu-
sioned with their class-struggle
theories of yesterday. They
are capable of forming a pro-
gram to steal the Communist
thunder.
But it will mean a society
and economy much more
state-directed, much less de-
pendent on the electorate,
than we in the U.S. approve.
We, nevertheless, have no
practical choice but to ap-
plaud their efforts and wish
them success.
NCCJ Award
To Magovern
NEWARK John J, Magov-
ern Jr., of Summit, president
of Mutual Benefit Life insur-
ance Cos., is one of three re-
cipients of brotherhood awards
from the New Jersey Chapter.
National Conference of Chris-
tians and Jews. The award
wiU be presented Feb.
11 at the Essex House here.
Other recipients are E, Horns-
by Wasson, president of New
Jersey Bell Telephone Cos., and
Leslie L. Blau, president of the
Blau Mortgage Cos.
Magovern is a graduate of
Fordham University and
practiced law in Newark be-
fore joining Mutual Benefit
life. He was named president
of the company in 1962 alter
26 years of service. Active
in civic affairs, he is a mem-
ber of the state board of con-
trol. department of institutions
and agencies.
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Our Columnist
Gets the Gate
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
I know you can’t take it with
you. Not money. But I wonder
about the gate at the top of our
basement stairs. It ought to be
Exhibit A in my behalf on the
Last Great Day.
Thirty years I’ve been put
ting up with that gate How
many more years of up-put
ting lie before me. nooody
knows.
Why should that entitle me
to sainthood?
I.et us begin.
IT IS NOT a swinging gate.
A swinging gate would be like
menna from Heaven.
No. no; this gate is the kind
that schemes and plots again it
you; lies in wait; bides ‘ts
time and strikes when you are
least expecting attack.
What 1 mean is, it ts one of
those criss-cross wooden things
that open and shut like an
accordion, fastened to the
woodwork at one side of the
opening where the stale* atari
down to the basement.
When the thing is open, it
folds back against the wood-
work. I mean that it does if
you make it do so But it won’t
stay there on its own
NO; YOU’VE got to hold it
in place with a loop of rope
which also is fastened to the
woodwork. To do that, vui ve
got to use two hands. And you
must be sure the loop is prop-
erly in place, because if it
slips, the gate unfolds sud
dcnly and bangs Into you or
into the plaster in the opposite
wall.
Another thing. In opening
the gate, you’ve got to watch
your fingers or you’ll get them
pinched like anything, and
then you’ll probably say things
not meant for publication.
Ixt s say the gate U open,
and your wife tells you that
some kids arc coming for din-
ner or something. Then you’ve
got to go close the gate so that
the kids won’t fall dow - the
steps and bash their litti nog-gins.
CLOSING THE gat*, like
opening it. takes two hands.
Three hands, in fact, would be
better. The gate fasten* with a
kind of pinerr clasp which
lays hold of a screw eye In the
woodwork on the other side of
the opening.
I think you’re brginn.ng to
understand, but wait; there’s
more. The TV is in the base-
ment. and that’s where I take
refuge when the house is over-
run with tomorrow's citizens.
The trouble is, something is
always turning up to make me
go back upstairs. Sometimes
it s almost like being a yo-yo
with a two-handed gate to
open and shut on each pass.
And as often as not, [in carry-
ing something, and I’ve got to
find a place to set what I’m
carrying so I can open the
gate, and then find a place to
set it while I close the gate,
and—. See?
THE OTHER day, two of
our grandsons, with their Pop
and Mom. came for dinner,
and after opening and shut-
ting the gate three or four
times, I ground my teeth and
*»id. ”1 did this for five kid*
of our own. Now I’m doing it
for seven grandchildren. If
this keeps up. I'll be doing it
[or my GREAT-grandchil-
dren.
I thought I was merely josh-
ing.
But our daughter-inlaw,
who can add and subtract,
said offhandedly, ’it won’j be
long. Your granddaughter
Mary Jo is nine years old.”
I'm in a state of shock. I’d
never thought of It that way
God Love You
Atonement—
Best Medicine
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
Many mental patients be-
long in the realm of psychia-
try. but 'here are some pa-
tients whom no psychiatrist
can heal because they are suf-
fering from a hidden sense of
guilt.
Multiplying their sins and
rebellion against the law of
God, they reach a point where
life becomes intolerable; sui-
cide often follows. They call
themselves worthless, forget-
ful that no one can be worth-
less for whom Christ suffered
and died.
For those who are not men-
tally sick, out are suffering
from grave sins, the cure is in
atonement, in reparation, in
the making up for guilt by
penance.
A FEW YEARS ago a plea
was made on television for
a national day of aWotnenl
for the sins of America. But
a government official recom-
mended that the word "atone-
ment" be dropped, because
people would not understand
its meaning.
If you have any sins for
which you would like to atone,
then help convert sinners in
Africa.
Turn despairing souls into
white souls through the
preaching of our missionaries.
Build a chapel or a hospital,
or provide the education for
a native priest.
God will then have mercy-
on your soul for, as Scripture
says: "Charity covereth a
multitide of sins." Send your
atonement offering to the Holy-
Father through his Society for
tnc Propagation of the Faith.
GOI) LOVE YOU to Mrs.
A C.II for S'O. "Enclosed is
my thanksgiving to St. Jude
for his intercession for a very
special favor." To Mrs. H T F.
for $5: "When I asked my sis-
tei. a nun. w-hat she wanted
tor her birthday, she an-
swered: 'A little donation to
Bishop Sheen would make me
very happy.’ " To A It. for $5:
"For my intentions "
Cut out ihis column, pin
your sacrifice to it and
address it to Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen, National Director, So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith, 366 Fifth Ave., New
York, or Bisbop Martin W.
Stanton. 31 Mulberry St., New-
ark. or Msgr. William F.
Louis, 24 Dcgrassc St., Pater-
son.
Letters to the Editor
The
name end eddrett of the writer mu,t he included in e letter
•Mended for publication, but they will be withheld if requeued.
Redbook Ad
Criticized
Jersey City.
Editor:
In an advertisement in the
current issue of Redbook Mag-
azine the EMKO Company
present? its product —a con-
traceptive in an openly bold,
clearly defined manner.
Let us take the time to ex-
press our opposition by writ-
ing to the Editor, Redbook
Magazine. 230 Park Ave.. New-
New York, N.Y., 10017.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul F. Winters,
Missioner Asks
Cards
,
Missals
Father Raphael.
Kunnam. P.O.
Mavelilkara,
South India.
Editor:
I am a missionary priest in
the Church's "New- Frontier,"
among India's poorest of the
poor.
These aboriginals among
whom I work arc uncivilized
and illiterate.
May I request your readers
to help me by praying for this
mission and by sending a New
Year gift old prayorbooks.
religious pictures, used Christ-
mas cards, ribbon pieces,
threads or similar items.
The missionary nuns work-
ing here would be thankful for
daily missals.
Used Religious
Goods Needed
Mrs. C. DcFrancisco,
327 White Ave.,
Northvale, N.J.
Editor:
Will readers who have re-
ceived new religious gifts send
their used articles to me so
that I may in turn send some
more of these things so badly
needed in neglected lands?
Help the missioner to make
the natives friends of the Lord,
not the Communists. Readers
can help hy sending me any
religious article in good con-
dition rosaries, prayer
books, statues, and the front
of used religious Christmas
cards. A small donation or
postage stamps to help detiver
them is also urgently needed.
Priests Active
In Civil Rights
Frank W. Hogan,
Cranford.
Editor:
It is heartening to note the
ever increasing number of
priests who are actively Work-
ing to bring about interracial
justice. In St. Louis, for exam-
ple, 500 diocesan priests re-
cently adopted as their pro-
gram a “commitment to the
racial problem” which reads,
in part:
"Asa priest of the Arch-
diocese of St. Louis, I believe
that all men arc created equal.
I believe that we arc all one
community of brothers in
Christ.
.
.
"I believe that every Amer-
ican' citizen has a God-given
right to live wherever he
chooses. I believe that every
American citizen has an ob-
ligation to accept this. . .
"I pledge myself to uphold
these principles, to preach
them, to inculcate them in all
my parishioners and those un-
der my spiritual care."
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Reviews of New Movies
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
Lov« With the 11 Proper
Stranger (Good; adults) Cyn-
icism is combined with sym-
pathy for a store clerk and a
shiftless musician whose pick-
up affair results in pregnancy,
after which abortion is averted
Without any clear moral res-
olution, and nothing as old-
fashioned as respectability is
permitted to hamper “brave,
new world” philosophies.
Captain Newman, M.D. (Ex-
cellent: adults, adolescan(s)
One of the more interesting
movies made in 1963 results
when an Air Force psychiatrist
disagrees with the brass as to
whether genuine mental ill-
ness, battle fatigue or gold-
bricking kteps the Colfax
Camp neuro ward so busy.
Three Lives of Thomaslna
(Excellent; family) Paul Gal-
lico’a story provides a Disney
switch from boy and dog to
girl and cat —and three ex-
cruciatingly funny "boy
friends” —and wins Legion
of Decency recommendation
as "superior family entertain-
ment.”
The Ceremony (Weak;
adults) Morbid drama about
an Algerian murderer whose
younger brother gets him out
of the condemned cell only to
be e-xecuted himself in his
brother’s stead (after final
rites which are made to seem
extraneous, if not ridiculous,
administered by a prison chap-
lain, characterized as *n
utter dim-wit.)
Who’s Minding the Store
(Fair; family) You have to be
in the mood to enjoy the
wacky slapsticks of this one
about a chain-store heiress
with a shrewish mother, a
browbeaten father, and a
clownish boyfriend who docs
odd jobs in the family em-
porium.
Films on TV
I* » 'l* of film, on TV
J»n. 11-17. There may bo thaniri
In eom* do* to cut* lor TV nee. but
th * "T 1*I"*' 1 "*' Wion o» Decencyrating* may b« aa correet.
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1964 Almanac to Feature
New Sections on Popes
PATERSON - The 1964 Na-
tional Catholic Almanac will
feature new sections on the
death of Pope and the
election of Pope Paul along
with coverage of such topics
as the school prayer case, the
Second Vatican Council,
desegregation of schools and
the birth control controversy.
The almanac, prepared by
Rev. Felician Foy, 0.F.M.,
and other Franciscans at St.
Anthony’s Guild, will be pub-
lished by Doubleday Jan. 17.
The full text of Pope John’s
encyclical, Pacem In Terris, is
reprinted, and the first months
of Pope Paul's pontificate are
described.
In addition to the new fea-
tures the almanac has updated
its regular features which in-
clude tho ecumenical move-
ment, the morality of nuclear
testing and warfare, Papal de-
signs for world peace and
the Church in Latin America.
There are listings of Catholic
periodicals, canonizations and
patron saints, marriage laws,
a glossary of terms in Catho-
lic use, principal devotions.
Catholic universities and reli-
gious orders.
Race Program
Timed for HNS
SOUTH ORANGE— A panel
discussion on interracial jus-
tice, specifically designed for
Holy Name societies, will be
broadcast by WSOU-FM
(89.5), the radio station of
Scton Hall University, Jan. t3
at 8:30 p.m.
The participants will be Rev.
Aloyxius J. Welsh, coordinator
of interracial programs for the
Newark Archdiocese: William
Holub, chairman of the racial
justice committee of the Arch-
diocesan Council of Catholic
Men, and James Wilson, chair-
man of the Urban League of
Eastern Union County.
The program has been timed
so that Holy Name societies
meeting that evening may
listen.
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IMach Party GunflgM al Running M ,„ illtt "
Caltfcmla Comanch* Creak Sunday. 4 Cybel* J WomenCardinal In French Style Suaan Slada VIP*.
ot
FTOP * T B,r * *’»'■ Victor*C»~Vrinne<l
a.?!.*"?,", _ Wnt , . „ Weal Ud* SlocyOmoka* Annnymnua “r£ll„ A,O « *«><*
For Adults (With Reservations )
a. .I? 1* «?*«»MeaUqh U given lo certain fllma vrtileh. nhlla nnt morallv nrr.n.iy.Ja lb*m*alraa. reculra caution and an me analyaia and evp a
M U>* uninformed agalnal wrong lnterprtt*ll<ma and ronlriualmi S re, *«l<»
D»rrc«: Rallaa W Uy Abo.. 4 rom loom*
7 L-Shapad Room Mud Below l»oder Yum Yum
Troo
Morally Objectionable in Part for Everyone
aSjri’iud UFnSx: tfstsr* ,0 r ,n*£r*3 Haiti* Girl In Room U Marilyn %tmr 10 onm
fW* l-UU* Aero Nawwnd a t Lova Waif I ®l Sola*1
Cotnmindmmti n
S*■ ■* Dvatr* Who*. B**n Sleep.
Wuthariag lleighla
Condemned
Balcony
Television
SUNDAY, JAN. II
7.. Wa. m. ill Tha Chrtetnphere.
■Rola of Homamakvr."
T:4S a.m. (S) Chrlafophara. "Power
of Nawapapwra.**
• am. to Talk About God.
t a m. 17) For Thou Art With M*.
"Chvrrh. Slate, Council.”
*.. W * m - '<> "Inquiry.** Paullet
Father*
IILM a.m. fj) Look Up and Uve.
Drama ol Amarlcan Youth.
1 pm. (7| Direction* *M "Worahlo
and th* Art*.*'
“I Am With You,"
Catholic Hour.
SATUROAY, JAN. IS
10 a.m. (11l Christopher*
Radio
''“*
_
WNnC *»• WHOM
>""• WCBS «*n. WOR 710. WMCA
570, WWRI. 1«0O. WVNJ *JO, WBNX
, WABC 770, WF.RA IS«0.
SUNDAY, JAN. IS
S am. WNNJ _ Roar of Crucified.
Gita and Taka of Marry."
S:4S *-m. WINS Pauliat Sarmong.
7 a.m. WPAT Chrtatophcra.
I ,m - WJ'JW - Hour rd Cruclflad.
J a m. WHN _ Chriafophar*
T:IS a m. WHN - Hour of 90. Francta.
SiM a m. IAHOM _ Sacred Heart.
I a.m. WABC "PtriMdjva.” IXa-
,nf . Baca 4 Religion. Rav.
Aloyatu* Welah.
S am. WPAT _ Sacred Heart.
• *> s,m- WMCA - Ara Maria Reur.ni. Julia Bllliart.
IISO a m. WWRI. - Av* Marla Hour.
I:M a-m. WABC - Chrtauaa In Ae-
Unn.
WCRS _ "Audit." PauliatFalhara. Rev. Norman J. OCotinor.L« am. WMTR - Tha Hour of St.Francis.
frJO a.m. WVNJ living Boaary,
II 30 a.m. HERA Hour of Cruclflad.
lDJS
w
*m. WFHA ( TM 1- ror Rett*i
'i in* mi W,IIA (n,)
“ N<Wl
- Vlavea
•LTNalSir ,n ‘’ - **- r "">
U noon \VFHA (FM> FriendlyCTmnar far Hrul lna. M.ry Production*.
“(□it S,Sb.rT,,A ,no - fx,r
lIS Pm. WNJR "Parapactlva."
Rev. Aktyaiua Welah.
Il.ri Pjn. WFt*V (FM) - SacredHeart Spanlah Prnaram.
riL.-.rVy ,r "> - "Stone* of
Our Mother."
1 » p m. WhfßC - Th* Catholic Hour.
J "~Ph t Marian. CSS.R
» p-m. WrttA (FM) - Mary rreduc-
tion! Navtoota*
S p m. WRXX St Jade Nor *o*
WFUV (FM> - Hour of Cruet-
» p m. WFUV (FMI - Gaoraatown Unt-
»sttlly Forum.
7 pm. WWRL Hall Mary Hour.
TJ» Pm. WFUV (FMI - "Build a
*’£**• ” lar u ‘*“ America.
:« 0 WBNX - Korea*., ((J*m S*rii*tV <n,> “ ro '®'* m ‘-Wh
S p tn. vrruw fPMv-LJturattal Matte.
It pm. WINS - Triahrgu*
MONDAY. JAN. II
S pm. WFUV (FMI - Sacred Heart
v 2 £2 25".';
«ns» - a™ Maria.
7 U pm WBNX _ Kovuna.
• pm. WFUV (FMI - "O Ram* FalU."
TU9SOAY, JAN. ta
• pm Wn v (FMI - Sacred Heart.
12 pov WSOU (FMI - Scripture
7 « Pm. WSOU (FMI _ Sacred Heart.
WIONRIOAY, JAN. IS
S pm. WrvviFMl.- Sacred Heart.
J 2 W“?y 'FM' - Scripture
TMUHSOAY, JAN. 14
pm. WITV (FM) - Sacred Heart.
T in pm. WSOU (FMI - ScrtptuT*
TitS pan. WSOU (FMI - fUcreJlleert.
FRIDAY, JAN. tl
s pm. WITV 1FMI - Sacred Heart»■* P«- WSOU (FMI - Dour of
trncVl*d_ "Give and Taka «f Marry."S pm. WBNX Novae*
SATURDAY. JAN. t«
s'jt^r
More Assn. Cites
Fielding Novel
CHICAGO (RNS)—William
Morrow and Cos. of New York
hss been named winner of the
IDSI Thom#* Morn Aatoelation
Medal for publlahing * Hir
Birthday King.'* by Gabriel
Fielding.
The novel portrays a Ger-
man family and its friends
swept into the horrors, chaos
and betrsyil* of the nazi era.
Named after St. Thomas
More. 16th century British
Catholic lawyer and martyr,
the award is msde annually
for outstanding contribution to
Catholic literature.
The 1963 award will be pre-
sented to the winning publish-
ers by the association at Its
25th anniversary celebration
here Keb. 9. .
Plays in Brief
By JOAN T. NOURSE
New Play
Chinese Prime Minister
Witty, thoughtful adult comedy
in which a retiring great ac-
tress comes to accept a quiet-
er off-stage role.
i»
A
iK.
unJy Th,n ® "•PMi’eo on 'he Wey
Foru m - Low. Irerlah larc*.
Sut
~n. I'T*' 'i?* “W-n comicmla-upa going back to Plautui.
Alh£l'*‘Loi, S,d c "o “ Macabr.Albe. Southern drama about a ml*,
r "n,d » dwarf who forma terrible trlangl# of thwarted love*.
In ."d Park - Laugh-2t£roJifM * d Sl.* r°medy about th*
vrho2 dli.».pr !! bl *m 0( newlywed*wnoa* dream bot»e« it an Icy fifth-Hoor garret ulth leaking roof.
— Th* *h*rr» and
2sL •S'*L»sPmm rnl ? of * v**™ of
*nc,u dc* very amua-ln« aatire of Sbakeapeara'a hlatory
hijlfin*l Tn R *nct,r °ui. bitter comedy
iiw,£ f^l * pir a?lnri r«n»natble
aen#r
Jr,i nd
general apirlt are naatily vindictive.
Brmlh* ,V, '>’' ,, "0 - Deaslmlatlc
f/|“*i,.l >l *T ,n »hlch aom# young RAF
i*Sylt rtgld and' h'"'' l "* nl>l l»P*
la?T• p° nn F- o,, 'n touch-tng comedy tn which a Jawlah lad
nrn!w* (.V® *• dclerntlncd toprove hlmaelf aa a 0 actor.
Whlmalcal corned r.
eurtoualy etfactlva, tn which two
JS;* w '• ftnri ItM-lr romance mSS
p'*yaln * h,n oh * , » c, «* »« davlaad.
alfJelt W h!fi C* m * *9 Supper - Well-
Fenarally weak muaical
r *‘ ,!«r ahahby affair
A^eT.nTlJ^*" 11*" pr,BC* *' ,,, *"
mnHcai* I»
1 *I*I., r tlaHahtful holiday
, !ls,ch * wtß * dwjvjirtmenl
•kepucal little girl. Family fare.
s5.,?Sr
Playing an th* anilat. P 7
tidKf Theatrically forceful atudy
of BeformaUmt leader. Not n llllantlyamLOmrch. but aomewhat diatort* hla-
lory by overafmpllfylng.
M Showy, effective
Uwatcr piece, with JuUe ifarrta aa a
Plucky young actreaa briefly caught
U..i
n olh 'h.*°VJidpr«.;oo "»■
d.
M t7' Bolllcklng light comp-oy ny Jean Kerr tn which a bright
STVST’r Plaacrack. har-aelf oat of a food marriage.
. "TmlSed*?.,?atey^p^
f.ri° b??, y L °,v** *" Albratrota Hard,
a
hdult comedy about
by
b
on
rt DlJt produc * r c F nlc » n T getUng
Pr°duCllOo and
lively score make thia a generally en-iovel y,r,lon 04 Ul * beloved Dlrhena
On* Flaw Over th* Cuckes'i Netl
.Pj"’* w Hh much raw
V * ln r,vnlt °> »
““ nn •
It! In the Shade Cnfaginc, ro>
mantlc musical about a brlfht hut
Sr™. *?' i”,n * needed mot at*oooat by a atarstraat con man.
W”’*. and Th# Publlo
„"„™ clever abort Brltiah play*.
th£i iu!r i>,nd on L Pd'xnanlly hvaladng
15lu»Sd y ,i“*h. C.*Jyb * 10 Uw -
Sk* Level Mai Wlatfully aa*
srftr '"* oNjH thn romance of two
,hop c, ' r,t * *»m*ve written
no*ea. Good
rinelng and fkt* seta featured In thli
Step th* Warid t want fa Oaf
2 r * Lh * r (avclnatln*Prirtuctlon. but th* character, them.
SrianallV*rlcque
Slrnata of New Yerk Highly «rrea-
rJod i.*.'r* °* |ov * * ndfreed In th* big. wicked city.
*
Wk i£. AL ,, f f 4. Vlr o'"'* Weolff -
and hte wlf*
verbally leak each other kl th* pretence
of two young rued*
8 TITTD v o c a t e January 9, 1964
NEWMAN CLUB ALUMNI of N. J.
Invitee Catholic* with college background* to become active In the
Newman Apostolate. Enjoy activitie* in Catholic Action, combined with
stimulating intellectual, spiritual and social functions.
for additional Information contocti
Joyce McNichol, WY 1.2942 Albert Horan, 374-511)
You ore invited to our
Noxt mooting, Jan. 17, 1964, 8:30 P.M.
Soton Hall Prop Library, South Orango, N.J.
Speaker: Very Rev. Msgr. HENRY G. BECK
Authority on topic "Tho (cumonieol Council"
FOR CHILDREN'S PARTIES
HOMI CHURCH or SCHOOL OUAAANTRRD LAUOHTIA FOR ALL ASRS
HAVE A MAGICIAN
808 OWENS
621 VALLEY ROAD, UPPER MONTCLAIR
Phono PI 6^734
Emigrant dividends
up again
%
per year
immediately
from day of deposit!
For the quarter beginning January 1,1984,
with the continuance of favorable earnings.
Emigrant b dividends on all regular savings
aooounts of $5 or more go up to 4Vi% per
year, oredited from day of deposit and com-
pounded quarterly.
Openan aooount, make a depositon or before
January15th, earn Emigrant’s new high div-
idends from JanuaryIst, also extradividend
daysevery month.
Deposit up to $15,000 in an Individual Sav-
ings Aooount... up to $30,000 in a Joint or
Trust Aooount.
EMIGRANT
Industrial SAVINGS BANK
i
0 »
□ MM
a T rvw
1 I
MMU* •
( r***rv« In *n
tMn(i Account
In «n
(ndoaad la
□ In my n#m« Horn
□ln my nama In truat for |
O In my nama (olntfy witn {
Forward pen boo* to □ Mr.
.to opan an account
I
□ Mra. □ Mia.
<UM
—*OM€ STAHL.
01 Chanbara S«. • 5 Eaal 4&nd a 7th Ara. St Slot
•*•*••*• '•*•*‘l CIHIrt IMUUMI CMfOUII*.
RECESS!
ENJOY..
mean
MILK
• IHI MODIRN AIR CONDITIONIB
R robert treat a KNOTT HOTEL
Invites your reservations
• COMMUNION MIAKIASTI
• ORDINATION DINNIRt
• WIDDINO RICRPTIONI
• CONVINTIONI. IIMINARI .M
lAIII MtniNO
TJ Function Roomi Top Copocily In On* Room 13JO
ITANUY J. AKUI. Monag.r AUIIT W. HINDU, Pr.Ud.nl
SO PARK PLACE, NEWARK - MARKET 20000
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
School of Education
Department of Special Education
ANNOUNCES
Remedial Reading for Elementary School Children
Remedial and-DevelopmentalReading for Secondary
School Children
Reading Improvement Courm for College Student*
and Adult*
WINTER SESSION 1964
Cfattee wilt be held et the leading Center located an the South Orange
mmpsj, beginning February J. 1944 far elem.nto.ry end intend., y
Mheet itudenti end ending a*pre«lmatsly March 10, 1944.
tending lmgra..*ent done. me., twit. . week during the early ..wring
hour*, beginning February J, 1*44 and ending May 27, 1*44.
Applications must be received by January 24, 19&4
tar an epglitatUn and further Information, tentert.
Mr. Joseph P. Zubko
The Reading Center
Seton Hall University
South Orange, New Jersey
Sou'll Orange 2-9000, Extension 44*
~f= HOW—,
[THE
IWASWONI
TECHNICOLOR L-J
■•I OMICt Oft* MIIT
If MM n I ML
ttumiiMi ir uxi o* rxo<i(
To Now Jonoy'i
loot Known
CHINESE
HKTAURAWr
:S£L Hfnry
. .
Um'»
• rm nrt»»
vm^omo tui/o^TEA GARDEN
for Poreoni Ov*r 21
9:00 P.M. to 12:30 AM
DANCING
EVERY FRI. NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Mail* H, .1 Ik, iMlmii
1.0 taMno, N. J.
AWiwtlnt
OaCMttlAI
DOmOmm U«* M (Mm
INN IWfcway, Ink lit. (Mvt*«
N#4 •• OaM Inn Fmikwwy,
l«h I*7. i
WE
CHALLENGE
YOU
TO FIND
BETTER
FOOD
ANYWHERE!
9
tthWtnak
"Something Now"
LUNCHEON - 1.95
FULL COURSE DINNER 3.75
557 Northfleld Ava.
WEST ORANGE OPEN DAILY REdwood 1-2943
c, «b ond Amarlmn lipr.it Crtdil Cord* At[.pt.d
• Cfltvrlnf Ur lanquati
• frtvou Parti., • Wtddlaq.
• tp««i«| FoActiom
For Reiorvotion*
Coll FOxcrofl 6-2844
3 Sisters
RESTAURANT
HIGHWAY 46, DOVER, N. i.
'
' -ICI.VI,
/•U| NE LObst
GOLDEN LANTERN
RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUNOI
OIL lOMTPUL lAILV AMI XIC AN ATMOIPMIMCtUrlBA lai W addin* lU<r»anni. la nasal a. Pa him * Laiacdten*
LUNCNIONI AND OIMMIM lIIVIO OAILV
1900 loil Edgar Road, (Rovta 1)
LIMOIM. N. i. Mm
FREE PARKING
A» CONDITIONS
IpaaJaliiiaf !■ HOMI MAOt
Ravioli Cavalelli
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOMS
925-31 West Sida Ava.
TRTRR ItVfNTO
Jortay Chy. HE 3-194&
*ill
As You'llLilu
ItFor
Your Pleasure
tom i. muipot. hm
THE BRASS HORN
Ranqoat Room* Avollobla for
All Occasion* • Opon Dally
CW*r * W. Oraad In. Iwi.Wrt. Ni
"KINGSTON RESTAURANT"
DININO IN TNI TIN lIT TRADITION
TANARUS»»m*R«o4 U— a»*
UNixctuio TAcnnin tor
WIOOINO* - RANOUm - COMMUNION RUAKTARTI
till MORRIS AVI., UNION MU 6-2537
•* *. •'»«. ww. IW M. Ut. Ml la.
THE ROUNDERS RESTAURANT
Invln/jro« to injoy in luparb
Prime Ribs of Beef
T*» R*mimiUw C.l Ctlu I-U4R - IwH IT, hnm NJ.
FOR THE ULTIMATE IN DINING PLEASURE
sOCC4t
145 WHIPPANY RO.
WHIPPANY
TU 7-3333
OPEN DAILY
Tim OASIS
9 WtST PARK ST.
NEWARK
AAA 4-1489
CLOSED SUNDAY
LUNCHEONS • DINNERS • COCKTAILS
TOWNLEYS
N.rtfc A**., IU
n mmi
NAta* •* fiwlm
tr.
lOWNUM
NUM I til OMUf (IW Vmi Im)
fimi<l 19 9+
im
O*M o*4? II MM >• | M.
Understanding theRace Problem-I
Ask Yourself: 'Do IBelieve in Equality orDon'tI?'
By JERRY COSTELLO
The first of a planner] series of article's on the Negro .in
the Church and the community which uill appear in The
Advocate Periodically during the coming months.
n
ER ‘I EY Thrrc 11 8 no,c of ur S<?ncy in the voiceOf Rev. Francis Hurt* when he talks about Jhe racial problem
n,
'* 8 problc .m rarcl y f * r from h'» mind, or from the minds o£
he other priests at Christ the King Church here. But Father
Hurt* gives the problem a special insight. He is a Negro, the only
o.
PBro u.?l,onK ,hn priM,s 01 lhc Newark Archdiocese, and liis
thoughtful comments on race and religion have an added dimen-
•ion.
“The Church has got to take the lead.” he said. "It's not
a question of prolonging the situation we have; it’s not a question
of being conservative. Unless we take the lead, the Negro in our
country will be lost to the Church."
Is there any single aspect of the racial problem more urgentthan the others? *
“Everything is urgent." Father Hurt* said. "You can’t
single out housing, or employment, or schooling. It all goes to-
gether, and it’s all urgent. But maybe the key to it all is getting
white people to realize the problem exists and to realize how
urgent it is.
“If it’s going to take continual pounding away at the prob-
lem to accomplish this, that's what we’ve got to do.”
FATHER KURTZ plays down his unique role, insisting that
both white and Negro Catholics deal with him first „s a priest,
and only incidentally as a Negro. He recalled that the question
of race never made him hesitate in his decision to enter the
priesthood, a decision he began to formulate while he was in
high school.
That was in Bayonne, where both he and his brother became
Catholics while they were in school. A standout athlete at Bay-
onno High School, the future priest was graduated in 1946 and
went on to Seton Hall and Immaculate Conception Seminary, and
ordination in 1955. He felt confident that his color would present
no problem, a confidence since borne out.
. Bigotry has never been a problem to me as a priest,” he
said. "The priesthood itself is what's important; anything else
is secondary."
p
„
C |,RIST THE KING Church, technically, is responsible for all
i
C
M
NeBrOCS in Hudson County and a part of Bergen County,
Ihe all-Negro approach here stems historically from Negro Cath-
olios themselves, whose requests for a church of their own led
construction of Christ the King in the early 19305.
However, Father Hurtz pointed out, where a/few years ago
Sunday morning churchgoers might have included 90 Negroes
out of 100 at Christ the King, the ratio now approaches 50-50.
White Catholics who live nearby attend the church out of con-
venience. Negro converts are urged to attend their own neighbor-
hood parishes.
The past history of segregation within “the human mechan-
ism of the Church" has held down the number of Negro converts.
Father Hurtz believes. Segregation manifested itself not only In
all-Negro churches but in all-white schools, he said.
"Even Catholic Negroes have been hurt by the membership
of the Church," he said, “and while their own faith may be
unaffected, they hesitate to try to interest others."
T M E PRIESTS OF Christ the King Msgr. Eugene J. Reilly,
the listrator; Rev. James F. A. O’Brien, Rev. John F. J£eir
neo. Father Hurtz carry on a variety of programs to meet
the al needs of their parishioners. One which has met with
spectacular success is a tutoring program for elementary school
children, designed to stave off early scholastic dropouts.
Some 150 studenT volunteers from Catholic high schools
donate their time each week to tutor grammar school pupils
Catholic and non-Catholic who require additional help with
their studies.
The priests have organized Catholics throughout the city in
a quietly effective workshop program designed to understand and
overcome racial problems tied in with cducat employment
and housing. The workshops open to all received a
great amount of cooperation from Protestant n icrs, Father
Hurtz said.
CHILDREN’S ACTIVITIES especially sports receive
more attention than they do in most parishes. Father Hurt*
reported, with all of its four priests actively engaged in coaching.
The percentage of active parishioners differs very little from
other parishes, Father Hurt* said, but he observed that the peo-
pie who are most active in the Church are the same people
active in civil rights organizations.
“They’re the ones who know the truth," be said, "and who
want to share it in a variety of ways."
Generally, relations between Christ the King parish and non-
Cathniics in the area both white and Negro have been
excellent. Father Hurt 2 said, but he lamented one aspect of the
relationship.
"While it’s good," he said, "I’m afraid too much of it is
directed at Christ the King, not Ihe Church as a whole.
* THE NON-CATHOLIC Negro around us doesn’t know the
Catholic Church. He knows Christ the King, and he knows the
priests here, but he knows nothing of the other branches of the
Mystical Body. Much of what he docs know of the Church in a
irroad sense is not altogether favorable,
"If the Church is the one true Church as its members claim,the Negro wants to know, why haven’t they lived up to it?"
Father Hurt* answered his own question. “The truth hasn’t
been able to penetrate," he said, "because of the indifference,
the complacency and the total lack of Interest of too many
Catholics.”
SL PPOSE A CATIIOI.IC wanted to do something about It,
rather Hurt* was asked. What should he do?
"lirst," he replied, "you’ve got to sit down and ask yourself:
’Do I believe in equality or don’t I?’ This is a primary requisite
for everyone. Then you’ve got to realize that it’s more than a
social problem or an economic problem, it’s a moral problem;
a matter of accepting the truth of God or not.
/’You can’t say ’This doesn’t concern me.’ In the life of the
Church, there have always been and there always will be great
things that affect its development. Each century has had its own
problems. Right now the dignity of mankind is being challenged.
"There are obligations to be shouldered. As God-loving peo-
ple we’ve got to realize they exist and then do something about
them. There’s simply no other way."
Father Hurtz, pictured
at ordination as New-
ark's first Negro arch-
diocesan priest.
New-Style Nepotism
A Cardinal Couldn't Go
LIMA. Peru It** • new
kind of nepotism you might
MX
Richard Cardinal Cushing
asked to be transferred from
Boston to priest-poor Latin
America, but had Ms request
denied by Pope John.
Now the CarOinal'i nephrw.
Rev. William C. Francis of
the Boston Archdiocese, is
laboring in a dusty slum in
this Latin American capital.
He Is a member of the Mis-
siooary Society of St. James
the Apostle which Cardinal
Cushing founded In IMS to
send dlocetan priest-volunteers
from the U.S. to Latin Ameri-
ea.
FATHER FRANCIS, and
Rev. James M. Broderick, also
of Boston, are building from
scratch a parish for 20,000
people in the slum called
Pampa de Comas Alta, where
there is no electricity or run-
ning water and the equivalent
of *l5 a week is considered a
better than average wage.
The little chapel, which
sett* 200, formerly served as
a mission and only occasion-
ally did a priest come there
to say Sunday Mass. Now
there are daily Masses as well
as four on Sunday.
"Most of our day passes in
house visitations," Father
Francis said, "getting to know
the people, letting them know
we are here on regular round-
the-clock duty.
"Two neophyte groups of
catechists arc helping consid-
erably. One of the catechists
is a 15-year-old girl with little
more than a fifth grade edu-
cation. She came to the parish
from one of the dusty adobe
homes to volunteer."
THE PRIESTS, both of
whom served the missions in
the Andes before coming here,
live in a 9-by-20-foot building
with a small bedroom area, a
tight little section for dining-
living room, and a phone
booth-sized kitchen where two
kerosene burners heat the
soup and beans. A two-day
supply of water (which must
be boiled before use) is de-
liverer! by truck to a large
barrel outside their door for
18 cents.
After dark the only lights in
the streets of Pantpa de
Comas Alta are the headlights
of the dilapidated buses that
bring workers home from their
Jobs in the city or on a nearby
hacienda (large farm).
WHY DO THE people come
from the mountains to Lima
only to end up In a slum?
Father Francis explained:
"Though this is slum living,
the people feel that the little
square of land here where
they arc continually adding to
their makeshift homes, is their
own possession. In the Mils,
laboring on the hacienda,
there was litUc they called
their own."
A good number earn less
than *l5 a week in tailor
shops, corner groceries, a tav-
ern perhaps, a newsstand.
Many men and women spend
the day farming at a hacienda.
The priests aim to instill a
deep sense of community spir-
it, getting the people to work
together to improve their lot
In tMs way, they are helping
them to come closer to what
Father Francis called that
"pot of gold at the end of
the rainbow which lures many
of them to the huge capital
city of Lima."
of this community
spirit has been seen already,"
rather Broderick said. “Sever-
al women come to the parish
and sweep out our living
quarters, the church and the
room which later will be used
for a social service office and
small clinic."
. ON E OK EVERY two peo-
ple in North Jersey is a Cath-
olic. Reach this huge market
through advertising in The Ad-
vocate.
STAND-IN - Father Francis, left, talking with Bolivian boys, along with Father Broderick,
Is serving priest-poor Latin America - an apostolate for which his uncle, CardinalCushing, volunteered, and was turned down by Pope John. The Cardinal founded the
Society of st. James which sends diocesan priests to Latin America.
NEW ARRIVALS - Four Aslan wolfs, accompanied bystewardess Madeline Ho, arrive In New York after 10,000-
mile trip from Hong Kong en route new homes with
adoptive parents in the U.S. They werebrought here bythe Catholic Committee for Refugees-NCWC in New York.
'O Beautiful New Jersey'
flail New Jersey, small but great
Three full centuries young!
New Jersey, our fair Garden Stale
Long your glory shall be sung.
Sung to a sprightly martial
motet these words are the
chorus of a New Jersey ter-
centenary song which is ex-
pected to echo grandly against
the walls of many Catholic
elementary schools of North
Jersey throughout 1964.
Appropriately it is strictly
home-grow-n.
WORDS AND MUSIC are by
a trio of Dominican Sisters of
Caldwell, headed by Sister M.
Margaret, 0.P., elementary
school supervisor for her com-
munity.
A recording of it features
the boys chancel choir of SL
Aedan’s School, Jersey City.
The cover drawing for the
sheet music is the work of
two Dominican Sister-artists.
The record will be broadcast
for the first time on the edu-
cational program of the New-
ark Archdiocesan Schools on
WSOU-FM, Seton Hall. That
will be Tuesday, Jan. 14 at
2:45 p.m. when Msgr. Joseph
P. Tuite, superintendent of
schools, introduces the song to
the elementary faculty mem-
bers.
THE STORY of the song
begins with the slogan of the
tercentenary "People, Pu'-
pose, Progress" which
caught Sister Margaret’s Im-
agination. One fine after-
noon, with the words and the
ideas they represent tooling
around in her head, she sat
at a piano in St. Dominie Aca-
demy, Jersey City, and picked
out a martial melody.
For lyrics Sister Margaret
knew exactly where to turn
and soon Sister Elizabeth Mi-
chael, 0.P., of Union Catholic
High, Scotch Plains, had turn-
ed out six stanzas and a chdT-
us. Sister Margaret dcllghtly
pronounced them a fine salute
to all the beauties of the Gar-
den State, as well as a hymn
of thanks for same to God.
Then the song was turned
over to Sister M. Alicia, O.P .
a talented musician who teach-
es at St. Peter’s College as
well as at St. Dominic’s. She
provided the arrangement.
THE RECORDING artists
were discovered in a way
worthy of a full color, wide-
screen musical about music.
"I was visiting St. Aedan’s,*’
recalls Sister Mdrgarct. "and
I beard this beautiful singing
coming from another part of
the school. The song needed
children’s voices, not Sisters’.
The boys’ choir of St. Aedan’s
was just perfect."
The recording session st
RCA studios in Manhattan
served to confirm Sister Mar-
gsret’s hopes thst children
would take to the song. ’After
that grueling session of singing
it over and over," she smiles,
"those 39 boys were still sing-
ing ’O Beautiful New Jersey’
In the bus on the way home.”
The boys are directed by
James Davis of Juilliard
School of Music, who also
reads the dedication written by
Sister Margaret for the recor-
ding. It honors the late Fope
John XXIII ami the late Presi-
dent John F. Kennedy.
The cover design for the
sheet music is a clever inter-
mingling of a map of New
Jersey, the Chi Rho symbol of
Christ, the tercentenary slogan
and the state motto, "Liberty,
Prosperity.” It la the Joint en-
deavor of Sister Irene Marie,
0.P., principal of Christ the
King, Hillside, and Sister Gcr-
trdine, O P., of Caldwell Col-
leg*.
'AND THEN WE WROTE...' Something like a cinema
song-team, Sister M. Margaret (standing) and Sister M.
Alicia work out the melody for a N.J. tercentenary song
to be sung by youngsters in Dominican and other paro-
chial schools during 1964.
\ jjassajs
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THE TIME IS RIGHT!
THE QUALITY IS RIGHT!
THE YALUE IS RIGHT!
THE PRICE IS RIGHT!
mn495
FOR THIS
OUTSTANDING
PIANO
Cr loro* are now offering a terrific buy on h
plan- „y one of the Urgeet piano manufacturer* in
tho world Wurlitzer.
If you have a limited budget, but demand the musical
qualities found in more expensivepianos, this instru-
ment will be perfect for your needs. Hurry—.while
thesupply lasts.
And, when you purchase your piano at a Griffith
•tore, you know you’ll receive tho finost in courtesy,
•ervlce and satisfaction. EASY CREDIT TERMS.
WOTunn- noon nn
For a tilstims of molest safonwnLM Uytxwd
Ostr la illiUtli*fW., oaly. u „ a
Jfi GRIFHIH Piano Company
Mjl MS MOM STREET, NCWMK. H. 1. MArk.t 3 5880
araAOpenMonday & Wednesday Evenings Until 9
PARKIN! AT II CENTRAL AVENUE (Rear of store)
•ran STORES IN NORRISTOWN. PIAINFIELO ANO 0 RAD ELL, N. J.
PROBLEM:
MONEY
SOUIUON:
A National State
PERSONAL LOAN
When you have the problem of financing personal or household pun
chases, remember that the solution is ts near as your nearest National
State Office. Come In and see the Personal Loan Officer—he's there
to help you solve your money problems effectively, economicailyl
The •luuitMie i*i>
NATIONAL STATE BANK
OF NEWAHK
Irvington • Orange. MiUburn-BhortHill*
Woat Essex-Caldwell
Member Federal Depotit Inturance Corporation
North Jersey Calendar
Friday, jan. id
Gregory Club of New Jer-
sey, Upper Montclair Gen-
eral meeting. Commonwealth
Club. Rev, Laurence Grass-
man. 0.5.8., speaker.
Parents’ Association. Mt.
St. John Academy, Gladstone
Father and son night. 7
p.m. Al Downing of New York
Yankees, speaker.
Serra Club of Montclair
Bi-monthly meeting. Pal's Ca-
bin, West Orange. Panel on
interracial justice, William
Holub, chairman. 7 p.m.
Third Order of St. Francis,
St. Francis of Assisi Church,
New York Evening of rec-
ollection for men and women.
Third Order Hall. G p.m. Rev.
LeSalle O’Friel. 0.F.M., will
give conferences.
United Irish Counties Asso-
ciation, New York —6oth an-
nual Counties Ball. Waldorf-
Astoria Hotel.
SATURDAY, JAN. It
Mid-Town Catholic Club,
New York City Dance for
single Catholics, 21-35, at St.
John's Hall, West 30th St.,
9 p in.
SUNDAY, JAN. 12
Siena Club of New Jersey,
Mountain Lakes Monthly
meeting. Robert H. Whitstock
of Seeing Eye, Morristown,
speaker.
Holy Name Society, St.
Anne's, Garwood—Communion
breakfast, school hall, follow-
ing 8:15 a.m. Mass. Rev. John
P Hourihan, director of the
Mt. Carmel Apostolate for the
Deaf, speaker. Freeholder Ed-
ward Tiller toastmaster. Jo-
seph McMahon and Dave
Brown co-chairmen.
Young Catholic Adults of
Bergen County Dance,
Rounders Restaurant, Param-
us. *
Essex County Chapter,
CWV Reception. Gold Star
Clubhouse, Irvington, to honor
Chester J. Wilk, past com-
mander. 5 p.m.
SUNDAY, JAN. 13
Holy Name Society, St.
Paul’s, Jersey City College
Bowl contest between teams
from Scton Hall University
and Jersey City ! State Col-
lege. Dr. Richard J. O’Brien,
assistant superintendent of
Jersey City schools, modera-
tor.
Holy Name Society, Our
Lady of Lourdes, Mountain-
side Monthly meeting,
school hall. James Harring-
ton of Catholic Human Rela-
tions Council of Union County,
speaker, 9 p.m.
TUESDAY, JAN. 14
Parents Guild, Lacordaire
School, Upper Montclair—Day
of recollection given by Rev.
John A. Havas, S.J., of New
York Jesuit Mission Band.
St. Thomas More Council,
K. of C., Westwood Open
house meeting. Old Hook Inn,
B:3P p.m. Showing of movie,
“Noble Heritage.”
Holy Name Society, St.
Thcrcsc's, Paterson Bus
ride to Ice Follies at Madison
Square Garden.
Open CCD
Courses
NEWARK Vincent
Zamoyta, professor of sacred
theology at Seton Hall Uni-
versity, is giving a 12-wcck
course in Christian Doctrine
under the auspices of the New-
ark Archdiocesan Confratern-
ity of Christian Doctrine on
Wednesday evenings at the
university.
This is one of five CCD
teacher training courses which
began this week at various
sites in the archdiocese. Rev.
Francis Fitzgerald of Nativity.
Midland Park, is teaching at
St. Joseph’s School, Oradcll,
and Rev. Charles Stengel of
St. James, Newark, at Sacred
Heart School, Lyndhurst, both
on Tuesday evenings.
Rev. Aclred Lacomara, C.P.,
professor of Sacred Scripture
at St. Michael's Monastery,
Union City, is giving the
course at St. .Michael's High
School there. Rev. Edward C.
Thompson of Little Flower,
Berkeley Heights, is teaching
at St. Michael's School, Un-
ion.
The courses are open to
adults who wish to obtain cer-
tificates to teach religion in
confraternity classes and also
to those who wish a refresher
course in doctrine, Msgr.
Roger A. Reynolds, archdio-
cesan director said.
Seton Hall Team
In 'College Bowl'
JERSEY CITY A Seton
Hall "College Bowl” team will
try to repeat its 1963 victory
over Jersey City State in a
contest to be held before tho
St. Paul’s Holy Name Society
Jan. 13.
Three seniors, Dennis
Wynne, Dennis Mahon and
Paul McMahon, will represent
the Seton Hall team, coached
by Rev. William J. Keller. Jer-
sey City State will have Jo-
seph Adano, Barbara Bogdon
and Roberta Carnigliaro. Dr.
Richard J. O'Brien, assistant
superintendent of schools in
Jersey City, will be modera-
tor.
The program was arranged
by Harold J. Ruvoldt of the
society in cooperation with
Rev. Albert B. Hakim, dean
of Seton Hall University, and
Dr. Michael J. Gilligan, pres-
ident of Jersey City State.
Last year, the teams appeared
before the Hudson County Holy
Name Federation.
Spanish Center
To Be Blessed
NEWARK - Archbishop Bo-
land will bless Our Lady of
Perpetual Help Center for
Spanish-Speaking peoples on
Broad St. here Jan. 18 at 3:30
p.m.
The center Is run by the Vo-
cationist Fathers who estab-
lished their first house in the
U.S. here in 1962. Rev. Msrlo
Muccitelll, S.D.V., Is in charge
of the center.
Present for the blessing will
b« Very Rev. John Galasso,
S.D.V., superior general of the
congregation.
St. Rose of Lima Parish
To Mark 75th Anniversary
NEWARK Archbishop Bo-
land will celebrate a Solemn
Pontifical Mass at St. Rose of
Lima Church at noon Jan. 12
to mark the 75th anniversary
of the parish.
St. Rose had a rather un-
usual start in that its first
pastor. Hcv. James J Me-
Kccvcr. was given the choice
of founding a parish in one of
three areas: Kearny. New-
ark’s Eighth Ward or the
Roseville section of Newark,
which he eventually selected.
THERE WERE only 27 ac-
tive Catholics in the area when
Father McKeever began say-
ing Masses in a small room
above the Roseville Skating
Rink at the comer of Or-
ange and North 6th Sts. The
first Mass was celebrated on
Christmas Day, 1888.
Father McKeever selected
the name of St Rose of Lima
to honor the first canonized
saint from the Americas and
also because it was appropri-
ate to the section. An altar
was loaned by St. Michael's
Church and vestments were
provided by the Little Sisters
of the Poor. The altar boy at
the first Mass was Thomas F.
Monaghan, a student who la-
ter became pastor of St. Leo’s,
Irvington, and St. Paul’s,
Greenville.
IN 1889 FATHER McKeever
moved into the first parish
rectory on Bathgate PI. and
celebrated weekday Masses
there. The same year he pur-
chased property at the corner
of Orange and Humboldt Sts.,
site of the present church, and
later acquired additional prop-
erty on Orange St. where the
school now stands.
However, this latter proper-
ty was first used for the frame
church which was erected in
time for Christmas Mass, 1889.
11c was assisted on weekends
by Benedictines from St.
Mary's Abbey.
Father McKeever opened
the parish school in 1892 when
he acquired a former Metho-
dist Church on what is now
West Market St. The Sisters
of Charity of St. Elizabeth
provided three Sisters to teach
the 100 or so pupils who en-
rolled in the first classes.
FATHER McKEEVER in
1897 converted the frame
church on Orange St. to a
school and the school building
on Warren St. to a church.
Bishop Wiggcr dedicated the
new church Sept. 12.
In 1899, Father McKeever
purchased property on Gray
St. for a rectory. In 1907, he
purchased another building as
a convent for the Sisters,
who had been commuting
from St. Vincent's Academy.
The same year, the school
building was moved to Gray
St., next to the rectory, and
work was begun on the present
school which was opened in
1909,
Father McKeever dic-d in
1921 after 33 years ns pastor
His successor. Rev. Edward
O'Malley, built the present
church in 1924-25 and also laid
plans for the new rectory,
which was completed under
the pastorate of Msgr. James
J Smith (1938-42).
THE FOURTH pastor. Rev.
James F. Kelly, served from
1942 to 1945 and began the
work of renovation and en-
largement of the school which
was completed under his suc-
cessor. Msgr. John J. Gorm-
ley, 1946-57.
On Msgr. Gormley’s death,
Msgr. Aloysius S. Carney, who
had served as an assistant at
St. Rose of Lima, was named
pastor. Msgr. Carney, who is
also archdioccsan director of
the Legion of Decency, has
reinvigorated several parish
societies and established St.
Martin s Center as an apos-
tolate to the Negro residents
of the area. >
St. Rose of Lima has grown
to a parish of about 10,000,
with more than 1,000 children
in the parish school.
ASSISTING AT the Mass
Jan. 12 will be Msgr. Joseph
M. Kelly, pastor of St. Peter's.
Belleville, archpriest; Msgr.
Joseph A. Doyle, rector
of Sacred Heart Cathedral,
and Msgr. John A. Weisbrixl,
pastor of Good Counsel, New-
ark. deacons of honor; Rev.
Edward J. McDermott of
Epiphany. Cliffsldc Park, dea-
con; Rev. Kevin P. Ashe of
Little Flower. Berkeley
Heights, subdeacon; Rev.
Theodore V. Bonclli, assistant
chancellor, master of cere-
monies to the Archbishop, and
Rev. Robert A. O'Leary of St.
Rose of Lima, master of cere-
monies. The preacher will be
Msgr. Vincent P. Coburn, of-
ficlalls.
Plans are also being made
for a parish social celebration.
THE ADVOCATE reaches
more than 126,000 Catholic
families in North Jersey.
ST. ROSE OF LIMA CHURCH
MSGR. CARNEY
Food, Not Birth Control,
Seen Key to Asian Problem
NEW DELHI. India (NC) _
Asian experts on population
matters have stressed more
food rather than less births in
pointing to solutions to the con-
tinent’s grow th problems.
Called together by the United
Nations for the first Asian pop-
ulation Conference, represen-
tatives from 20 countries gave
top priority to increased food
output and put family planning
in seventh place as a means
of relieving human misery in
overcrowded Asia.
THE CONFEREES pointed
out that no matter how drastic
the methods employed, family
planning programs such as
those already adopted in
countries like India. Pakistan
and Korea could not ap-
preciably affect population
growth during the next decade
or so.
Fifteen observers from nine
international Catholic or-
ganizations and four Catholic
U.N. delegates participated in
the conference.
Catholic spokesmen said they
believed the Church would not
object to a family-centered
program for responsible
parenthood, in which Catholic
couples as well as others would
be encouraged to limit the
number of their children "in
accordance with the full dig-
nity of proper education befit-
ting all members of the human
race, whatever their riches,
color or nationality."
U. S. Bishops’ Vote Derided
Council’s Proposal on Mary
KANSAS CITY. Mo. (NC)—
Votes of U.S. Bishops "made
the difference” in the Second
Vatican Council decision to in-
clude the Blessed Virgin Mary
in a section of the schema on
the. Church. Bishop Charles
11 Helmsing of Kansas City-
St Joseph, disclosed here.
He told the 13th annual con-
vention of the Mariologicai
Society of America here there
was an effort made at the
council to consider Marian
doctrine in a separate schema.
Members of the U.S. Hier-
archy prepared themselves on
the subject through study and a
briefing session. Bishop Helm-
sing said. He added that 52%
of the council Fathers voted
in favor of keeping the docu-
ment on tlie Blessed Virgin in
tlv schema on the Church.
“It will present Mary in her
place in the Church.” Bishop
ltelmsing said "It remains to
be seen, however, what comes
out of the theological com-
mission: how they will do this
integrating of Mary into the
schema on the Church."
Rev. Kenneth Dougherty,
S.A., of St. Paul's Friary,
Graymoor. N Y., received tho
society's annual award for hit
work in relating Mariology to
the ecumenical movement.
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“S«e me personally before you,
buy any car. I will give you
the deal that can’t be beat!”
TROPHY PONTIAC
Hal Charkowski
UNBEATABLE DEALS NOW!
'64 PONTIACS
TEMPESTS • LE MANS • GRAND PRIX
EASIEST PAYMENTS • FINEST SERVICE
PLUS wonderful (election of Used Con
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Used Cars Also Financed At Low Rates
HUDSON COUNTY NATIONAL BANK
JERSEY CITY
BAYONNE
HOBOKEN
UNION CITY
WEEHAWKEN
NORTH BERGEN
GUTTENBERG
AND
EARN
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Helping Provide Security
• . . Oritani Savings always has placed earn-
ings, safety, availability and convenience at
the top of its list of services.
You’ll Find More At Oritani
Savings!
(Current Annual Dividend 4%)
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FREEZER OWNERS
No money down ... 4 months to pay!
Full Hindquarter of
U. S. Choice Beef
Custom cut into enough delicious
Sirloins, Porterhouses, roasts, stew,
beef, chopped beef, etc. to serve ban-
quet meals to the average family for
four months. Flash-freezing, freezer,
wrapping and delivery included.
TERMS AVAILABLE
Averoge Order It Accompanied by a Filled Book
TRIPLETS BLUE STAMPS!
If you want the best ...
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with a TC* Savings Account
Every single month's a bonus month at The Trust Company. Make
your savings deposits during the first 10 days of any month—earn
interest from the first of that month-on balances of $lO or more. Start
with as little as $5. Come in to any of our 12 offices (open Monday
evenings 6 to 8 P.M.) or save by mall. We pay postage both ways.
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Trust Company
of New Jersey
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Hoboken
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Union City
West New York
Secaucus
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Cor pert! ion
Supreme Court Facing Major
Obscenity, Censorship Issues
WASHINGTON (NC) - The
U.S. Supremo Court, In an ap-
peal raisins major questions
in the controversy over ob-
scenity and censorship, has
once again been asked to de-
cide whether “Tropic of Can-
cer" is obscene.
The new case has been
brought before the high court
by Grove Press, the New York
publishers of the controversial
novel by Henry Miller. Grove
is challenging a Florida Dis-
trict Court of Appeal ruling
which upheld a lower court's
ban on the book in Dade
County (Miami).
THE SUPREME Court
meanwhile set the stage for
a potential major ruling on ob-
scenity and censorship in two
other cases. It ordered without
comment that a Kansas case
involving allegedly obscene
books be argued immediately
after an Ohio case centering
on an allegedly obscene
movie. Under the court’s pres-
ent timetable, the arguments
arc to be heard during the
week of March 23.
In the Kansas case, Harold
and Robert Thompson and
their P-K News Service of
Junction City, Kan., are chal-
lenging a court order directing
that aU copies of 31 different
titles be dostoyed.
In the Ohio case, Nico Jaco-
bellis is seeking reversal of
his conviction on obscenity
charges for exhibiting the
French niovie “The Lovers"
at a Cleveland movie theater
where he was manager. Ja-
cobellis w»s fined 52,500,
Observers believe that the
court, in ordertng that the two
cases be argued together, may
envision a far-reaching ruling
on obscenity and free speech.
THE GROVE PRESS appeal
raises some major issues
Among them are these:
• Whether a book of "liter-
ary, artistic or other social
importance" is automatically
protected against suppression
as obscene.
• Whether the reach of ob-
scenity laws is in fact limited
to so-called "hard core pornog-
raphy."
# Whether national or local
"community standards" arc to
be employed to settle the Is-
sue of a work's obscenity.
These questions echo and
seek clarification of the Su-
preme Court's celebrated
“test' for obscenity set torth
in the landmark Roth-Alberts
ruling of 1957.
The court then put the
"test” in these words:
‘Whether to the average
person, applying contemporary
community standards, the
dominant theme of the materi-
al taKen as a whole appeals to
prurient interest. ’
THE PUBLISHING com-
pany in it* petition to tha Su-
preme Courj **ys that its
“constitutional rights
...
to
publish, and the public to read,
this work" have been violated.
It describes "Tropic of Can-
cer." which it published in
1961, as "a work having evi-
dent social, literary and artis-
tic Importance.”
The book his been held ob-
scene by courts in Connecti-
cut. Pennsylvania and Florida,
and not obscene in Massachu-
setts, Wisconsin, Illinois and
Caliiornia. Citing this sit-
uation, the publishing com-
pany urges the Supreme Court
to settle the question of which
"contemporary community
standards" local or national
apply in obscenity cases.
(Last month the New Jersey
Supreme Court held that na-
tional standards must be ap-
plied in obscenity cases. The
state court unanimously order-
ed anew trial fog a magazine
distributing company on the
ground* that a jury had been
"wrongly allowed" to believe
it could use local standard* to
decide whether 23 magazines
distributed by the company
were obscene )
Bowlers Roll
A Real Strike
NEWARK —A truck»r with
* bobby of helping St. Jo-
seph’s School for the Wind
and a priest with a hobby of
bowling combined to collect
St fit in a few days at the
Bowl-O-Mat alley* here re-
cently
Thomas Cestonc of Mt. Car-
mel parish, Montclair, placed
jars in various business sites
around Christmas time and
made the bowling alley one
of his stops this year. The
manager, Joseph Kulinaki,
asked Rev. John Mannlon of
St. James, Newark, to put In
an extra plug with his fellow
bowlers in the Catholic War
Vetcrms league.
Esther Mannion'a pitch was
evidently effective, though he
gives most of the credit to
Cestonc and Kulinaki, laying,
"I love to ace laymen so In-
terested and absorbed in such
a good cause." The trio mado
the presentation to JtUrgarrt
Pugllai, a 9-year-old student
at the school, Jan. 2.
Pope Honors Priests
In Passaic Diocese
PASSAIC Bishop Stephen
J. KociskO of the Byzan-
tine Diocese of Passaic
has announced that Pope
Paul VI has conferred
papal honors on three of hia
priests, including Msgr. Mi-
chael J. Dudick, chancellor of
the dioc.sc and pastor of St.
George’s Church, Newark.
Msgr. Dudick was named a
domestic prelate with the ti-
tle Right Reverend Monsignor,
as was Msgr. George Diirlslnr
vicar general of the diocese
and pastor of St. John the
Baptist Church, Bridgeport,
Conn. Msgr. Androw Sokol, of-
ficialis «nd pastor of Holy
Spirit Church. Philadelphia,
was named a papal chamber-
lain with the title Very Rev-
erend Monsignor.
The investiture ceremonies
for the new monslgnori will
be held Feb. 18 at 4 p m. at
St. Michael the Archangel
Cathedral here.
MSGR. DUDICK Is from St.
Clair, Pa., and attended pub-
lic schools there. He studied
for the priesthood at 8b Pro-
copius College and Seminary.
Lisle. 111., and was ordained
at St. John's Cathedral, Mun-
hall. Pa., in 1945.
Msgr, Dudick served as
administrator and pcs'or at
several churches in Ohio and
Pennsylvania before being
named pastor of St. George's
In September. 1963. He was
vice-chancellor of the Pitts-
burgh Diocese before coming
here and is now t diocesan
conaultor and member of the
diocesan building commission
in addition to being chancellor.
MSGR. DUDICK
Serra to Hear
Of Conference
WEST ORANGE A dis-
cuss-.on of interracial justice
will bo presented at the bi-
monthly meeting of the Serra
Club of Montclair Jan. 10 at
Pal's Cabin here.
William llolub, chairman of
the racial justice committee of
the Archdlorcsan Council of
Catholic Men, will discuss
plans for the Conference on
Religion and Race Jan. 26-27
at Atlantic City. The Serra
Cluba arc one of the cooperat-
ing groups In sponsoring Uio
conference.
Ollier speaker* will include
Msgr. David J. Price, admin-
istrator of Holy Spirit Church,
Orange, and St. Peter Claver
Church, Montclair: Rev. Ed-
win V. Sullivan of Seton Hall
University; Rev. Kevin Kelly
of St. Charles Borromeo
Church, New York; Joseph
Pi'.zo, chairman of the social
action committee of the
ACCM, and Benedict Harris of
Bloomfield, chairman of the
racial justice committee for
the Essex Montclair region of
the ACCM.
Liturgical Meeting Applauds
U.S Bishops’ Stands at Council
ST. LOUIS (NC) - A letter
his been sent to all the Bish-
ops and counetl Filbert of
North America praltlog them
for their "decisive role" In
the passage of the Second
Vatican Coundl'a LUtirgy Con-
stitution and for their decision
to implement Its teachings as
soon as possible.
Tha letter war drafted al the
annual mid-winter meeting of
the Liturgical Conference of-
flcera, board of directors, and
advisory council at Maryville
College here Dec. 27-28. It
offered to provide whatever
services the Bishops may re-
quest, reflecting the major
concern of the espcrti, au-
thors, and practitioners of lit-
urgical reform as they met
here.
PURPOSE OP the meeting
here w»s to plan for the 1984
Liturgical Woek, to be held In
St. Louis from Aug. 24-27, and
to plan the organisation's pro-
gram for the coming year.
Rev. Gerard S. Sloyan, of
Catholic University, president
of the national organisation,
summed up the effect of the
new Liturgy Constitution. "To
view the Liturgy Constitution
at new legislation that Is bind-
ing would be a mistake," he
•aid. "Instead, it la a docu-
ment that is a guide to a total
renewal of the Christian Ufa
and worship in the Church."
At the same time, even with
the constitution in hand, be
worried about what would be
done now. "Popular education
la the answer." he laid. He
said the Liturgical Conference
will put ite full efforts behind
this effort and ipake itself
available to the whole Church,
Biahopa, parishes and people,
to carry this out.
Father Sloyan said that the
full effect of the reform and
renewal of Catholic worship
will "lake SO to SO year* to
overcome all the handicaps of
800 years."
The first effect when a
parish might begin using Eng-
lish instead of Latin - will
be delayed until late summer
or fell, according to Father
Sloyan. He said the interim
time will be necessary for the
publication of translation* and
for priests and people to be-
come acqelnted with how to
use them.
THE CHALLENGE of the
council, especially in ue
Liturgy Constitution, will serve
as the central theme for tha
Liturgical Week.
The theme will trait "The
Council's Challenge to the Par-
ana, the Perish, end tha
World."
The program will be cen-
tered on the new Liturgy Con-
stitution, not as a document
but in terme of "the scource
end the summit of Christian
life," according to a commu-
te® spokesman.
Apostolate to Spanish
Two Masses toMark
10th Anniversary
PATERSON—A triduura will
be held at Our Lady of Provi-
dunce Mission here on Bridge
St., Jan. Ml, In preparation
for the Pontifical low Maaa
which will mark the 10th an-
niversary of the mission Jan.
12 at Our Lady of Victories
Church.
Plihop Navjgb will eelc-
brata the anniversary Maaa
at 8:15 a m. He will also cele-
brate a 10th anniversary Maaa
Jan. 19 at 10 a m. In Our
Lady of Fatima Mission, Pas-
saic.
THE TWO missions to the
Spanish-speaking Catholics of
the diocese were opened by
Bishop McNulty in 1954, with
Kiv, Stanislaus B Chang and
Kcv. Tfcetfdeua Lea, Chinese
priests who had studied in
Spain, named at admlnlatra-
tors.
Our Lady of Providence be-
{an with one Maaa each Sun-
ay, soon added two more,
and received its second priest.
Rev. John B. Ly, in 19M.
Over 1,800 Baptisms have
been performed in 10 year*
•td 380 couple# have been
married.
Last July, Bishop Navagh
formally organised the Span-
ish-speaking A postulate in the
diocese. U now includes a
mission in Dover and three
prteaU assigned to the work
m other pariahe* in Paterson.
The triduum, at 7:50 p.m.
each night, will be given by
Rev. Gerard Viegis, a Clare-
Lan Father from Colombia.
Mrs. Barkhorn
On NCCS Board
WASHINGTON (NC) - U.
Gen. Arthur G, Trudeau
(U.8.A., Ret.), president of the
Gulf research and Develop-
ment Cos., and Stanley P. Her-
bert, deputy defense counsel.
Department of the Navy, are
new members of the ereeutiva
committee of the National
Catholic Community Service, a
member agency of the United
Service Organizations (USD).
Ley persons reappointed to
the executive committee in-
clude Mr*. Henry Barkhorn of
Newark.
Br ° ,h -; R° ber1 konlon ' F *-CH., teacher of Socred Scriptureend a” o*u ° ’ h * "‘ ,i0nl °* ,h * ,rhh ChrtoHon Brother.' confer-Ot E»f* Catholic High School, Newark. Hi* topic wo. "The Chri.tian Family."
Czech Bods Ease
Rules on Priests
BONN. Germany (NC)
The state office for religious
affairs in Prague has cased
slightly a ban on priests pro-
hibited from engaging in pas-
toral work in communist ruled
Czechoslovakia, it was learned
here. A few priests have been
permitted to resume their
priestly duties.
Talbot Cause Is Advanced
OAKLAND Rev. Brice
Riordnn. O.Carm., U.S. direc-
tor of the Matt Talbot Legion,
has received word that the
cause for beatification of the
Irish workman is now in the
final stage of its apostolic pro-
cess.
Father Riordsn noted that
before the declaration of
beatification at least two mira-
cle* worked through Talbot’s
intercession will have to be
proved. The Carmelite priest
ssid that he would forward any
notifications of favors received
to Archbishop McQuaid of
Dublin.
At Carmel retreat in
Mahwah, a public museum
containing many of Talbot's
personal effects has been
erected by the Carmelite
Fathers.
People in the News
Rev. Nicholas D’Antonio,
0.F.M., a nil live of Baltimore
who has spent 18 years in the
Franciscan Missions in Central
America, has been named
Prelate Nullius of the Pro-
vince of Olancho. Honduras
Herbert Mirhelbrook, 75,
long active in Portland (Ore )
Union, has been named winner
of the 1964 Vercelli Medal,
given annuallyby the national
Holy Name Society for "a dis-
tinguished contribution" to the
society.
Ludwig Erhard, Chancellor
of West Germany, will bo re
ccived by Pope Paul Jan. 29.
Rene Alexis Rroulllrt, 54,
has been named France's am-
bassador to the Holy See.
Archbishop Josyf Slipyl of
Lvov, released by the Soviet
Union a year ago after 18
years of detention, has been
appointed a member' of the
Sacred Congregation for the
Oriental Church.
I>r. Eugene Carson Blake,
chief executive officer of the
United Prcbyterian Church in
tho U.S., will receive the first
John F. Kennedy Award in
Interracial justice from the
Catholic Interracial Council of
Chicago Jan. 16.
Rev. Theodore M. Ifesburgh,
C.S.C., president of Notre
Dame University, received the
1963 Bill of Rights Award from
Mayor Robert Wagner of New
York.
Rev. Paul C. Relnert, S.J.,
president of St. Louis
University, has been named
Man of the Year by the St.
Louis Globe-Democrat.
James A. Hart, dean of the
DePaul University College of
Commerce, formerly of Seton
Hall University, has been e*
lectcd president of the Catho-
lic Economic Association.
Very Rev. Comerford J.
O’Malley, C.M., president of
DePaul University for 19
years, has been named to tho
newly-created post of chancel-
lor and will be succeeded by
Rev. John R. Cortelyou, C.M.,
chairman of the department
of biological sciences.
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Maryknoll Sister Discusses Filipinos, Education
By SUSAN DINER
WEEHAWKEN - Sister Ann
William, 0.P., superior of the
Maryknoll Fathers High School
in Pakil, Philippines, is
currently visiting her mother,
Mrs. Anna Marie Henry,
here.
Sister Ann William is in tho
U S. for six months. She spoke
affectionately of the Filipinos,
their thirst for knowledge and
the role tho Maryknoll Sisters
arc playing in education.
Sister school is a two-
story building overlooking rice
fields in the front and backed
by mountains -overed with co-
conut and other fruit trees.
Assisted by two Maryknoll Sis-
ters and ten lay teachers, she
supervises the education of 349
students.
“THERE IS a need for many
more Catholic schools. Our
school is touching only a very
small minority. We arc doing
all we can, but we see so
much more that can be done.
Many more want to come hut
there isn’t ample room. We
fed very sad about having to
turn them away; we constant-
ly sec thousands of children
lacking education, and yet wo
arc unable to do more," she
said.
“Philippine students love
school and are thirsty for
knowledge. There is much sac-
rificing in order to get a good
education." She continued,
“Since they love education,
that leaves an excellent oppor-
tunity for us to give them a
very good education and the
Faith along with it"
Faculty members arc gradu-
ates of Catholic Colleges in
Manila. "The high school is
recognised by the government;
the standards are high, and
wo compete favorably with
local schools. The curriculum
Is comparable to any stateside
school and includes English.
Spanish and Philipino as well
as academic and vocational
subjects and the sciences,” Sis-
ter Ann said.
Graduates of Maryknoll
Fathers High School are pre-
pared to go to any good col-
lege in Manila. Those that can-
not are encouraged to find a
trade or business to help the
community.
Philippine teenagers aren’t
much different from American
teens. They know the latest
American songs and dances,
like Western styles, basket-
ball and volleyball. Girls are
very graceful and are excel-
lent in their native folk dances.
They also do exceptionally
well in needlework, such as
the scarves woven from pine-
apple thread.
“OCR WORK." Sister Ann
said, "is teaching and pre-
paring the Filipinos for Catho-
lic leadership. The country
needs leaders Filipinos are
the only Christians in the East
and they must be the ones to
play an active role.
"Christ must be brought to
Orientals from one of their
own.”
While many people picture
the Philippines as crowed with
nipa huts anti palni trees and
being "a small group of islands
isolated from the modern
world it isn’t,” she explained
' ll s a place of contrast—you
have the middle ages and mod-
ern architecture all on the
same street. Converted jeeps
and carabao share the same
roads. Manila is the gateway
to the East, and very much
like New York."
Sister Ann stressed the
"great need for teachers to
lead young people to the good
and beautiful, to mold them
into the leaders of tomorrow
and to help foster vocations.”
About 80Cr of the population
is Catholic but they may nev-
er be good practicing Catho-
lics unless they have closer
contact with priests and Sis-
ters, Sister-continued. "There
is a hunger for the Faith.
Very often children will follow
a Sister because they want to
know more about God. Some
will even grab and kiss the
crucifix. Many towns arc with-
out Catholic schools, and we
are doing all we can but there
is much more to be done."
CONFRATERNITY of Chris-
tian Doctrine centers have
been established in many par-
ishes and are a great help in
filling The gap, Sister Ann said.
Discussing vocations, Sister
Ann said, "Already many
Filipinos have shown great po-
tential and Catholic principles
once accepted arc firmly im-
bedded. I feel our work will
bear much friut in giving
Christ leaders in the Philip-
pines who can carry His word
to other countries."
Sister Ann is looking for-
ward to her return to the
Philippines in April. “Along
with the hardship of leaving
one’s family,” she said, "there
are numerous joys and bless-
ings God gives you that can't
even be counted."
THEY THIRST - Sister Ann William. superior of Maryknoll Fathers High School in Pakil,
Philippines, says Philippine students are "thirsty for knowledge" and that there is much
sacrificing in order to get a good education. Sister Ann is training her students to be
good citizens and "ambassadors of the Faith." The unusual windows are made from
capiz shells, a thin mother of pearl type shell optained from the ocean.
Teacher Is
Substitute
For 73 Years
CAMDEN (NC) - Sister
Mary Bernard who came to
St. Mary's School here in 1891
on a two-week substitute as-
signment shortly after becom-
ing a postulant has been here
for 73 years. During thit
time, she has instructed tHe
children and grandchildren of
some of her original students.
Now 93, she resides with
her memories at Immaculate
Conception convent. She re-
members it was an exciting
trip in August, 1891, when she
traveled from Boston to Bor-
denlown, N.J., and joined the
Sisters of Mercy.
Here are some of her philo-
sophic gems;
"Installment buying the
ruination of many families.
There should be less borrow-
ing of money and less extrav-
agances."
“There’s no such thing as
a bad child. If children are
troublesome it’s because they
are hungry—hungry for food
or hungry for love."
"Many a child has been
kept from trouble by being
given a pet to care for or a
tool to use to absorb childish
energies."
Sister Mary Bernard esti-
mated. too, that children of
today lack the firm founda-
tions of children two and three
generations ago. Today, she
said, there are too many lux-
uries and too many distrac-
tions.
Alumnae to Play
CALDWELL - Caldwell Col-
lege Alumnae will play its an-
nual basketball game against
the college varsity Jan. 10 at
T;9O in the college auditorium.
Marjorie Lee. Orange; and Lois
Biter, Paterson; are co-cap-
tains. The winter business
meeting will follow.
I Was Thinking....
Daily Liturgical Reflections
Bring ‘Divine Life Now’
By RUTH W. REILLY
Ever since we put up this
year’s ’’Christian Life Calm-
dar" I've been wanting to tell
you about it. We ordered it
from Bruce Publishing Cos ,
Milwaukee, for $1
It begins with the First Sun-
day of Advent. The calendar
opens to a size of about 6 by 12
inches and is set up so that
only one week is in view. We
hang ours on the back of the
kitchen door next to the mir-
ror, where it catches the eye
of young and old.
Each page is white with a
panel of color across the top in
keeping with the season. Most
of the panel is taken up with
a picture or appropriate liturgi-
cal symbol; to the right is a
small calendar of the month.
THE DAYS and dates are
blocked down the left side of
the page and opposite each
day is the name of the feast;
under that the Mass and Office
for the day. To the right, in
darker type, are a few pithy
words of wisdom, sometimes
prayerful, sometimes humor-
ous, always thought provoking
and directed especially to you.
I wish I could let you leaf
through the calendar. The best
I can do by way of a sample
is to tell you about this week.
On the red panel at the top
of the page the city of Jerusal-
em is silhouetted against the
sky and over it shines the
bright white star of the Wise
Men.
Sunday is the Feast of the
Holy Name of Jesus, and we
read; “You can make the sad
but quite safe bet that the
Name of Jesus will be used
more often this day in pro-
fanity than in prayer. There-
fore, tip the balance for sane-
tity, revive the Catholic cus-
tom of bowing your head at
the mention of His Holy
Name."
MONDAY IS the Epiphany
of Our Lord. All week is cen-
tered around that feast. Wed-
nesday’s comment reads; "We
had a bit of Celtic Confession
in school the day that Smart
Second Grader named the Wise
Men: Balthasar, Gaspar, and
McGuire! What were their
names? Do you know? Look
up your Bible and see what St,
Matthew says about them.”
For Thursday: "Pray to the
Wise Men of old who came
from the Far East that
oil troubled waters, and less-
wise men of the modern Far
East that they may not barter
wisdom for war."
Friday Is a ferial day:
“Every Friday is good ami a
good time to meditate on the
strange gift of myrrh the Magi
brought that is sometimes
taken as a symbol of death
But it is a blessed death that
has lost Its sting according to
St Paul."
FOR SATURDAY: "During
Benediction of the Blessed
Sacrament, you might medi-
tate in depth about the incense
in the censer that is a symbol
of prayer and a distant cousin
to the frankincense gift of the
Magi."
What do you think of it?
Don't those few words a day,
keep the Feast of the Epiphany
before you all week and serve
as a jumping oft point for
further thought and even a
little research concerning it?
The chief function of tha
liturgy is to bring us divine
life now. Tills calendar outlines
for us the liturgical seasons,
and with its little sides helps
us penetrate the disguise of
the past and see the days and
weeks in a 19W setting. 1 can’t
recommend it too highly.
Considine to Tell
Of Pope’s Trip
CALDWELL Bob Const-
dine, reporter who covered
Pope Paul V! on his trip to
the . Holy Land, will discuss
the trip at the Inter-Collegiate
Press meeting 1 p,m. Jan. It
at Caldwell College.
Over 300 editors, staff mem-
bers and moderators of the
Catholic press of colleges and
high schools in North Jersey
will attend the meeting, which
Is open to the public, in Ros-
ary Hall. Maureen Coyne,
Newark, is chairman.
Josephite Diamond Jubilee
Pageant Open to Public
ENGLEWOOD
- St. Mi-
chael's Novitiate here has an-
nounced that the Sisters of St.
Joseph of Newark will hold
their diamond jubilee pageant
for the public Jan. 12 at St.
Joseph’s Village, Rockleigh.
The pageant was presented In
December for members of the
community.
"Pro Deo et Patria" (For
God and Country) will again
be the pageant theme. Sister
M. Madeleine, C.S.J., presi-
dent of Archangel College, En
glewood Cliffs, will discuss
how Pope John XXIII and
President John F. Kennedy
dominated the times and their
relation to the hand of Divine
Providence.
Other Popes who reigned
during the community's his-
tory will be included in a tri-
bute to them and Tb Bishop
Edward Gilpin Bagshawe of
Nottingham, founder of the
community, and Bishop Win-
and M. Wigger who urged the
fnudation of a house .in the
Newark Archdiocese.
The children’* skit on the
history of the community will
also be presented. Narration
will be by Kathleen Mcllale
of St. Joseph's Home, Jersey
City.
Tickets are $1 for adults and
SO cents for children.
Caldwell Events
Announced
CALDWEIX Forthcoming
events of Caldwell College In-
clude the annual Epiphany
seminar Jan. 9 at 7:30 and
the freshman dance Jan. 11
The theme for the seminar is
"Manifestation" "Winter
Whispers" u the theme (or
the dance.
Plans are under way for the
Lenten Passion Play and the
drat presentation of the chil-
dren's theater. June Dwyer
will direct "The Clown and
the Circus."
NCCW Board
Meeting Set
WASHINGTON. D C. The
National Council of Catholic
Women's Board of Directors
will meet here Jan. 14-16 at
the request of Mrs. Joseph Mc-
Carthy, NCCW president.
Mrs. Richard F Gormley of
Butler, N.J.-,. will represent
the province of Newark She
w-as elected to the board in
1960.
The Board will discuss the
national federation, its pro-
gress and its plans for the
coming year with the agenda
for the 32nd national conven-
tion scheduled for November
as one of the main items.
North Jersey Date Book
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THURSDAY, JAN. 9
Catholic Women’s College
Club Bible study group; 8
p.m. home of Elizabeth Ken
nedy, Mo.itclair.
Auxiliary to St. James’ Hos-
pital Guild, Newark Meet-
ing cocktail party. 8 p.m . Kob-
ert Treat Hotel.
Sacred Hrait Junior Altar
Rosary, Irvington Family
dinner. 4 p.m., auditorium;
Mrs. Joseph Scmac and Mrs.
Bernard Micliwocki. chairmen.
Union-Elizabeth District,
NCCW. Meeting. 8; 15. St.
Joseph the Carpenter. Roselle;
Rtv. Anthony Kiiiig, St.
Patrick's, Elizabeth, speaker;
life of seminarians and voca-
tions. topic.
SATURDAY. JAN. It
St. Joseph College Alumnae,
New Jersey Chapter—Commu-
nion brunch, noon Mass, Scton
Hall Chapel, South Orange;
Mass in memory of Sister
Mary Ellen, deceased National
Alumnae Moderator; Rev. Wil-
liam Noe Field to deliver ser-
mon on Blessed Elizabeth
Scton; Brunch at Pal's Cabin.
West Orange; Mrs. Kicran
Dale, Maureen Codov chair-
men.
SUNDAY, JAN. 12
St. Mary’s Orphanage Guild,
Newark Christmas dinner
for nuns and children of the
home; Mrs. John Farley, Mrs.
Harold Gascoyne, chairmen.
St. John Kant.v Rosary
Altar, Clifton Card party, 4
p.m.. auditorium; Mrs. Arthur
Mecklenburg, chairman,
Don Bosco Mothers' Guild,
Ramsey Meeting, 3 p.m.,
hall.
MONDAY, JAN ; 13
St. Mary’s Orphanage* Guild,
Newark Meeting. 1:30, or-
phanage.
Assumption Mother’s Guild,
Morristown Meeting, 8:30,
guild room; Edythe Hill,
speaker; facts about fabrics,
topic.
Essex Catholic Mothers'
Club, Newark—Meeting, 8.30,
cafeteria.
Our I.ady of Czestochowa
Mothers' Guild. Harrison
Meeting. 7:30, hall.
TUESDAY, JAN it
Holy Cross Vincentian Soci-
ety, Harrison—Meeting. 8 p.m.
basement; Mrs. Thomas Rea-
gan, chairman.
St. Rose College Alumnae,
New Jersey Chapter—Meeting
w-ith Nazareth College Alum-
nae, 8:30, home of Mrs. Angelo
Zanniori, Short Hills; F’ilm on
World's Fair.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. IS
Court Patricia, CDA—Dinner
party, 7 p.m., Cornet. Irving-
ton; Frances Palle. chairman.
THURSDAY, JAN. 16
Our Lady of the Lake
Rosary Altar, Verona —Card
party, 8:30, cafeteria; Mrs.
Jephta Christensen, chairman.
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® m °i 0r ,hc day hT °cddre “ '° ,h * 58 dol ®9a*®» attending the third no-catechetical
convent.on of the Salesion Sisters. The convention, held at St. John
Bosco Novitiate, Newton, lasted six days.
Salesian Sisters Hold
Catechetical Convention
PATERSON The third na-
tional catechetical convention
of Uie Salesian Sisters was
hold Doc. 26 Jan. 1 at St. John
Bosco Novitiate. Newton, for
58 delegates from the A men
can Province.
The convention was called
by Mother Theresa, F.M.A.,
Salesian Sisters provincial. It
war under the chairmanshipof
Sister JeanMte, F M A
Very Rev. August Bosio.
S D.8., Sales*™ Fathers pro-
vincial. set the theme for the
day and gave an overall in-
struction. Workshops were con-
structed by Sister Regina
F.M.A., who provided
the Church doctrine aspect.
Sister Margaret. F M A . scrip-
tual and t icologieal basis, and
Sister Josephine. F M A . the
Kerygmatic method approach.
Evenings were devoted to the
use of visual aids.
EACH D\\ was devoted to
discussion of a particular topic.
Those covered were God the
Father and creation. God the
Son and redemption. God the
Holy Spirit and sanctification,
the Mystical Body of Christ,
Mary’s rote in the Mystical
Body of Christ and the per-
sonal role of the members of
the Mystical Body of Christ.
The convention closed with
Benediction anti Vespers,
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Savings grow up fast at First National Bank
SCHOOLKIDS LIKE LISA BARLOW .. and all hind* ol smart. thrifty or regular chocking, personal loans, home improvement loans autoJersey-People are opening savings accounts at FNB. It's the bank financing, safety deposit boxes, and of course education loan*
that's got all it takes to handle money and credit service-whatever plus service, service, service at eleven handy offices. Join your Jarsev
you need-in on* convenient place. FNB otters you savings, special friends and neighbors who spell bank. "FNB".
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Have You
Read...?
The following questions an
based on articles which appear
in this issue of The Advocate.
The answers are printed at the
bottom of the column with
the page on which the answer-
ing article can be found.
1. Our Church Unity Octave
was begun by
(a) A Pope
(b) A non-Catholic
(c) A nun
2. Sister Ann William, superior
at Maryknoll Fathers High
School in Pakil, Phillipines,
says Filipinos sacrifice
much so they can
(a) Get a good education
(b) Get a converted jeep
(c) Build fancier homes
3. Ed Markcy of West New
York gained headlines re-
cently when he
(a) Broke a scoring rec-
ord
(b) Was named St. Mich-
ael's (Vt.) basketball
coach
(c) Swam the English
Channel
4. A highlight of Pope Paul's
trip to the Holy Land was
his meeting with
(a) Patriarch Athenagor-
as I of Constantinople
(b) The Archbishop of
Canterbury
"(c) Archbishop Makarios
of Cyprus
•j eSrtf ‘(e)-y '.91 aSnf
'(?)•£ 'U >Srd isttfoj
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Club Gets
Savio Charter
HOBOKEN The fifth
grade Savio Club of Our Lady
of Grace School here has re-
ceived its official charter from
the Supreme Council of the St.
Dominic Savio Classroom
Club national headquarters in
New Rochelle, N. Y.
Thomas Santangclo is the
president. Other officers are
James Fusillo, Elyse Lambi-
ase and Kathleen Hcnnclly.
Sanctification of the class-
room is the primary object of
Savio Clubs. Our Lady of
Grace brings the number of
such clubs'in New Jersey to
109.
EDUCATION MEANS DOLLARS - Virginia Salvito receives a check from Sister Helene,
principal of St. Peter the Apostle School, River Edge. The $5OO cash scholarship was pre-sented for Virginia's winning entry on "Why a Catholic Education Is Important to Me."
Observing the presentation are left to right: Mrs. Anthony Salvito, Virginia's mother;Norman Wayne, Wonderland of Knowledge personnel director; Alan Katt, New Jersey
regional manager, and Ronald Vollano, North Jersey manager.
Expression of Education
Brings Student 1st Prize
RIVER EDGE Virginia
Salvito has been awarded the
first prize of a $5OO cash
scholarship in a national essay
contest on "Why a Catholic
Education Is Important to
Me." It was sponsored hy the
Wonderland of Knowledge
Corp.
Virginia, an eighth grade stu-
dent at St. Fcter the Apostle
School here when she entered
the contest, now attends Im-
maculate Heart Academy,
Washington Township.
She was one of 600 students
competing nationally. The es-
says were judged by the Sis-
ters of St. Joseph of
Carondclet, St. L6uis, Mo.
IN HER ESSAY, Virginia
asked:
“Why is a Catholic educa-
tion important to me? Per-
haps because my vocation is
living a good Christ like life
and my salary is opening the
great golden doors guarded by
St. Peter."
Among Virginia's hobbies
are reading, writing, dancing,
music and sports. She is a
member of the Rcgals River
Edge Girls Athletic League.
Asa member of the Young
Advocate Club, she received
honorable mention for one of
her entries.
Among Virginia's other ac-
complishments as a writer arc
first prize in the American
Legion essay contest on Amer-
icanism, first prize in the
American Legion Auxiliary es-
say contest on safety, and first
prize from the Friends of the
Library (an organization in
River Edge) for a book re-
view (all in 1963).
She also received the gener-
al excellence medal at gradua-
tion and was literary editor of
"The Victor," the school
paper.
Virginia lives with her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
Salvito, her brother Tommy
ami sister Kathy
SMILES FOR MILES
- Addie
smiles for joy especially
when she greets Young Ad-
vocates. Since many people
have been asking about a
special Addie they can color
or hang on their wall at
home. The Advocate is mak-
ing the above picture of Ad-
die available on paper 8W
by 1 I inches. Addie it hav-
ing an altar boy light a spe-
cial candle that will lead the
way through 1964. If you
would like a copy of the pic-
ture send 25c to cover pos-
tage and handling, (no
stamps please) and the cou-
pon that appears elsewhere
on the page. Please allow
three weeks for delivery of
Addio't picture.
Pius Tells Children...
Defend Your Church
This is the seventh in a
series of excerpts of addresses
Pope Pius XII gave to chil-
dren the world over. The
series is being presented to
you So you may hear your role
in the Church in the words
of the Pope.
(Part 7 of the address given
by Pope Pius XII on May 2,
1954, to a group of 20,000
elementary school children
who were inaugurating Mar-
ian Year observances.)
But the Church has need of
great strength to keep up the
struggle on the many fronts at-
tacked by them. For this
struggle, to transform it into
a glorious victory, the Pope
counts on you . . . counts
especially on your prayers and
your little sacrifices.
So ask Jesus to protect the
Church, to break Her enemies'
ranks, to save all men, espe-
cially those most in need of
His mercy. Do sweet violence
to His Sacred Heart and hasten
the advent of a better day
with a screner dawn and a
brighter sunset.
And you may be— as at the
entry into Jerusalem among
the heralds of anew triumph
for the great Friend of chil-
dren: for Christ Jesus, Savior
of the World.
Civics Charter
To St. Joseph’s
EAST RUTHERFORD -
The Young Americans Civics
Club of St. Joseph's School
here has received its official
charter from the American
citizenship commission in
Washington.
Eighth grade pupils com-
prise the local club with James
Brady as president. Other of-
ficers are Mary Ellen
D'Amato, Patrick Kaminski,
Richard Chirlchclla, James
Keith and William Trains.
Another Christ Travels Christs Footsteps
By SUSAN DINER
One important subject in
every school curriculum is his-
tory. History from-the cave-
man to the present. But school
books cannot present the his-
tory you are living, the his-
tory that is being made daily.
We’ve witnessed the elec-
tion and death of the first
Catholic president of the Unit-
ed States; we’ve witnessed
two sessions oi the Second
Vatican Council, and now
we've witnessed Pope Paul's
pilgrimage to the Holy Land.
CHANCES ARE you have
never been to the' Holy Land.
I haven't. We must rely on
various sources for our infor-
mation and impressions. As
we read the Bible, hear the
Gospel in Church and study
the life of Christ in school we
are able to visualize much
about the people and the times
in which Christ lived.
Newspapers have pointed
out the significance of Pope
Paul's journey, where he went
and who he met. Constantly,
we're reminded that he is the
first Pope to visit the Holy
Land since St. Peter. With all
that has been in print, nothing
compares to actually making
the trip with him or via tele-
star and television.
THREE-QUARTERS of a
mile. How many times have
we heard that's the distance
Christ carried His cross on
His way to Calvary and His
Cvucifixion. Three-quarters of
a mile is not far; you've
walked it many times.
Yet, Sunday as I watched
Pope Paul travel the Via Dol-
orosa, it seemed many times
its length. The swelling crowds
that jammed the narrow
street as the Pope inched his
way to the Church of the Holy
Sepulcher made me think
about the crowd almost 2.000
years before ihat must have
jammed the same street as
Christ stumbled His way to-
ward our redemption.
I thoug.it of the many dif-
ferences between Christ and
the Pope, another Christ. This
time there was no jeering
crowd as there was that event-
ful morning. This time movie
and television cameras record-
ed the journey for posterity;
shoes replaced Christ's sand-
als. Policemen were on hand
to protect the Pontiff (though
the job seemed next to impos-
sible), not beat him. The
crown of thorns and accom-
panying ridicule were absent.
I THOUGHT, too. of the sim-
ilarities. Both carrying a cross
Christ, the cross of our
sins: Pope Paul, the cross of
a world of divided unity. A
path of joy Christ, because
He would soon be reunited
with His Father knowing the
gates of heaven were once
again open for His children;
Pope Paul, because he wss
following in Christ's footsteps
and was meeting many more
of Christ's children.
Christ met His death know-
ing its effects on mankind.
Pope Paul will conclude his
journey perhaps never seeing
in its entireity the fruits of
his visit.
Of this. Young Advocates,
we can be sure. God's many
blessings will be granted the
world over, and we have wit-
nessed their planting.
Books for Youth
Lou Has a Secret
LOU WAS LITTLE by Myna
I .or k wood. Illustrations by
Raymond Porter. Guild Press.
30 pages. 75 cents.
Lou is a lively little girl who
wants very badly to play with
her brother. Bill, and do the
things he does. Unfortunately,
Lou is a bit too little and finds
the challenge almost too much
for such a little girl.
Lou's mother tells her a
secret and I-ou finds she’s able
to play baseball and catch fish.
In fact, she becomes a
heroine to her family and
friends because she learned
the secret and made it work.
Again the illustrations in this
Reader for Young Catholics
make the story more delight-
ful and will make the very
young laugh. This book con-
tains more text than others
in this scries but reads fast.
Susan Diner.
A CARNIVAL FOR TANGO,
by Pauline Prlolo. Illustrations
by Mae Gerhard. Guild Press.
30 pages. 75 cents.
Tango is a shepherd boy in
Sieily. Each year just before
Lent his village has a carnival
which is the last festival oc-
casion until after Easter.
Tango loves carnivals just as
Young Advocates love the cir-
cus.
Through a mishap, Tanto
miscount* the days. On his
way down the mountatn, he
meets Uie puppet man What
happens after that is a big sur-
prise.
The pictures in the book are
busy and show the people in
native costumes of long ago.
Like the other books in Ihc
Readers for Young Catholics
series. "A Camval for Tango"
is easy reading for those very
Young Advocates. Susan
Diner
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300 YEARS OF PROGRESS
New Jersey is truly a great
state. Over the period of its
SOO years' existence, its people
with their God-given advan-
tages have created an industrial-
agricultural complex second to
none. It is a powerful compo-
nent of our national economy.
It has an ever brighteningfu-
ture vested in the rapid growth
of its applied and basic research
facilities and expansion of its
industrial and agricultural op-
erations.
During this year of celebration
we urge all the people of the
state to reflect upon the history
of New Jersey what made it
great; why it is still great; and
how itwill become even greater.
And when at the World’s Fair
bo certain to visit the New
Jersey Pavilion. You will learn
more about this amazing state.
PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC ANO GAS COMPANY
Taxpaying Servant of a Qraat Slata
I r**OU« •* il Will < r•« <*. N*» Ytrk Wnlft f.lr |
Young Advocate Club
Addie Smiles for Miles
I would like copies of Addio's picture with
her altar boy friend. For each copy I enclose 25c (no
stamps please) to cover postage and handling. Please
send me my picture by return mail for which 1 will
allow three weeks delivery time.
**•"» Grade
Address
City State
School .
Mail coupon to Miss Susan Diner. Young Advocate Club
Headquarters. 31 Clinton St., Newark 2, N. J.
l 4
\
*
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FAMILIARIZATION PROCESS - Margaret Miller (left) of Kearny watches her guest, Maria
Brigitta Peters of Kleve, Germany, point out on a map the location of her hometown.
St. Benedict's
Planning Visit
From 'Amahl'
NEWARK “Amahl and
Ihc Night Visitors" was the
choice of the St. Benedict's
Prep Drama Guild and Mu
sic Chib for its first opera
Jan. 18 and 19 in the school's
Conlin Auditorium. It will be
shown at 8:30 p.m. the first
day and 3 p.m. the second
day.
To create the scene for the
hour-long play, a set featur-
ing a mountain with a shep-
herd's mde hut built into it
has been erected on the stage
hy the guild director Frank
S. Torok and students.
Jerseymen
Organized
PATERSON The Jersey-
men. a club which is aimed
at promoting the study of his-
tory especially that of New
Jersey during its tercentenary
celebration has been formed
at St. Bonavcnturc High
School.
Charles Walker has been
elected president. Gther offices
arc held by Virginia Muccio,
Patricia Ruanc. Cynthia Rosel-
lini and Rosemary Hanna
n ews of
Catholic
Youth
In Youths' Corner
Lessons Aren't Limited
By ED WOODWARD
Lessons which Maria Bri-
gitta Peters will bring home
with her to Kleve, Germany,
this summer aren't all learn
ed in textbooks or classrooms.
Asa member of the Nation-
al Catholic Welfare Confer-
ence's International High
School Student Program, she
is spending a year with Mr
and Mrs. Louis Miller and
their daughter, Margaret, at
their Kearny home.
MUCH OF WIIAT she has
learned about our country has
been at school—St. Cecilia's
High School, where she is a
member of the senior class
with Margaret. But it hasn't
been all in the classroom.
"I was so surprised to see
so many girls wanting to be-
come nurses here.” she noted.
"I don't know one girl in my
class at home who wants to
become a nurse.” This seemed
to impress an awareness of a
concern for others which she
may have doubted that Amer-
icans had.
SHE IS Also very pleased
with the relationship between
pupil and teacher here. "In
Germany,” she explained,
"you don't go up to your
teachers and talk to them aft-
er class When the bell rings
they go home, they don’* stay
around.
"Here you can discuss prob-
lems with the teachers and
you can see them at social
events where you can talk to
them about things besides
schoolwork. And the nuns are
Just wonderful. They are so
willing to help you."
"You learn more subjects
In Germany.” she continued,
"but there Is much more so-
cial development here. I think
the American way is much
better because you are better
suited for life.”
CONTRARY TO WHAT some
people might believe. Brigit-
ta feels that the teenagers
here study a great deal. How-
ever. she docs admit that the
study load is much greater in
Germany. "You spend your
days studying in Europe and
there is no social life." she
pointed out. "Here the school
and social life are balanced.”
In Germany. Brigitta at-
tends an all-girl public school.
The only Catholic schools are
boarding schools She likes
the coeducational schools here
considering them good oppor-
tunities for more contact with
boys
"When you have little con-
tact with boys as we do at
home," she added, "you don’t
know very well how to act
with them. It's the same for
the boys, too."
RELIGION IS ONE of the
subjects which she learns in
the public schools in Ger-
many. Priests come in to
teach separate religion class-
es. "I was astonished that
you don't have religious edu-
cation in your public schools."
she said.
"1 was surprised that so
many people go to Mass ev-
ery morning here." she re-
marked. "At home, we would-
n't think of going every morn-
ing Nobody does it " She was
also impressed by the fact
that the girls at St Cecilia s
make visits to the Blessed
Sacrament during the lunch
hours or after school. "It's
something you notice at
once,” Brigitta said.
Another fact which stands
out to her is that Americans
know so little about Germany.
"We know a lot about Amer-
ica. but the people here know
so little about Germane," she
said
Kearny and Kleve don't
seem far apart when it comes
to dinner lime, however. "I
feel at home here." she said
"Mom (Mrs Miller) is such a
good cook I didn't expect to
get tome of our German
meals, but she can cook any-
thing."
"I ALWAYS dreamed about
going to America. Everyone
I know thinks of it at a great
land," she replied to a ques-
tion about why she applied for
the program
"My mother saw an article
in a Catholic paper." she con-
tinued. "and she asked U l
wanted to go to America.
Thirty girls applied and four
of us were picked My uncle
was a professor at Harvard
Law School and he always
told us how wonderful it was
in America."
FOR TESTIMONIALS on
the program. NCWC can call
upon Brigitta "They really
made a good choice," she
said with enthusiasm, "when
they sent u« here. I Jou't
really notice that I'm not
home. I feel as i! t am home,
not homesick.”
"My sister GabneUe. who's
U, la talking about coming to
America," she concluded. "I
hope she get* at r.ic# a fam-
ily as I did."
Families interested in ap-
plying for a student for neat
year can do so until Feb. I
through International High
School Student Program. 1313
Massachusetts Ave.. N.W.,
Waxb.ngtoo S. DC.
EXPERIMENT CHECK - Sci-
ence teachers John V. Loner-
gan of Essex Catholic High
School and Sister Gertrude
Bernadette of Holy Family
Academy check experiment
as Professor Malcolm Stur-
chio of Fairleigh Dickinson
University (standing) inspects
the work. It was port of a
science workshop at the uni-
versity's Florham-Madison
campus in which 44 teach-
ers participated.
Negro Named
Youth of Year
WASHINGTON (NC) -
Maurice J. Blackwell, a Negro
who u president of the Balti-
more Arcbdiocesan Catholic
Youth Organiiatlon. has been
named the nation's outstand-
ing Catholic youth of the year.
The outstanding Catholic
young adult of the year is
Francis J. Darigan Jr. of Pro-
vidrnrr i R 1 ). [.*,( national
prettrlrnt of ihe t*Y()
ANNOUNCEMENT of the
awards was made here by
Mtgr Frederick J. Stevenson,
director of the Youth Depart-
ment. National Catholic Wel-
fare Conference, which spon-
sor* the selection*.
Blackwell and Darigan were
chosen from among nominees
by Use national presidents of
the CYO. the National New-
man Club Federation, and the
National Federation of Cath-
olic CoOoge Students
Blackwell, president of his
senior class at Towson Cath-
olic High School has been ac-
tive in Baltimore CYO pro-
gram* for several years He
was recently honored as Mr
CYO" of the Baltimore Arch-
diocese. A member of the Fu-
ture Teacher* of America, he
has woo awards for acting,
debating, oratory and music
Darigan la president of the
senior class at Providence
College, where he la majoring
In political science. At the
Nov. U to IT national CYO
convention In New York he
gave the keynote address
Dance Tickets
Sale Begins
FORT LEE—Tickets went
os sale this week for a Winter
Woodrrlaod Dance being plan-
ned by the Bergen County
CYO Feb I at the Lodi Ar-
mory. John Power*, county
program director, la chair-
man
This was among the items
featured at a staff meeting of
the county CYO last week It
was also announced that the
third annual cbeerleading con-
test win he held Feb • at a
P-» nt Immacula!* Heart
Academy (Washington Town-
ship).
Teams from parish CYO
units or Cathotk high schools
In the county are eligible for
the competition which will be
la Iwo divisions. grammar
and high school. The deadline
ter entries la Jan. 9.
Directory
Available
CHICAGO - More than
II.QOS copies of like lath edi
lion of Catholic Colleges and
UnivertiUea have been mailed
to Catholic and public high
schools throughout the UJ.
The directory carries infor-
mation on 19 Catholic col-
leges and universities It in-
clude# costs, locations. #c-
crediting*, entrance require-
ments. tile, scholarships, hous-
ing and significant offerings.
High school counselors nay
obtain the directory free of
ci.xge and individuals tor II
Hum the Catholic College Bur-
eau. 9 East Jackson Blvd.,
Room CM, Chicago 4, lU.
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Celebrating Peacocks Await LeMoyne
JERSEY CITY-The early-
comers to Jersey City Armory
Jan. 10 may find some St.
Peter's College fans still
cheering since Jan. 4 when the
Peacocks registered what had
to be the most exciting tri-
umph of their long series with
Seton Hall University.
Any leftover fans from the
Peacock-Pirate battle will turn
their attentions to St. Peter's
meeting with LeMoyne Jan.
10.
It will be the Peacocks last
outing until a post-examina-
tion game Jan. 23 here with
Niagara.
SETON HALL will visit St.
Francis of Loretto, Pa., Jan.
11 and return to South Orange
for a clash with St. Joseph's of
Philadelphia. Jan. 15.
St. Peter's, which was
scheduled to visit Kings Col-
lege at Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Jan.
8, will be playing LeMoyne
without the services of Tim
Kehoe, the team's top scorer
with a 21.7 point average. He
may be available for the Pea-
cocks' game with Niagara.
In St. Francis and St.
Joseph's, Seton Hall faces two
teams which are capable o(
extending the Pirates’ losing
slide which had reached three
games before a contest with
Fairfield Jan. 8.
WITH BACK-TO-BACK loss-
es in a holiday tournament
fresh in their minds and their
ace scorer, Kchoc, out of the
lineup, the St. Peter’s five had
an uphill climb in its plan to
beat Seton Hall for the first
time since the 1958-59 season.
The scrappy Poacocka out-
hustled their rivals to a 77-77
score at the end of regulation
play, 87-87 after one overtime
and finally a 94-93 victory to
the appreciative rooting of a
iargly partisan crowd of 3,800
persons.
Bill Singer, who had 27
points and combined with Joe
Bonner and Joe Rcpka to lead
the Peacocks' rebounding
corps, was the game’s overall
hero and he received a most
valuable player award.
BI TANARUS,IT WAS a nifty drive
by Frank Heaney and clutch
foul shooting by captain Lou
Triverio in the waning seconds
of the second overtime which
sparked St. Peter’s to its eighth
win in a- 34-game series with
the Pirates.
The first two times Nick
Workman faced St. Peter's,
the Peacocks employed a box-
and one defense in an effort to
stop the Pirate point-maker.
He set a school record two
years ago with 49 points and
hit 32 last year.
So, St. Peter's dropped the
special defense and concen-
trated on stopping the entire
Pirate team instead of just
Workman. Nick equalled his
season high with 34 points, hut
no other Pirate reached higher
than Sunny Sunkctt's 13.
TWO FOR LOU - St. Peter's 100 Triverio tosses in a two-
pointer which helped the Peacocks to a 94-93, double-
overtime upset of Solon Hall University Jon. 4. Preparing
for a rebound are Peacock's Joe Bonner (14) and Bill
Singer (34) and Pirates Sonny Sunkett (25). Tony Cuccolo
(31) and Richie Doc (13).
Corsetto Builds
Scoring Margin
NEWARK—A 38-point scor-
ing effort Jan. 6 boosted Rich
Corsetto of St. Bonavcnture in-
to a solid lead in the Individ-
ual scoring race among North
Jersey Catholic school cagers.
Corsetto, the defending
champion, hiked his average
to 27.3 points per game while
Bill Langhcld of Seton Hall—-
the early leader—slipped to
second with a 23.4 mark.
Ricki Brower of St. Michael's
(JC), who shares the one-
game high with JCorsctto off
an earlier 38-point outing,
dropped to a 23 0 average,
lie was limited to seven points
in his most-recent game.
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Crucial Cage Games May Determine Parochial B Leader
NEWARK The role of (op
contender in the Parochial
B ranks may become crystal
clear as the result of two
Karnes which highlight the
North Jersey Catholic scholas-
tic basketball calendar this
week.
St. Aloysius, which might
have a slight edge in that de-
partment and is the holder of
the number three rank in The
Advocate’* top 10, will have
to prove its right to those
spots when it entertains lm-
maculate Conception Jan. 10.
THE IJONS, who are fifth
In the top 10, will in turn oe
challenged at home Jan. 12
by Our Lady of the Valley,
which enjoys a seventh rating.
The Aloysians raised their
record to 6-1 against St.
Mary's (JC), making their six
the longest victory skein in the
area. However, both St. Pe-
ter's Prep the top 10 leader
—and St. Patrick's held the
edge in overall record 7-t.
The Celts, incidentally, won
si* in a row before they and
second-rated Setoo Hall be-
came the last North Jersey
Catholic clubs to taste defeat
Jan. 3. New Providence burst
the St. Patrick's bubble, 61-
41. and high-riding Central
spilled the Pony Pirates, 54-
47. after three consecutive
triumphs.
ANOTHER STREAKING
team which gained entry into
the Parochial B hassle is St.
Mary's (E). After losing three
straight, the Hilltoppers re-
bounded for four straight wins,
including a one-point decision
against Immaculate Concep-
tion Jan. 3.
Bergen Catholic, which Is in
fourth place waiting for one of
the first three to stumble,
ran its victory string to four
with a big win against Essex
Catholic, 57-46, Jan. 3. The
Crusaders, who arc solid fav-
oritos to recapture the Tri-
County Catholic Conference
cage honors, will begin their
league agenda at home with
Don Bosco Jan. 10.
Sixth-place Marist stopped
St Mary's (JC) Jan. 3 to raise
its record to 4-2 the only
Hoyal Knight defeats have
come at the hands of a power-
ful St. Mary's of Manhassct.
Lt . team The Knights have
an opportunity to gain ground
In a game with St. Aloysius
Jan 15
DEI.BARTON HAD to go to
overtime to »t.*p and upset bid
by Morris Catholic The tri-
umph brought the Green Wave
to a 4 1 record and kept it
among the leaders.
- The other member of the
first 10, Essex Catholic, re-
covered from its loss to Ber-
gen Catholic to defeat All
Hallows, 72-63. and preserve
its rating.
In the Big Eight Confer-
ence. Immaculate Conception
increased its division record (o
4-0 with a 60-55 victory against
DcPaul. Our Lady of the Val-
ley commands the other divi-
sion with a 3D standard after
an 82-56 rout of St. Luke’s.
ST. JOSEPH'S and St.
John's, which share the Pat-
erson Catholic Conference lead
with 10 apiece, will meet to
decide the early leadership at
the latter'* court Jan. 9. Don
Bosco Tech, one of the fav-
orites, will move into action
Jan. 12 at home with St.
Mary's
St. Mary'* (JC) and St. Mi-
chael's (JC), the teams which
should struggle for the first
Hudson County Catholic Con-
ference crown, will be after
their second and first league
victories, respectively, Jan.
10. The Gaels will visit SL
Cecilia's (K) and the Michael-
tans will be at St. Anthony’s.
Wide Open Battle Promised for NJCTC Relays
NEWARK A wide open
battle among Essex Catholic,
Bergen Catholic and Roselle
Catholic, as well as Seton
Hall, should develop in the
seventh annual New- Jersey
Catholic Track Conference in-
door relay championships Jan.
It at'the Newark Armory.
Results of the two develop-
ment relay meets held In
free ring weather over the hol-
idays gave no clue as to the
possible winner of the title
now held by Essex Catholic.
The Eagles, though, are load-
ed with talent and it will take
a lot to beat them.
ESSEX CATHOLIC will be
able to make strong bids for
at least two individual races,
the 880-yard relay and the
two mile relay, with enough
talent left over to probably
score In the distance medley.
With only 64 points to be di-
vided among some 20 entries,
it won't take much more than
two victories to turn the trick.
Bergen Catholic, which lost
this meet last year, but then
won everything else (or the
rt 't of the indoor and outdoor
seasons, has even more depth
than Essex Catholic, but will
have to win at least one race
—most likely the mile—to
have a chance. The Crusaders
can field two good sprint
teams and a capable team in
the two-mile relay. <
Seton Hall showed a strong
two mile club in a meet at its
trcck Jan 4. one that will
give Essex Calholig plenty of
competition when the schools
move bark to the big New
York meets Jan 18. But the
Piiatcs may be caught short
In some o( the other races,
particularly If cross-country
star Tim McLoone joins Es-
sex' Don Hobbs on the side-
lines. The Eagles can afford
the loss, the Pirates can't.
ROSELLE CATHOLIC has
more runners than anyone and
wilt be able to muster two
teams tor most of the races.
But the tjons have jto likely
individual winners. They
should, however, end Essex
Catholic's long reign m fresh-
man competition
The individual race favorites
then, will Oe Marist m the
Moyard relay, with Essex
right behind. Bergen Catholic
tn the n.de relay, with Chris-
tian Brother* second choice;
Eisex Catholic in the two-
mile relay, with Seton Halt
second, and CBA In the dis-
tance medtey with Essex
again secomt
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At Boston Meet
Bucs Offer Twin Threat
BOSTON - Seton Hall Uni-
versity'a two-mile relay team,
national AAU and IC4-A cham-
pion last season, will open its
1964 campaign st the Boston
K. of C. meet here Jan. 11.
Rival club* are going to think
they're seeUng double.
George Germann. who an-
chored the Pirates through the
1963 campaign, will be joined
by his twin brother. Herb, who
will run the Icadoti leg. Cap-
tain Kevin Hennessey and
sophomore Bruce Andrews will
complete the lineup
COACH JOHNNY Gibson
(eels his boys can break 7:40
in this initial effort. The com-
petitles will probably be pro-
vided by Georgetown, which
could have two North Jersey
products Ed Schmitt of Don
Boaco and Steve Bercik of St.
Benedict'! in its lineup,
and Vitlanova. Georgetown was
Scion Hall * hex team last sea-
son m the major invitation
meets.
In a workout at the chilly,
windy Seton Hall athletic field
Jan 4. the Pirate* ran between
1:50.3 (Andrews) and 3 03
(Hennessey).
Seton Hall will also have
entered at Boston a one-mile
team o! Tom Tushingbam, Bil-
ly Weikel. Ernie Tolenlino and
Bob Dowd. Tushmgham ami
Tolenlino are the reservui for
the twomlle team and hope
to Impress Gibson with their
work in the shorter race.
THERE WILL BE many
other North Jersey athletes at
Boston, led by Boston College's
Bob GUvey of Jersey City who
will be running in a special
for New England collegians
Yillanova list* A1 Adams of
Jersey City and Dave Hyland
of Colonia, Fordham has
former Seton Hall stars Bob
Dyke and Alex Frankel anil
former St. Peter's ace Frank
Koch, to nsme a few.
Both Koch and Dyke earned
medals In the metropolitan
junior AAU championships at
the 168th St. Armory Jan. 4.
Koch was third nt the 60 yard
dash and Dyke ran a leg on
Kordham’i winning twomlle
relay team.
Manhattan freshman Paul
Drew of St. Benedict’s and
Gearge Sheehan of CBA. who
will be busy against the Array
Plebes Jan. 11, were silver
medalists u> the same event.
Drew was beaten by Ray her-
nitsky of Jersey City State
tn the 60-yard high hurdles and
Sheehan ran 14:34 6 In the
three-mile run.
sports spot
Mass for 'Mo'
by ed woodward
Maurice Stokes, the former
Cincinnati Royal pro basket-
ball star, attended his first
Mass as a Catholic recently,
although he had been baptized
si>: years ago shortly after be-
ing stricken by a form of en-
cephalitis.
He was wheeled from his
hca at Christ Hospital in Cin-
cinnati, where ho has spent
those six years battling paral-
ysis, to a nearby solarium
where Rev. Gerald Niklas oi
Holy Name Church set up a
temporary altar and offered
Mass.
Jack Twyman. “Big Mo’s”
fermer teammate and now le-
gal guardian and true friend
in need, served as acolyte.
ANOTHER CLOSE friend of
Stokes is Richie Regan, who
coaches Seton Hall Univer-
sity's cagers. It was Regan,
Stokes' roommate, who was
responsible for having the
stricken athlete baptized.
Stokes was stricken in a
plane in which the Royals
were returning from a game
in Detroit.
"I was in the hospital at 4
o clock in the morning with
Mo and Dick Ricketts,” Rich-
ie recalled this week, “and I
told Ricketts that I didn't
think Mo was going to live."
“When we lived together, we
talked a lot about Catholi-
cism," the Pirate coach con-
tinued, “so 1 decided that I
would baptize him. I went in-
to the hall to meditate about
it for a few moments and a
priest came along.
"I explained the situation
to the priest and asked him
to baptize Mo and he did. 1
was going to uo it myself, but
the priest came along. It was
providential. It was an act of
God."
"lIE WAS ONE of my clos-
est friends at CmcinnaU,"
Ktgan explained. "We shared
a room while my wife was
back here getting our home
act up. He used to go to
church with me in CincinnaU
and when we went on the
road."
"He was considering com-
ing to live in New Jersey,”
Regan added. "He had an
aunt who lived in Montclair
ami he spent quite a bit of
time here. He stayed with my
wife and me for awhile."
Regan, who with his wife
war godfather and godmother
to former Seton Hall All-
American Walt Dukes when
he was converted to Catholi-
cism, sees Stokes whonover-he
goes to the midwest. “1 saw
him last Easter," Richie said.
"And I receive cards from
him.”
DURING HIS TIME at the
hospital, Stoxcs has become
Iricndly with Father Niklas,
whose duties included visit-
ing Catholic patients at the
hospital, which is Methodist
affiliated.
The priest obtained special
permission from the archdio-
cesan chancery office to offer
Mass for Stokes, whose strug-
gle against the crippling ef-
fects of the disease have won
him as much fame as his All-
America basketball career.
Equally famous is Twyman's
friendship. Like Twyman. who
starred at Uie University of
Cincinnati before joining Hie
Royals, Stokes is from Pitts-
burgh. He attended St. Fran-
cij College of Loretto, Pa.,
where he first became interst*
ed in the church. ,j -
AFTER STOKES was hos-
pitalized, Rev. John Campbell,
fozmer principal of De Por-
res High School, began visit-
ing Stokes to give him formal
instructions in the Catholic
faith.
He had rmet Stokes when
the big pro had come to De
Porrcs to speak to, the stu-
dents.
Stokes has been receiving
Holy Communion weekly at
the hospital for some years.
He did so at his first Mass.
When Father Niklas receiv-
ed permission for the Mass,
Msgr. Henry J, ■ Vogelpohl,
the chancellor, wrote a post-
script which said: "Get Twy-
man to serve.”
The Top Ten
(Includes games Jan. 6)
St. Peter’s Prep 7-1
Seton Hall 4-j
St. Aloysius V 6-1
Bergen Catholic
......... g.j
Immaculate 6-2
Marist
... 4-2
O. L. Valley ! 5.1
Drlbarton 4.1
Essex Catholic 3.3
St. Mary's (E) 4-3
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Annuity Plan Offers
Ideal Mission Aid
Scriptures condemn the man
who makes no provisions for
tomorrow. But security must
never be purchased at the
cost of eternal salvation.
If you would like to be as-
sured of an income while you
live and at your death have it
go to God's poor through the
Vicar of Christ, you can do
so by taking out an annuity
with the Society for the Pro-
pagation of the Faith.
The income is yours during
life. You will receive pay-
ments and be protected by in-
surance laws of New York
State, where the society is in-
corporated. Then, at your
death, the Holy Father's own
society transfers the capital to
him and he uses it to aid the
poor of the missions.
House Available;
Funds Are Not
There is a house in the town
of Peralta in the Dominican
Republic. Poralto is a mission
to the parish of the Scanboro
Missionaries in Azua, but it Is
large enough to be a parish
by itself. There is a church
in the town, but no house for
a resident priest.
The house is right next to
the Peralta church, and Fa-
ther McNabb in Azua would
like to buy it. The owner
wants to sell it and it is worth
the price asked. But there's a
holdup.
The owner wants $4,000. Fa-
ther McNabb has only $1,300.
Can you help him?
Mission Appeal
At St. John’s
Bishop Stanton will make
an appeal on behalf of the
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith on Jan. 12 at
St. John the Apostle Church,
Clark, Msgr. Thomas F.
Mulvaney, pastor.
Bishop Stanton thanks
Msgr. Mulvaney and other
pastors of the archdiocese
for making these appeals
possible.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davis
31 Mulberry St., Newark 2, N.J. Phone 823-8308.
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to S p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis
24 DeGrasse St., Paterson 1, N.J. Phone ARraory 4-0100
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Donations to the Society for the Propagation of the
Faith are income tax deductible.
Sixth Franciscan
Novitiate Opened
Our Lady of the Angels in
Peru is the newest of six
novitiates founded by the
Franciscan Missionaries of
Mary in Latin America.
The other five novitiates of
the Institute are located in
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Col-
ombia and Mexico. Facing a
critical hour south of the
border, the Church is particu-
larly concerned with develop-
ing solid vocations to the
priesthood.
There are now 128 novices
and postulants in the six no-
vitiates.
The Franciscan missionaries
feel that no one can afford to
remain unconcerned about
conditions in Latin America
today. That their prayers may
be fulfilled to provide a full
quota of laborers for the har-
vest fields of South America,
the Franciscan Missionaries of
Mary beg your generosity to-
ward the support of their most
recent foundation In Peru.
'Boomerang Friends'
Needed, Priest Says
A Capuchin priest. Father
Camillo, says he never tie-
lived that a boomerang thrown
by an Australian aborigine
would return to his feet. But
it did, and this is how it hap-
pened :
“1 was making my first trip
into the Australian bush coun-
try.” writes Father Camillo.
"At a large aboriginal gather-
ing I saw a huge native raise
his boomerang over his should-
er and fling it with all his
might. It soared smoothly into
space, then gradually it began
to slowly circle back to his
feet.
"What an uncanny sight to
see! It seemed as though the
native was using black magic.
“In life I have often wit-
nessed mysterious returns of
objects given away. Bread
thrown upon the waters does
come back. How often have
you given to charity and by
the mystery of God's Provi-
dence you have received a
hundredfold in health, success,
happiness!
"Wo in the missions have
many needs, and how much
lighter our work would be if
we had many boomerang
friends, willing to aim their
donation in our direction.
"Every donation made to
the missions is furthering the
progress of the Church. The
blessings of God will come
right back to you, for we
know that God will not be out-
done In generosity."
Anglican Asks
Interfaith Talks
LONDON (NC)-Discussion
of differences on Baptism and
mixed marriage could be an
"important practical step" by
Anglicans and Catholics to-
ward Christian unity, the An-
glican Archbishop of Canter-
bury said here.
"With the Church of Rome
we desire the friendship which
lies in the brotherhood of the
one Baptism and we believe
that an important practical
step will be to discuss togeth-
er those matters concerning
Baptism and mixed marriages
where there is injury and
trouble with our Free Church
neighbors (non-Anglican Prot-
estants) with whom we have
so many ties," said Archbish-
op Arthur Michael Ramsey.
"We seek a unity which
must mean on our part a real
humility in receiving from
them, as well as our own ad-
herence to what we have re-
ceived down the ages." the
prelate said.
Atheism Study
In E. Germany
BERLIN (NC)— In a move to
counter rising attendance In
churches, the Communist gov-
ernment of East Germany Is
setting up a center for a study
of atheism from a ‘ '->ntiflc"
standpoint.
This move by the Commu-
nist Party la taken as an ad-
mission that atheism has
made little headway in East
Germany, despite heavy dis-
crimination against churches.
Articles in the press indicate
that even party members have
accepted atheism in only a few
cases.
Research Into the "atheistic
character of our world out-
look” is to be undertaken with
support of the physical sci-
ences faculty of the University
of Jena.
Japanese Bishop Asks for Aid
In Building a New School
PATERSON Bishop John
Ito of Niigata, Japan, a dio-
cese with 6.000 Catholics in a
total population of five million,
was at the Chancery Office
last week to visit Bishop Na-
vagh and enlist aid for build-
ing a school in Niigata.
According to Bishop Ito,
Catholic education is much
sought after by Japanese par-
ents, both for the moral
training it gives and the op-
portunity it presents to learn
English from American teach-
ers.
RISHOP ITO has obtained
the services of the Sisters of
Notre Dame de Namur to
teach in the school, which will
he the first in the See city.
There is only one Catholic
school in the diocese at this
time.
The city has provided a tract
of land for the school and
would like the diocese to build
a high school and junior col-
lege as well as an elementary
school. The total cost would be
$400,000.
The Bishop said his biggest
need now is for prayers and
help. Contributions may be
sent to the Propagation of the
Faith Office, 24 DeGrasse St.,
here.
Bishop Ito said the main dif-
ficulty in his diocese, which
lies in the extreme western
part of Japan and was erected
in 1962, is that it is farming
area and the farmers tend to
he conservative about change.
However Niigata itself Is an
industrial city —one of the 10
most important cities in the
country. It is marked for im-
provement and expansion to
a city of one million people.
TWO GREAT consolations in
the Japanese Church, he said,
are the number of young peo-
ple entering religious life and
the new permission to use the
vernacular. His diocese has
only eight Japanese priests,
but eight candidates are in
the seminary.
The Bishop said .Latin has
always been a particular dif-
ficulty in Oriental countries.
JAPANESE VISITOR - Bishop John Ito of Niigata, Japan, visited the Paterson Chancery
Office last week and is greeted above by Bishop Navagh and Msgr. Frank J. Rodimer,
assistant chancellor, with whom he attended Catholic University. Bishop Ito is visiting
various dioceses in this country in an appeal for funds to assist him in his work in Japan.
Bishop Donates
Mass Vestments
SPENCER, Mass. (NC)
Five sets of Mass vestments
designed for the new Air
Force Academy chapel at Colo-
rado Springs, Colo., have been
completed by Trappist monks
at St. Joseph's Abbey here.
The vestments are a gift
from Bishop John J. Wright of
Pittsburgh.
Latin American Aid
Topic of Meetings
CHICAGO (NC) - Plans
for recruiting 200 laymen for
urgent projects in Latin Amer-
ica will be mapped at the first
national council of the Papal
Volunteers for Latin America,
Jan. 22-23.
The PAVLA meeting will
immediately follow the first
annual conference of the Cath-
olic Inter-American Cooper-
ation Program (CICOP),
which will bring together lead-
ing U.S. and Latin clergy and
laymen for discussions on fur-
thering cooperation among
Catholics of the western hemi-
sphere.
The CICOP conference will
be held Jan. 19-21.
PAPAL VOLUNTEERS tor
Latin America are skilled lay-
men and women who cooper-
ate with local leaders in Latin
countries in dealing with so-
cial, economic and religious
problems.
Theme of the council will be
"PAVLA A Response to the
Church's call.” The meeting
will be opened by Albert Car-
dinal Meyer of Chicago. Bish-
op Ernest J. Primcau of Man-
chester, N.H.. chairman of
the subcommittee for lay vol-
unteers of the U.S. Bishops'
Committee for Latin America,
will deliver closing remarks.
Speakers at the CICOP meet-
ing will include Richard Car-
dinal Cushing of Boston, Arch-
bishop Paul J. Hallinan of
Atlanta; Archbishop Miguel
Dario Miranda of Mexico City,
Auxiliary Bishop Mark G.
McGrath, C.S.C., of Panama,
and Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey
of Minnesota.
Ordained at 72
DUBLIN (NC) - Arthur Cox,
an attorney for 46 years, was
ordained to the priesthood here
at age 72 by Archbishop John
C. McQuaid of Dublin.
Father Cox retired from his
legal practice two years ago
to study for the priesthood.
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SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
READING CENTER
PATERSON
PURPOSE
To provide extra help and special instruction for students
who have reading problems and those who desire to
improve their reading ability.
PLACE
151 Ellison Street, Paterson, New Jersey
SEMESTER
February 1964 June 1964
★ APPLY EARLY ★
Enrollment Limited
SCHEDULE
Pupils will be scheduled for one hour on Saturday
morning between 9:00 and 12:00.
GRADE LEVELS OF CHILDREN
Grade 2 through College
BASIS FOR ADMISSION
1. Interview with child ond parent
2*. Evaluation of reoding ability 1
3. Psychologcial evaluation
GROUP INSTRUCTION
On the basis of anticipated needs, pupils will be placed
In groups of 3,4, or 5 students who have similar dlffl-
eultlee ond who will profit by working together.
STAFF
Director, psychologist, and trained reading specialist*
APPLICATIONS
Write ton
MRS. MARGARET O. MURPHY, Director
Reading Center Seton Hall University
151 Ellison Street Paterson, New Jersey
Telephone LA 5-3425
*
MAKE YOUR MONEY WORK FOR YOU
Invest it wisely and securely through our
LIFE INCOME MISSION CONTRACT
(AN ANNUITY)
and you will receive
A high rata of infaratt
*
* according to your ago.
An atturad dependable income
at long at you Bvo.
A remembrance in tha preyen and Maim of our
S-V.O. mmionerat throughout tha world.
NO LOSS NO WORRY NO CARE
Information held i
strict cenlideue.
WRITE
TODAY TO
Sand me information on your Ufa incoma Mruton Contract
to
Namo "Ago.
Addratt.
City .Zona Stela.
REV. FATHER RALPH,S/V.D. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITIES
316 N. MICHIGAN CHICAGO 1
HOLY LAND: OUTSIDE HELP?
This Icllcc arrives from the Holy Land Just u the Pope hi
scheduled to vtolt titers on s pilgrimage . . . BISHOP ACU-
CIIAER. la LEBANON, writes shout
DAVK MIMAS, a village rooted la
history and the land. DAYR MI-
MAS la on the border of “no man'a
land." out off from the Sea of Gali-
lee (about 20 miles to the south I by
the fortified Israeli border . . . The
pariah rhureh la DAYR MIMAS la
the center of villate life. Demoted
by earthquake years ago, H fat now
dreadfully unsafe. Besides. H Is
much 100 small
. .
. "roe an ade-
T*v Hah Fsbtr'i Mu mom Aid quale church we roust have outside
lot »hr Oritmtal Cbottk help." writes BISHOP ACH-CHAF.R.
“Will you please ask someone to help us?" ... We pass on this
appeal to you. Like you. we cannot Itnore the needs of the poor
who want to pray ... Will you help? To repair and eutarte the
church will cool S2.SM altotetber. $l. *5. ll*. *5O, *lOO. wiß
boy buildlnt-atapplirs. rent builder's equipment, pay for a hun-
dred necessary things.—W»H bo looktnc for your letter.
F
PALESTINE
In tome dioceses marriato Jubtlarlans meet In the cathedral
or Uteir pariah churches on the Feast of the Holy Family for a
special blessing. It’s a lovely custom ... We ask you. at such
a time, to remember ihe famlliea of PALESTINE REFUGEES,
■till unsettled In the Middle East ... A *lO FOOD PACKAGE
helps ua feed a family for a month. A *3 BLANKET will moon
warmth and comfort to a Bedouin.
MATARIA. ala miles from CAIRO. Is sold to bo the Town
where the Holy Family rested on the night Into Egypt. Both
Coptic Christians and Moslems point owt trees they tnatat date
from that visit. The Moslems believe the trees must bo tended
by Christians slonr. else tbs trees will die . . . The work of
carrying Christ's message I# the Holy I .and depends so much
so fostering vocations. Ws have the names of many arm Ins
rlan* Uke JOSEPH BCAI.IA and Slaters-to-be like SISTER
ROSE MARTIN who need help In Uteir seminarian and eoe-
vsnt training. The cool la *IH a roar for si* yours far Mas
seminarian and *154 for two years for Urn Stater to-be.
MASS STIPENDS
Thom are often the sols dally support for the priests In the
Near and Middle East. Wa ask your continued remembrance
of them.
ST. AUGUSTINE
When God sends • problem. He sends the answer ahead of
time. O. K. Cheateriau explained Providence In another dm
lightful way. Ooe day ou an English aeocoaet. ho saw a scene
he wished to draw. He had paper but no pencil or crayon. Then
ho real lard bo waa standing an ooe of England's great chalk
eUffa
. . . Our priewta In IS countries need the help ef provi-
dence. They are conn ' I yon will he there first to help them.
Taor STRINGI.ESS O’ S enable ne In gtvo Immediate help
KINDLY REMEMBER TUR CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WRL-
PARE ASSOCIATION IN TOUR WILL THANKS.
CHr
Uml*
CATHOLIC NIAt lAST WHFARI ASSOCIATION
I 400 Lexington Avo. of 44th St. Now York 17, N. Y.
il2ear'£astCPissionsimi
HANOS CARttNAI SMILMAM. President
Mapr- Any* I. I you. Mart Sos'y
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
IPIND A WEEKEND WITH COD
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
Conducted by ihi monks of
Saint Paul's /bbty
Jsn 14 to 24 Husband and
Wlft Rarest
Jan. II to 20 Man's Ratraat
Please mako reservations early
Write for Information to
DIRECTOR OP RETRBATS
Q•‘••can of Peace Ratraat House
If. Paul's Abbey, Nawton. N.J.
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS WY 1-2266-47
129-341 Ridg. Rood (Oppoiit. Holy Cron) No. Arlington
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
Reason* why Albert H. Hopper k the larg.it
manufacturer of Memorial* In New Jertey
• We pate on to our customer* a
•aving of up to SON by telling
direct to the purchaser.
• All work it done by local stone*
cutter* A carver* here at our
plant, auuring you of immedi-
ate delivery.
• You can impact the memorial
hero at work progrottot.
• Wo have at our plant a large
iteck of raw material, enabling
ut te complete your choice on
thort notice.
InTime of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful and understandingservice is in accord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
BERGEN COUNTY
HUNT FUNERAL HOME
1601 PALISADE AVE.
FORT LEE, N. J.
JAMES A. HUNT
Director
Wlndtor 4-1202
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEbtter 9 0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
ATIot 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD . BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY ft SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD. N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK, N.J.
HUbbard 7-1010
ESSEX COUNTY
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
TOl UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE. N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
FRANK McGIE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAY,
Director
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. NJ.
PI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
GRACE MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N. J.
ORange 2-2414
L V. MUHIN « SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
Ea*t Orange, N. J,
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Huelienbeck
Director
EStex 2-1600 -
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
GEORGE AHR ft SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
EStex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
EStex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
EStex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3-6348
HUDSON COUNTY
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. ft. HUDSON BIVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNIon 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC
2200 HUDSON BIVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
UNIon 7-1000
james a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
WILLIAM SCHLEMM. INC.
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
MANAGER
HEnderton 4-0411
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
Oldfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
BUNNEU FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jertey City, N. J.
Charlet A. Steveni,
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
LAWRENCE G. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST.
(at Bergen Square)
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
SW 8-8114
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-6767
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tplc.
Pompfon Plaint, N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRetcott 7-0141
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON. N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
OORMLIY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRetcott 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRetcott 7-3002
UNION COUNTY
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elisabeth 2-1413
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1053 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elisabeth 2-6664
The Advocate, MArket 4-0700
SEMINARIANS' PARTY - Bishop Navagh played host to
seminarians from the Diocese of Paterson at a Christmas
party Dec. 30 at DePaul High School, Wayne. With him,
above, as he greets the men is Msgr. John P. McHugh,
director of vocations for the Diocese of Paterson. Later,
the Bishop presented a gift to each of the seminarians.
Halecki Wins
History Award
PHILADELPHIA (NC>—
Historian Oscar Halccki has
received the 1963 John Gil-
mary Shea Priie of the Ameri-
can Catholic Historical Associ-
ation for his book "The Mil-
lenium of Europe.” He is a
visiting professor of history at
U.C.L.A.
The prize, given annually for
an outstanding historical work
published in the preceding
year by a Catholic historian,
was presented at the 44th an-
nual meeting of Catholic his-
torical group.
Vincent P. De Santis, head
of the history department at
Notre Dame University, was
elected president.
[?] Installation
For New Fraternity
SOUTH ORANGE - Solon
Hall University will hold for-
mal installation ceremonies
Jan. 11 at 5:30 p.m. in the
Bishop Dougherty Student Cen-
ter for the establishment of
the first New Jersey chapter
of Alpha Epsilon Delta, the
national honor pre-medical
fraternity. e
Pray for Them
Father Weigel, Theologian, Dies
NEW YORK (RNS) - Rev.
Gustave Weigel, S.J., theolo-
gian and ecumenical leader,
died here suddenly while pre-
paring for a meeting with the
Jesuit editors of America, na-
tional Catholic weekly. He
would have been 58 Jan. 15.
The theologian, whose writ-
ings and lectures and ap-
proaches to Christian unity
had won the praise of Protes-
tants, recently returned from
the second session of the Sec-
ond Vatican Council. He was
a member of the Vatican Sec-
retariat for Promoting Chris-
tian Unity headed by Augus-
tin Cardinal Bea. He had also
assisted in the press briefings
arranged by the U.S. hier-
archy for American journal-
ists covering the council.
HIS CONTACTS and rela-
tionships with , Protestant,
Orthodox ar ’ Jewish leaders
were freq and friendly.
Long befoi a Vatican had
begun to ass.gn official ob-
servers to conferences of non-
Catholic communions and
agencies. Father Weigel
had attended such sessions
usually listed as "an unofficial
observer” or as a "religious
journalist.”
Since 1949, Father Weigel’s
primary assignment was that
of professor of ecclesiology at
Woodstock (Md.) College;
before that, he had served 12
years as, successively, a pro-
fessor and dean of theology at
the
~
*holic University of
a
he was a co-author of an
outstanding ecumenical book,
"An American Dialogue,”
written with Dr. Robert Mc-
Afee Brown. It won a Nation-
al Brotherhood Award from
the National Conference ol
Christians and Jews in 1961.
Father Weigel’s contribu-
tions to theology and to ecu-
menism were recognized by
Yale University in June. 1962,
when he received a Doctorate
of Divinity.
Father Weigel was born in
Buffalo, N.Y.. Jan. 15, 1906.
He was educated at Woodstock
College and the Pontifical
Gregorian University in Rome
and was ordained in 1931.
Sistep Mary Hubert
CALDWELL Sister Mary
Hubert Gantly, 0.P., a former
teacher in both grammar and
high schools of the Newark
Archdiocese, died Dec. 31 at
the Infirmary of the Sisters of
St. Dominic here. A Solemn
Requiem Mass was offered in
the infirmary chapel Jan. 4.
Born in Jersey City, Sister
Mary Hubert was a teacher ill
the public schools there before
entering the Sisters of St.
Dominic of Caldwell in 1924.
She received her habit the fol-
lowing year aAd was professed
in 1926.
She taught grammar school
at St. Acdan's, Jersey City; St.
Mary’s, Rutherford, and Our
Lady of Sorrows. Garfield, and
high school at Mt. St. Dominic
Academy here and St. Dominic
Academy. Jersey City. She al-
so served as superior and prin-
cipal at St. Joseph’s, Union
City, from 1948 to 1954.
Surviving arc three sisters,
Mrs. Elizabeth Muilin, Mrs.
Gertrude Coyle and Loretta
Gantly, of Jersey City, as well
as several nephews and nieces,
including Rev. Lawrence Mul-
lin, C.P., in the Philippine
islands.
Sr. Theresa Cruilele
MORRISTOWN Sister
Theresa Crudele. M.P.F., of
the Pontifical Institute of the
Religious Teachers Filippini
died Dec. 27 at Villa Walsh
after a long illness. A Solemn
Requiem Mass was offered at
the St. Lucy Filippini Chapel
Dec. 30.
A native of Fall River,
Mass., Sister Theresa joined
the institute in 1932 and made
her profession in 1934. She
taught in elementary schools
in New Jersey and Connecti-
cut.
Sister Marie Isabel
CONVENT Sister Marie
Isabel Montgomery, assistant
professor of art* at St. Eliza-
beth's College, died Jan. 4 at
the convent here. A Solemn
Requiem Mass was offered
Jan. 8 in Holy Family Chapel.
Born in Roxbury, Mass., Sis-
ter Marie Isabel taught in the
Boston public schools before
entering the Sisters of Charity
of St. Elizabeth in 1920. Fol-
lowing novitiate, she taught at
Sacred Heart School, Bloom-
field. St. Michael’s High
School, Jersey City, and St,
Cecilia’* High School. Kearny,
before coming to the college
in 1952.
Sister Marie Isabel received
her bachelor's degree in art
from Rutgers and her master's
degree from New York Uni-
versity. She was a member of
several professional societies.
Survivors Include her sister,
Mrs. Abram F. Rogers of Buz-
zard’s Bay, Mass., and her
brother, Frank Montgomery of
Egypt, Mass.
'
Mother Mary Angela
RINGWOOD Mother Msry
Angela Clara Peace of the
Capuchin Sisters of the Infant
Jesus died Dec. 30 at ML St.
Francis Convent here after a
long illness.
A native of Italy, Mother
Mary Angela came to this
country as a child. She had
been stationed in Clarksburg,
W. Va„ for 53 year* before
coming here Ur 1953.
A Solemn Requiem Mass was
offered Jan. 2 at the convent
chapel. There are no im-
mediate lurvivor*.
Other Death*
. ..
Joseph Schamas, of Jersey
City, father of Rev. John J,
Scharnus. pastor of St. Ann's
Lithuanian Church, Jersey
City, died Dec. 30.
Elizabeth I.cary, 29, of Cald-
well, sister of Rev. Jerome C.
Leary of St. Rose of Lima,
Bclmar, died Dec. 30.
Mrs. John I). Flynn, 95, of
Montgomery, Ala., formerly of
Elizabeth, mother of Rev.
Theodore L. Flynn, pastor of
St. Mary's, Pensacola, Fla.,
Mother Flynn of the Sisters
of Our Lady of Cenacle, Lan-
tana, Fla., Sister Marian and
Sister Jean Vincent of the
Sisters of Charity of St. Eliza-
beth, died Dec. 31 at home.
Michael J. Donnelly, 77, of
Hoboken, father of Sister Per-
petua, S.S.P., died Jan. 1 at
home.
Bishop Karel Calewart of
Ghent, 70, a member of the
Vatican Council’s liturgical
commission, died Dec. 27 In
his See city.
Rev. James A. I,inchan.
C.S.P., 69, of St. Paul the
Apostle Church, New York
City, formerly assigned at the
Paulist novitiate in Oak Ridge,
died Jan. 5 in New York.
Thomas J. Davis of Jersey
City, uncle of Rev. Joseph M.
Quinlan of St. Patrick’s Pro-
Cathedral, - Newark, and of
Rev. Stephen P. Lynch of Se-
toii Hall University, and cou-
sin of Rev. John P. lfoiian of
Annunciation, Paramus, died
Jan. 5 at the Jersey City
Medical Center.
John K. Dorr of Lakewood,
brother of Sister Mary Domi-
nie, 0.P., of the Dominican
Sisters of the Perpetual Ros-
ary, Union City, and uncle of
Sister Joseph Dorothea, S.S.J.,
of St. Carthage Convent, Phil-
adelphia, died Jan. 4.
Rev. Edward A. Wnen-
schel, C.SS.R., 65, authority on
the Holy Shroud of Turin,
died Jan. 6 in Rome.
William J. Doherty, 74, of
Passaic, past president of the
Passaic County Holy Name
Federation and a trustee of
St. Nicholas Church, died Jan.
3 at St. Mary’s Hospital, Pas-
saic.
Mrs. William J. Plant, 60,
of Ridgewood, an organizer of
the Ladies of Charity and the
St. Albans Charity Society of
New York City, died Jan. 5
at Valley Hospital, Ridgewood.
In your prayers alto remem-
her these, your deceased
Priests :
Netcark
...
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Jbscph F,
Dolan, Jan. 12, 1959
Rev. Benevcntus Rudolph,
0.F.M., Jan. 12, 1960
Rev. Michael J. Conley, C.*
SS.R , Jan. 12, 1961
Rev. Joseph Rolando, Jan. 13,
1907
Rev. William J. Caffrey. Jan.
13, 1939
Rev. Richard E. Studer.',
0.5.8., Jan. 13, 1958
Rev. Robert Stitt, S M.A., Jan.
13, 1960
Rev. Jerome Reicbwein, 0..
Carm., Jan. 14, 1936
Rev. Cronan Flynn, C.P., Jan.'
14. 1961
Rev. Vincent Sansone, Jan.l
16, 1929
Rev. Theophane Leary,'
0.F.M., Jan. 17, 1954
Paterson
...
Rev. Didacus Roberto, Jan.
13, 1951
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Carmel J.*
Scanlan, Jan. 15, 1952
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Peter T.*
Werne. Jan. 15. 1951
Rev. Damien A. Wenzel,
0.F.M., Jan. 16, 1962
Father Endler
Dies in Texas
COLUMBUS. Tex Rev.
Placidus Endler, 81, who spent
42 years in the Texas mis-
sions, died here Dec. 31, more
than 50 years after doctor*
had told him that he had only
a few weeks to live.
Father Endler was the first
of three members of his im-
mediate family to enter the
priesthood his twin brothers
Julian and John, both
deceased, were Pasaionists. He
himself was ordained a Pas-
sioniat in 1910, two years
ahead of time so that he
could "die as a priest."
Following ordination, Father
Endler was sent to a san-
itarium in New Mexico. His
health improved and he began
to assist in Texas parishes.
He was later incardinated in
the San Antonio Diocese when
it became evident that the
southwest climate played a
large part in bringing about
his recovery.
DURING HIS years in the
missions. Father Endler built
one chapel with his own hands,
assisted by some local farm-
ers.
He helped support him-
self through the sale of land-
scape paintings Eventually,
ho settled here, helpingout at
St. Anthony’s parish even aft-
er he retired from active
work.
Father Endler had been
born in New York City, but
was brought up in Union City.
Ho studied at the Passiooist
Preparatory College in Dun-
kirk. N.Y., and tt St. Mi-
chael's Monastery.
Hla brother, Rev. Juhn End-
ler, C.P., died four years ago,
and Rev. Julian Endler C.P.,
three years ago. A sister. Sis-
ter Noehne ut the Sisters of
Charity uf St, Elizabeth, died
13 years ago. Surviving is a
•istar, llmm' C. Endler of
A Solemn Requiem Maas
wag offered foi Fattier End-
tor Jan. 3 at St, Anthony's
Church here.
FATHER ENDLER
Marxism, Automation
Compared by Bishop
CLEVELAND (NC) - Cath-
olic scientists were warned
here not to forfeit anything in
the world of faith while they
seek to use the beat of eel-
ence
Bishop John J. Wright of
Pittsburgh told the national
convention of the Atbertua
Magnus Guild an organiza-
tion of Catholics specializing
in the natural aeieneea that
without faith or with a weak-
eutd faith, the alternative is
a choice between Marxism
and the "unrelieved mentality
of automation."
BISHOP WRIGHT warned
thst both Marxism and the
automation mentality contra-
diet the Sacred Scriptures He
said;
."Both art rejected by the
spiritually sensitive end by
noue more than by devout sci-
entists. Both contain positive
elements no rational man wll!
ignore. But the religious man
will wish to supplement them
for the fttrvict of mankind
consecrate them to the glory
of God."
When we deny God and hu-
®*l Personality, ha added, the
«bo|e Lies between two forms
of materialism the ditto-
tical materialism of Marx and
the Western "biological and
technicized" materialism
Any civilization dominated
by the teachings of one 4>r the
mood of the other is bound to
prove fatal to humane coo-
cepts of spiritual freedom, he
pointed out.
Dr. Bertha
Heads Staff
t DENVILLE-Dr. Nicholas
'A. Berths of Whsrtoo, attend-
ing surgeon on the senior steff
of St. Clare's Hospital here,
has been elected president of
the medical staff.
He succeeds Dr. William F.
Costello, who had served as
president since St. Clare's
opened in 1653. A graduate of
N.Y.U., Dr. Berths reccivsd
his medical education there
and at Bellevue Hoepital Medi-
cal College.
Dr J.H. Harrington, attend-
ing obstetrician on the senior
staff, was elected vice presi-
dent and Dr. Wifflan. E.
Philip, attendingisurgeon wan
elected secretary-treasurer. •
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CLASSIFIED MARKET PLACE |
Rottt: 1 initortion 42c per lino 4 imortioni
40c per lino Minimum 3 lino*
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31 Clinton St.. Nework. N. J.
or phono MArket 4-0700. lot. 32
HELP WANTED FEMALE
HAVE OrENt.NCS rOR
FEMALE-STENO
TYPIST
SECRETARY
MALE - SALES
ENGINEERS
EXECUTIVE
“MANY OTHER*-
BURNS
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
■road A Markat MA 1 710S
NEWARK
COOK
Tot ntiary In Rlrabmk. J HWi tn r*.l
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St. Vincent's
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SELECTIVE CARE UNIT
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. . . IVVENTIfiATTMi
_
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HELP WANTED
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AUTO DEALERS NEW CARS
SPERCO MOTOR CO.
CADILLAC - OLDSMOBILE
• lAI.ES . APR VICE • PART*
(“Earl I tee RIM
m MOB HIS AVE. summit. N. 1
CADILLAC
SALES k SERVICE
CENTRAL CADILLAC INC.
Tina Selection al Lead Can
tea Cnaira! Ata Newark
Phone AAA 4-2233
BROGAN CADULAC-OLDS
Mara J*r**r'a L*rs*M CadlUaa
Dtalltbula*
Authoruad CADILLAC - olid
■ALES k mvia
«te Paaaeic A«a CUDaa. M. I.
OR ISMS
MOORE CHEVROLET
Mm# |
•ALES - SERVER . PARTS
OR USED CARS
Dial EL 4-3700
os ft Brand M EtUobaU
CHEVROLET
BARGENT MOTORS INC.
Authartaad
•ALES k SERVICE
CHEVROLETS
•AVE HUNDREDS
Ckaaaa traaa a law alatUi al
AS Medela Dr outran* Rakanadl
L & S
CHEVROLET
"OUR REPUTAttOM
is your protection"
an Manta Ata . Uatta MU am
CHEVROLET
COHVAIS - CORVETTE
KONNER CHEVROLET
"Om ml Ameitce* LaraeM
AUTO DEALERS - NEW CARS
DEMARTINI CHEVROLET
Authorised Sale* Service
CHEVROLET - CIIEW II
CORVAIR - CORVETTE
Complete Line of Good l*«ed Car*
iU Anderson A\t, Cltitude r«r»
CHRYSLER . PLYMOUTH VALIANT
TOWNE MOTORS INC.
Direct Factory Dealer
Sales - Parts Srnlrs
Used Cars Rody Shop
IS St George Are., W Unden. N J
Phone HUnfer 6*1400
ZRAICK f-CRD
PATERSON’S NEW! ST A
FRIENDLIEST FORD DEALER
Factory Authrutird
AAI.ES - SERVICE - PARTS
CanpltL Un. oI Fin. I wd Cm
MU 4-4400
Markrl SI., r.arie.
EDWARDS FORD
Authorised SALES A SERVICE
FORD CARS A TRUCKS
FALCONS - FAIRLANES
THUNDERBIRDS
At USED CARS
TE 5-3200
HAMBURC TPK. WAVNK. H. i
PATERSON
LINCOLN-MERCURY
'Tan. Enough lo Know Y on"
.Jm.il Eooujh la Sam Yn
Author tied Factory Dealer
LINCOLN . MERCURY COMET
RALES . SERVICE - PART*
AR 1-2700
Mr!*.. Rltd, P.Urio*
FLETCHER
LINCOLN • MERCL'RV CORP.
• Coatumul • Mercury . Cm
Sain k Sen It. _ P«u A Aomtrw
Sal. .Buy I'Md Cm
D FRANKLIN PL. SUMMIT. It J.
CR 7-0940
Per Th. Bert Da.l la
OLDSMOBILE
m JOYCE OLDSMoBILE
• Authorised Sale. * s.rrtc
• Guaranteed L'aed Con
PI 4-7500
ITI Glen Rids. Are. Montclair
PLYMOUTH ■ VALIANT
FULLER MOTOR CO.
Auihormd D«i«
PLYMOUTH * VALIANT
RALES A SEE VICE
**"*■"■• '*’* Uasm cap, N. j.
non 6-6300
PLYMOUTH
• CHRYSLER
VALIANT . IMPERIAL
MURPHY BROS MOTOR RALES
RALES k SERVICE
HR'S Gsaraatmd Cm Cm
Elixabsih 5-5600
MR N. Bt o*d RL KXtSMMk. K. J.
TOPPETA MOTORS INC.
VALIANTS . PLYMOUTH*
CMRYSLEER . IMPERIALS
OssiuiiM M Cm*
PARTS . SERVICE a BOOT SHOP
Dial HU 3-0015
«M Bte.mn.ld An. Kmw«
PONTIAC
Wa* Car Sate. . Settle. ■ Pans
Guaranteed Usad Cara
FUMM Rada W*,» A Bayal, Rar.tr.
TROPHY PONTIAC
Mi BYro. Car. Ml* Be Barvaaa. Hj
HE 7-4900
SMYTHE RAMBLER. INC
AatfcaauM rambler tsaaMr
»ALRS . SERVE E . PARTS
(auaraataad Laad Car*
CRsslvisw 3-4300
MS Marti. An. Haas H J.
1964 PONTIAC • TEMPES
“ *“l c ***!* A>ad»MaPm tauaadMM tMl.aey
REST ORAL IN STATE
MAXON PONTIAC
MIT R BraaS » Hi
PHONE. WA 3-6900
RAMBLER
WOLF RAMBLER INC.
•das Banka. Pan*. Mr
NOrth 7-32*
pm An itoMM. M
AUTO DEALERS - NEW CARS
RAMBLER
s** Jmtrr Sifnor*
elm auto sales
•at** naviii rABTTs
WYmon 8-7311
M «HH) K»re> Ni
C. J. DILLON INC.
A-tHvaim VOUUWACK*
nua . travtac . parts
CotUttaa M • Spatial*?
CA 6-8620
Jil DlmniitM A » . <. »««»#
VOLKSWAGEN
TAYLOR KOTOR raU3 IRC
Astbarttt*
*AI.rS
. APR Vice . LXA.MYO . PART*
Phono 489 • 1300
*“ W. ruiuk M . Maiatrt
RKRGCR COVRTY
AUTO SERVICE & REPAIRS
G. M. Tronimittlon Sorvlco
PlrnwuUv. Ford. Cfe«vrokt. Inkl. CH.i»
VKUbc. m*t» «u'o. m»
will ln«t*l> • f* built r>n gu»r i
• «MtM. I tort <|wa(M| fto
'**' KZ l»#m« | dll «rnv* t?t Ar*4 j
jSh** tv- e,v " “j
BUILDING MATERIAL
VIOLA BROS. INC.
Mm* 4 Ijumot Mm
coKi-i.rrc uvr or m-tuitßo
RSTTJUM-S 4 St ITULS
r*r mum Ottim? c«o
NOnh 7-7000
l» WmMmu* An fkwon. H
FUEL OIL- OIL BURNERS
JOHN DUFFY FUEL CO.
"AUAirA 4 Strtlnf rrttad*
*)!><• I»l
Oil Rttrnara ln.un„| 4 Rarttead
»•!*!*« Itein.r,., _ j) ((#lir kAr-ora
Dlolt Ml 2 2727
A4 **“ ** Ynut. n j
LANCIA OIL CO.
ATtAVTK- Iir.VTI.MI OIL
RUnktitila Rat 1.1
H Hot R M'RVHC
OU Rattap Rklx 4 ImußMMm
DIOI AR 8 1020
it® r. nuiair a<< . iymm
FLOOR COVERING
I MOHAWK FACTORY OUTLET
"»>«»«» r**a. Imi ||t M.
ilnw ttW roadman Rant. M 4 tponi
fteM Aim. S*wmt\. ||
FLORISTS
j JONES THE FLORIST. INC.
N»u»»-t olum rtoftit —la i>
j C*ll ft Par Torn riattl Vh4i
NOnh 7-1022
•Una arvi Cmtlww
_**■ Pa****# A.*. Nutiaa ft, J.
MICHAELS FLORIST
JWT.WI ORnwotta
POR PROMPT ACRVKK OWL
PI 3-3132
"•*» Pttralaaa I'mmm m
*■*» RafaMMMT
M iynwT «ar»»OT . M«ua<t rro
T*» AM
_
Rill. attlill. H
HARDWARE - PAINTS
THOMPSONS
KARO MARK ITORt
t cart * (r«h • mirtwrt m
• Ra*Mt 4 Cotta t tunlo |i»,.i-
P«aa Oabtapt rt»a- PI 44
#K« PIUH Rita
»l PARK RT fPPCK MOMtCU
HEARING AIDS
ZENITH HEARING AIDS
MARSHALL'S
HOUSE of HEARING
PI 3 6390
m nUXKUJt PT. RUfOMPIKLU. I
INSURANCE
VIVIAN POOASKI
AGENCY
t-SafRASCR COMBLTANT
4* t.UM at latatwaa
4rt» .T&a . ErtTßa
Canaßp - A 4 M - tta.
Phonci 265-1713
« Rata Mat MIT. Paaaaaak. N »
monuments
FARRELL'S
Mata Ml
‘**»f*JCXT WORKS
1 Mul«(«
MUlbaiffy 4-4045
.
ILty—' •** TK * i ***
MOVING A STORAOE
MARK C. DALY A SON
I4OVWO - RTUKAGB
rtaata tat UKYNOUND VaR UwKJ
Crt RRtaa HIM
um a *
MOVING & STORAGE
la Jrtmj City and All Itodanp Count.-
c«n , T
GALLAGHER
MOVISC. 4 STORAGE INC,
DELAWARE 3-7600
Tor krai and loot dlatonr. mm inf
HENRY P TOWNSEND
MOVING - STORAGE - PACKING
*» Y«V ProtnrT Service
Call IN'*# Phonet
CH 5-2483 • MU 8 4465
PI 5-1881 • AD 2-4464
HI North %%* * *eei/*;d. N J.
MATTA S
moving a storage
LOCAL A LONG DISTANCE
WELFARE A HOUSING
Diol MA 4-1597
2to K KINNEY ST. NEWARK
Kfwm for 9 MAI.ATESTA A SON*
PATERSON. ,N. J
NURSING HOME
IwAURCI. MANOR -a CERTIFIED
MoME f«r e Her Ur men and women,
cl"** •Her Hon «n«1 cirti ratee reaeon
• hlei ELmwnod Stlftn. P O B«a IM.
Spring VatMp New York
PHARMACISTS
NUTLEY
It tV DR CCS CO.
Jimm Rktio. Reg. phar.
Rih? Need*
PrearOHMw* Prompt! 7 Pilled
Cal M»ir Drug* and Coe met ire
111 DaaUla A««. North
JERSEY CITY
VALKXnt PHARMACY
josrrii Valenti. n«« tnm.
I‘lwrrißaai Baby Ne*da
ITWo (>•«. > ree Deliver r
IE Weal hide At*., opp. liinm*
Jet 9*7 CK>. N J
THOSE DE >2054
NEWARK
t*m A George Marine ana. Prop*.
USE PHARMACY
rg*WW*«l met 20 tom
Imt Reg tale red Pharmertate
Fre* Delivery Of** Every Day
Frwm • am l* It pm
TW Ml fro*e*d Atenae. cor.
MoartrUir Av«awe
Ilf MS Wreath. N. J
PIANOS • ORGANS
HAMMOND ORGANS
OF PATERSON
Otn Duty M » M until «
orncui HtKsiiMi urcan auency.
AIX Mtxirxs ON lUMXAY
LAikoa MxrtnoM or pianos
at tjoxrrsr prices
KVMK KIWN AND lIAMUN OKONOK
(tick - titt.mtA\nr-v. rental rcn
t near plan tu'i-KH month
IU M«M M. PMCTW ft. A
ARmory MW
PLUMBING * HEATING
NO MONEY DOWN No po, trust tor •
ituMun. y y«w* i. ».y SORCMtX] »*»*.
Smirk M I .to putMicid IX TWO.
MICHAEL T lIAL’UERMANN
HI WILLIAM CT NEWARK 1. N. J.
MARKET T-T4OT
ROOFERS
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EXPERT ROOfING
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REAL ESTATE
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REALTORS
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ADVOCATE
To Seize
Property
Of Ngo’s
SAIGON (NC) The name
of Archbishop Peter M. Ngo
dinh Thuc of Hue heads the
list of 21 persons whose proper-
ty will he confiscated by or-
der of the Military Revolution-
ary Council here. All proper-
ties belonging to the persons
listed are to be confiscated by
the state.
• The list includes the names
Of the Archbishop, his late
brothers. President Ngo dinh
Diem and Ngo dinh Nhu, two
aurviving brothers. Ngo dinh
Can, now in prison here, and
Ngo dinh Ltiyen, until recently
ambassador to London, and
Madame Nhu.
TIIK PROPERTIES of five
associations linked with the
Ngo family and the formeT
regime are also to be confis-
cated. One of these is the
Vietnamese Advanced Educa-
tion Assistance Association,
founded by Archbishop Thuc
mainly to aid the young Catho-
lic University of Dalat.
It is believed that some of
the properties of such owner*
•hip attributed to Archbish-
op Thuc are held by him as
bead of the Hue Archdiocese.
Formalities for vesting church
property in all the Vietnamese
bishoprics as legal corporate
entities have apparently not
been completed. It Is expected
that the Military Revolutionary
Council will exempt ecclesias-
tical property held in the Arch-
bishop's name.
The decree states that the
list of persons may be extend-
ed later by the chairman of
the Military Revolutionary
Council. Maj. Gen. Duong van
Minh. The decree Is to be im-
plemented by the Prime Min-
ister of the Provisional Gov-
•rnment.
To Ordain
Fr. Iannone
YONKERS. NY. - Rev.
Raphael J. lannone, 0K M.
Cap., of Vcmna is one of 12
Capuchin Franciscans who will
be ordained Jan. II at the
Monastery Church of the Sa
ered Heart here by Auxiliary
Bishop John 11. Ferns of the
Archdiocese of New York.
Father lannone is iho son of
Mr. and Mrs. Michael P. tan-
Oooe. Sr., of 72 Claremont Ava..
Verooa. He attended Our Lady
of the Lake Grammar School.
St Mary’s Seminary in Gar-
rison. N.Y., St Anthony's Col-
lege la Hudson. N IL. sod took
his theological studies at Mary
Immaculate Friary at Gar-
rison.
On Jan. 12, Father lannone
will celebrate his first Solemn
Maas at Our Lady of the Lake
Church at noon. Archpriest
will be Rev. Francis P. Carey,
pastor of Our Lady of the
Lake.
Deacon and Subdeacon wiU
be Rev. Roch Mullin. O.F M
,
Cap., of Mary Immaculate
FHary and Her. Barry Mc-
Mahon. O.F.M. Cap. of St.
John'* Church. New York Cily.
The sermon will be preachrd
by Rev. Benedict J. Groescbei.
0.P.M.. of Children's Village.
Dobbs Parry. N Y.
FATHER LANNONE
Class for Parents
TEANECK - A class for ex-
pedant parents will begin Jan.
U at Holy Name HoapUal here
and will continue through Feb.
10. Candidates may register at
F:tS p m on the night of the
first class.
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